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A COLONIAL AFFAIR

Introduction

When three French merchant ships arrived in
1714 in the port of Pondichéry, on the Coromandel coast of India, the disembarking sailors found themselves in the midst of a massive celebration.1 The
town was marking the marriage of the son of Pondichéry’s chief commercial
broker, a Tamil man named Nayiniappa.2 Ten thousand guests, Tamil and
French, took part in the event. The party went on for days, with elephants,
fireworks, lavish feasts, religious rites, and dance performances—including
one that took place in the house of the commander of the French fort. The
scribe of the French merchant fleet devoted several pages of the ship’s journal
to the description of the event, clearly dazzled by the wealth, influence, and
authority on display.
The host of the wedding celebration, Nayiniyappa, was the most important Indian employee of the Compagnie des Indes orientales, the French trading company governing Pondichéry.3 The town-wide celebration reflected
his place and power in the colony. Yet only two years later this same man
was alone in a prison cell; for days he was held without even knowing the
charges against him. On June 6, 1716, the French colonial court convicted
Nayiniyappa of the crimes of tyranny and sedition after finding him guilty
of abusing his power and organizing an employee uprising that had taken
place the previous year. He was taken to the town’s main bazaar and received
fifty lashes of the whip in front of a watching crowd. All of his vast wealth,
1
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accumulated over decades of doing business with French traders—the land,
houses, jewels, elephants, cash, and goods—was stripped from him, and his
three sons were banished from Pondichéry in perpetuity. He was sentenced
to serve three years in prison, but just a few months later he died in his cell
under somewhat mysterious circumstances.
Three years after this solitary death, in 1720, a young Tamil man would
kneel to embrace Christianity in the ornate chapel of the royal family in the
Palais Royal in Paris. No less a personage than Philippe d’Orléans, the regent of
France, would serve as his godfather. French missionaries hosted the young
foreigner in their Paris headquarters. A few months after that he knelt again,
this time to receive a French order of knighthood. The pendulum had swung
back for Nayiniyappa’s family, for the kneeling man was his eldest son, Guruvappa.4 It was likely Guruvappa’s own wedding that the ship’s scribe had
depicted in his journal six years earlier. Nayiniyappa’s son returned to India
ennobled, the banishment rescinded, with a new name honoring his royal
godfather and the young King Louis XV: he was now the Chevalier Charles
Philippe Louis Guruvappa.5 He assumed the position that had been his father’s:
chief commercial broker to the Compagnie des Indes in Pondichéry. The
event known in both France and India as l’affaire Naniapa—the broker’s rise,
fall, and posthumous rehabilitation over the course of a decade—had come
full circle as Nayiniyappa’s son returned triumphant to the colony.
These radical reversals of fate were an essential feature of the Nayiniyappa
Affair, the event at the center of this book. And as the Nayiniyappa Affair was
litigated, investigated, and contested, the involved actors all articulated their
vision of French empire in the East and debated the role of local intermediaries like Nayiniyappa in Pondichéry. An investigation of the affair and the fault
lines it revealed shows that conflicts between and within the projects of trade
and religion were a defining characteristic of French empire in South Asia.
The French Crown and its agents were engaged in two central efforts in
India in the first decades of the eighteenth century: building the town of Pondichéry into a prosperous trading hub and converting local men and women to
Catholicism, the religion of the French state. The two efforts at the heart of
the French presence in South Asia—making money and making Christians—
shared important characteristics. French colonial trade and Catholic religious
mission were both concerned with creating and propagating a colonial vision
of order, authority, and morality. However, they differed in the specifics of
this vision, and the intersection of the two efforts entailed significant instability and friction. Although the French state chartered, funded, and to a large
measure directed both of these projects, merchant-administrators and missionaries could not agree on what kind of colony—and colonie was the term
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consistently used by contemporaneous sources to describe the settlement of
Pondichéry—they were creating.
Traders and officials of the Compagnie des Indes sought to sustain the
very profitable status quo and to insert themselves into long-standing Indian
Ocean trading networks. French missionaries, on the other hand, espoused
an ideology of disruption and radical change in an effort to reconfigure the
local spiritual and social hierarchies. The book’s central argument is that commerce and conversion in French India were simultaneously symbiotic and
fundamentally in tension with one another. Would the traders’ vision of a
profitable status quo prevail, with the French newcomers seamlessly inserted
into the established networks and markets of the Indian Ocean world? Or
would the missionaries’ transformative agenda emerge triumphant, with a
Catholic order replacing the multiple religious practices in the region?
The complexities of internal colonial rivalries and the imbrication of local
networks within these rival efforts shaped the French experience in South
Asia. The creation of sovereignty in French India, I argue, required distributed authority. Local intermediaries shared in the mechanism of distributed
authority, effectively sidestepping the binary of collaboration or resistance
that has informed so much of the scholarship on colonial encounters. The
first decades of French rule in Pondichéry, and especially during the course of
the Nayiniyappa Affair, revealed with particular clarity the stakes of such distributed authority.6 The actors most intimately involved in the Nayiniyappa
Affair understood the case as hinging on precisely the intersection of mediation and sovereignty.
What, then, was the Nayiniyappa Affair, and why should it matter for the
histories of colonialism, France, and South Asia? The remainder of this book
is devoted to teasing out the affair’s multivalent and layered meanings, but
its twists and turns were the stuff of high drama and can be briefly summarized. Nayiniyappa came to Pondichéry as a young man, and over several
decades of involvement with the Compagnie des Indes he became one of the
richest and most influential men in the French colony. In 1708 the French
governor, Guillaume André Hébert, appointed him to the highest position
a local man could hold: courtier to the company and “head of all Malabars.”
Nayiniyappa and Hébert worked closely together for several years, trying to
build the colony’s trade and reputation. Five years into Nayiniyappa’s tenure
as chief broker, Hébert was removed from office because the directors of the
company in Paris were unhappy with his management of the colony, and he
was sent back to France.
But Hébert wanted to return to India, where a man could make a lot of
money quickly. Hébert’s rivals told an unflattering story about the governor’s
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agenda and methods; according to Nayiniyappa and his allies, Hébert cultivated the powerful Jesuits, who had the ear of some of the most important
actors in the French court. In return for the Jesuits’ support—so goes the story
according to Nayiniyappa’s supporters—Hébert agreed to help the Jesuits
in Pondichéry bring about Nayiniyappa’s downfall. The Jesuits strongly
objected to Nayiniyappa as chief broker because he refused to abandon his
local religion, which we would today term Hinduism, in favor of Christianity.7 The Jesuits wanted a Catholic Indian as chief broker.
We cannot know whether Hébert and the Jesuits struck a deal. But in
1715 Hébert was sent back to Pondichéry, and a few months later he ordered
Nayiniyappa’s arrest. Two of Nayiniyappa’s close associates, his brotherin-law Tiruvangadan and a man named Ramanada, were arrested as well.
Nayiniyappa’s trial attempted to answer the question, how central a role in
the colony’s rule was it possible, permissible, or desirable for a local intermediary to fill? His conviction was an effort to curtail the influence of local
actors. But after Nayiniyappa’s conviction, a global mobilization effort on his
behalf ensued—by missionaries who were rivals of the Jesuits, traders who
were rivals of Hébert, and an association of merchants from St. Malo with
trading interests in India, who relied on Nayiniyappa to keep their ships full
and their journeys profitable. Nayiniyappa died before he could benefit from
these efforts on his behalf, but he was exonerated posthumously. Hébert was
removed from office, sent back to France in disgrace, and ordered to pay damages to Nayiniyappa’s heirs.
This bare-bones account of the affair does little, however, to reveal its
multiple and contradictory meanings and implications for the history of
French India. An inquiry into Nayiniyappa’s life, downfall, and rehabilitation
starkly reveals the fissures between the commercial and spiritual branches
in Pondichéry, especially between the Compagnie des Indes and the Jesuit
missionaries. We see here conflicts at multiple scales and intersections, with
institutions fracturing against each other and internally: traders against missionaries, traders against traders, missionaries against missionaries. The
Nayiniyappa Affair pitted government officials and traders on the one side
against Jesuit missionaries on the other, but it was also the site of even more
internal face-offs: current administrators of the Compagnie des Indes battling their current and former colleagues; traders in France against traders
in India; Jesuits against rival Catholic religious orders, the Capuchins and
Missions étrangères de Paris (MEP) missionaries, a society created in 1658
expressly for conversions in Asia.8 It is worth reiterating that all these actors
purportedly shared a single cause—the prosperity of Pondichéry in the name
of God and king. The Nayiniyappa Affair thus reveals the fractured nature
of the colonial effort.
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Historiographies of both France and South Asia have largely neglected the
history of French India, albeit for different reasons. In colonial South Asia,
the shadow of the British Raj has loomed so large as to obscure the neighboring French as well as Dutch and Danish colonies in both the Tamil region
and Bengal, site of the French holding in Chandernagore. Even as the historiography of India in the eighteenth century has been growing, it is still, to a
large extent, devoted to unraveling the origins, processes, and consequences
of British rule.9 The study of the Indian Ocean more broadly has grown enormously in recent years, but the French experience within it has similarly
garnered surprisingly little attention. French historians, on the other hand,
have only relatively recently begun to study empire, owing to what has been
described as a “fit of collective imperial amnesia” following the French loss of
colonies in Asia and Africa in the twentieth century.10 Late twentieth-century
efforts to reckon with the war in Algeria and its ongoing impact on France in
the modern era have been central in the turn toward colonial history, meaning that the bulk of the work on French colonialism has been devoted to
France’s Second Empire, of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.11 Work
on France’s First Empire, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, on the
other hand, has by and large focused on the Atlantic. Historians have marginalized the French colonies in India and the Indian Ocean and dismissed them
as failures and thus insignificant.12 Yet French experiences in the early modern
Indian Ocean—precisely because they do not follow the trajectory of more
familiar, later imperial histories—enhance our understanding of the conflicts,
challenges, and contradictions inherent in colonialism.
This book integrates ongoing debates about colonial mediation on the one
hand and the making of imperial sovereignty on the other by situating the
Nayiniyappa Affair at the heart of an account of French colonialism in India.
In the first decades of the eighteenth century, across the empire, French actors
and populations newly under French rule negotiated mutual working orders.
This period saw debates over practices of enslavement, cultural blending and
miscegenation, trade and smuggling, and the relationship between metropolitan vision and colonial enactment.13 At the heart of most of these debates
was an attempt to determine the contours of French sovereignty in colonial
locales.14 The Nayiniyappa Affair illuminates this phenomenon with particular clarity, since in the course of the affair debates about mediation and its
limits morphed into explicit claims and counterclaims about both the desired
ambition and the possible reality of French sovereignty.
Cultural mediation, and more specifically the work of native intermediaries in colonial settings, has been shown to be pivotal in the making of
emerging empires.15 Scholars have demonstrated how colonized subjects,
especially elites, could come to have crucial roles in the creation of political
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and administrative ties between the intermediaries’ communities of origins
and the sometimes far-flung colonial cities where official power was concentrated.16 These investigations, however, have focused almost exclusively on
the bridge these go-betweens provided between European newcomers and
indigenous populations. Historians have only recently turned their attention
to the role local intermediaries filled within European political and institutional settings, to examine how they provided an opportunity for colonial
actors to grapple over their different approaches to governance, trade, and
religion.17 In Pondichéry, native colonial intermediaries acted within the European imperial structures, mediating, highlighting, or benefiting from conflicts
among European groups as much as from the differences between new arrivals and local populations. The focus on intermediaries in Pondichéry reveals
both that intra-European conflict was a defining feature of colonialism and
that intra-Tamil conflict, particularly between rival families of local brokers,
similarly informed colonial decision making.
Scholars have also attempted to uncover the mechanisms by which imperial sovereignty comes into being.18 Yet this work, Mary Lewis has suggested,
focuses on the unitary, categorical whole of empire, to the neglect of the
local specificity of colonial politics.19 Much attention has been paid to resistance on the ground to colonial sovereign rule, but sovereignty itself is often
described as stemming from political and intellectual trajectories that are conceptually separate from the actual experience of colonialism.20 By theorizing
sovereignty in early modern empires as a construct imported from Europe,
this literature obscures the role of local agents, including the significant role
of the intermediaries on which colonial rule relied.21 The spatial and temporal
categorizations that posit that concepts of sovereignty arrived with colonists
aboard European ships or were developed in later, more hegemonic imperial
settings do not do justice to the historical record. Agents of the French state in
Pondichéry neither wholly conceived sovereignty in advance nor fully held it
in undivided fashion. French sovereignty had to be constructed in Pondichéry
and thus incorporated local actors, conflicts, and practices.

Puducherry to Pondichéry
The French were the last to arrive of all the Europeans who established trading posts and colonies in India, following the Portuguese, Dutch, English, and
even the Danes. The Compagnie des Indes orientales, created in 1664, was
the first durable vehicle for French commerce in India. Unlike the merchantled Dutch and English companies, the French endeavor was an explicitly
royal project, imagined and executed by Jean-Baptiste Colbert, Louis XIV’s
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minister of finance.22 The creation of the company was of a piece with Colbert’s broader mercantilist vision, according to which control of foreign trade
was crucial for the state’s well-being.23 Earlier scholarship has tended to consider the early efforts of European charter companies in the East as “mere”
merchant capitalism; more recently, scholars have demonstrated how these
mercantile efforts acted in state-like ways, with territorial and cultural ambitions informing their decisions, such that the distinction between “purely” or
“merely” commercial projects and political, state-like, imperial, or colonial
ones holds little water.24 After all, every European trading company depended
on its relationship with the state that provided its charter.25 If it is true that
the early British East India Company presence in India was in many ways
that of a state, as Philip Stern has cogently argued, this was much more the
case in the French experience, since the French company, as scholars have
recently argued, was a “state concern . . . rather than a truly merchant-run
trading organization.”26 The French case is distinctive, not least because the
involvement of various missionary orders, explicitly charted by the French
king and sent to support commercial efforts, demonstrates that the French in
Pondichéry were engaged in an effort to transform the spiritual, cultural, and
political landscape, alongside their attempts to insert themselves into established commercial exchanges.
The company’s structure bore witness to its royal origins: a Paris-based
chambre générale of directors appointed by the Crown managed it, under an
official who reported directly to the king.27 Most of the capital that established the company was raised from the royal family, government ministers
and other members of the court at Versailles, and financiers. Both Louis XIV
and the powerful minister Colbert were major shareholders in the company,
with the king providing more than three million livres of the original capital
subscription to the company, roughly half the initial capitalization.28 Once
established in India, the Compagnie des Indes, like other European charter
companies, administered towns, made laws and dispensed justice, minted
money, commanded troops, built fortifications, and supported conversion
efforts.29 But in this case the French state was the explicit planner and director of its actions, making the imperial dimension of this commercial project
central to the company’s development.
The French first tried to establish themselves in Surat, a bustling and
well-established port in Gujarat on the west coast of India, where the
French founded a trading post in 1668, but they quickly encountered difficulties.30 Too many rivals, too little room for newcomers. It was in the
town of Pondichéry, almost a decade after the Compagnie des Indes orientales was first formed, that the French would gain a measure of political
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sovereignty, but it was a somewhat haphazard affair at the outset. In the
1670s the company’s traders turned south from their failed effort in Surat to
the Coromandel coast of India. In an unexpected turn of events, Sher Khan
Lodi, a local Indian governor appointed by the sultan of Bijapur, suggested
the French might like their own establishment in the region, and he gave
the French representative Pondichéry as a gift.31 The village was not far
from English and Dutch holdings, and its Tamil name—Puducherry—meant
“new town.”32 The newness of Pondichéry also meant that almost all its
residents—French and South Asian–born alike—were effectively newcomers and that French rule in the town was not displacing an earlier form of
Tamil sovereignty. The French company also made a concerted effort to
cast a broad geographic web in India, founding satellite trading posts (comptoirs) in Karikal, Yanaon, Mahé, and Chandernagore, and it maintained its
lodges in Surat and Masulipatam. Beginning in 1701, Pondichéry served as
the administrative, political, and military center of the French presence in
the subcontinent (figure 1).
Pondichéry’s survival and prosperity depended on trade. Trade in India
radiated across a wide-flung web of ports, out from the coastal cities of the
subcontinent to Asia and the Indian Ocean. From Pondichéry, trade routes
fanned out both east—to Aceh, Mergui, Pegu, Batavia, Manila, and China—
and west—to Mocha, the Maldives, and the islands of Île Bourbon and Île de
France in the Indian Ocean. In all these ports, French traders competed not
only with the Dutch, English, and Portuguese but with the commercial communities of Gujratis, Jews, Muslims, Armenians, and others that had preceded
them.33 Cross-cultural trade, in the Indian Ocean as elsewhere, depended on
trust, familiarity, and reputation, as merchants tried to establish a stronghold
far from home and relied on credit to carry out transactions.34 French traders
would have been intimately acquainted with the absolute centrality of credit
for doing business, since credit structured economic and social life in early modern Europe.35 For Europeans who arrived in the Indian Ocean, the solution
for their lack of credit and entry was dependence on local actors. The French
were by no means unique in their reliance on intermediaries, since the practice was widespread across early modern imperial settings.36 But those empires
that managed to transform themselves into more hegemonic powers—and
the British Raj is the most pertinent example—obscured this reliance.37
It is surely no coincidence that the span of the Nayiniyappa Affair corresponded to a difficult period for French officials on two fronts: first, the
instability of the French state, and second, the shaky finances of the Compagnie des Indes. The instability at the level of the French state was the result of
ongoing war—the War of Spanish Succession in 1701–1714, with its resulting
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financial crises—and the Regency period during Louis XIV’s minority, dating
1715–1723.38 The war and its repercussions continued to reverberate throughout the French colonial world, in both the Atlantic and the Indian Ocean,
long after the end of fighting. In the resulting debt crisis, showy trials against
individuals deemed culpable for France’s unstable financial system were a
common feature both in the colonies and in the metropolis, where a special tribunal, the chambre de justice of 1716, was charged with assigning blame
for financial disorder within the monarchy’s finances.39 Similarly, when
Nayiniyappa was sentenced to pay the Compagnie des Indes an enormous
fine upon his conviction, the inflow of cash supported the always cashstrapped company.
There were multiple reasons for the financial difficulties of the Compagnie
des Indes. French merchants and financiers were reluctant to invest in the
company, preferring regional opportunities; the company had high operating costs; and the occasional capture of French ships and subsequent heavy
losses posed a serious problem. As a result, the company relied on the sale of
one load of cargo to finance its next Asia-bound voyage. It also saw multiple
reorganizations in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This institutional upheaval and the persistent shortage of capital lay behind many of the
political struggles that characterized Pondichéry’s administration in the first
decades of the eighteenth century.
If the French political context was one of uncertainty and flux, the same
held true in the Indian subcontinent, where the states that surrounded Pondichéry were in a state of ongoing war for much of the first part of the eighteenth century.40 With battles between the Deccani sultanates of Bijapur and
Golconda, tension between the Maratha armies and the Mughal empire,
the general decline of Mughal power, and intra-European rivalries about
their relations with local patrons, the political landscape in South India was
extremely volatile. Given the fact that one of Nayiniyappa’s roles as chief broker was to mediate political relations with local rulers, the uncertainty of local
political systems made the position of chief broker more crucial than ever.
Taken together, the French and South Asian political uncertainty on the one
hand and the financial difficulties of the Compagnie des Indes on the other
would inform the debates that animated the struggle over Nayiniyappa’s conviction and subsequent acquittal.
Despite this fraught context, the first half of the eighteenth century was
a period of significant growth in Pondichéry, in both its urbanization and its
demographics (figures 2 and 3). In this period, Pondichéry was transformed
into an important regional center, with several thousand Frenchmen and tens
of thousands of mostly Tamil-speaking inhabitants and a growing trade reliant on the export of textiles.

Figure 2. A 1704 map of Pondichéry exhibits the city’s grid and highlights its religious diversity by noting Jesuit, Capuchin, and numerous local places of worship, described as “pagodas.”
“Plan de Pondichéry à la côte de Coromandel occupé par la Compagnie royale des Indes orientales/
mis au jour par N. de Fer—1704.” Bibliothèque nationale de France, département Cartes et plans,
GE D-17834.

Figure 3. This 1716 map, drawn by Nayiniyappa’s ally, the engineer Denyon, shows the growth
of Pondichéry in the first two decades of the eighteenth century. “Plan des ville et fort Louis de
Pondichéry par M. Denyon.” Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS-6432 (1BisA).
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The town’s physical setting was a crucial feature of its commercial and
demographic success in the first decades of the century. During much of
the year the town’s port was relatively sheltered from the monsoons, and a
river flowing into the sea, navigable by small, flat-bottomed boats, made it an
attractive spot for trade.41 The port did not allow for the anchoring of large
ships, so the town had no wharves; instead, small vessels darted through the
water, loading and unloading merchandise.42 The fort on the water’s edge
where Nayiniyappa was held was meant for the town’s protection, but it also
was used as Pondichéry’s commercial and administrative center, with the
Compagnie des Indes’s offices and chambers of the Superior Council housed
within.
French ships left Pondichéry carrying a dizzying array of textile products,
cotton, silk, and wool in well over one hundred different varieties.43 The
volume of trade in textiles over these years was quite variable; in general,
however, the first three decades of the eighteenth century were a period
of steady expansion of French investment in Pondichéry.44 Nevertheless,
the French company got a smaller share of trade than the English and
Dutch companies, and ships sent by the Dutch East India Company and the
English East India Company consistently outnumbered French ships heading to the East.45
The exact demographic makeup of Pondichéry’s population in the first
decades of the eighteenth century is difficult to determine, since the first
existing census dates from 1769.46 At the time of the Nayiniyappa Affair,
the French population of Pondichéry is estimated to have been only 1,000
to 2,000 souls, among a general population numbering in the tens of thousands.47 The French residents were mostly employees of the Compagnie des
Indes—traders, clerks, soldiers, sailors, doctors, engineers, and the like—but
some French residents arrived there independently, lured by the opportunity to trade on their own account. The non-French population made up the
vast majority; in 1740, a French writer estimated Pondichéry’s population to
have grown to 120,000.48 Roughly one-third of these residents were weavers, who manufactured the cotton textiles that were the central commodity of French trade in India, and their presence in the colony was therefore
of paramount importance. Throughout this period, when textile workers in
South India enjoyed significant mobility, weavers and merchants migrated
to Pondichéry, as the company was engaged in labor-intensive projects of
fortification, acquired several villages surrounding Pondichéry, and grew its
textile production operations.49 The new residents were mostly practitioners
of local religion (what today would be glossed as Hindu) and diverse in caste.
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The fact that they formed the town’s majority would figure prominently in
the Nayiniyappa Affair, as traders and missionaries tried to decide precisely
what place a non-Christian broker should play in the town’s commerce and
politics. The town’s judicial and administrative records, as well as maps from
the period, also attest to the presence of a much smaller population of local
converts to Christianity, a small community of Muslims,50 and a handful of
Armenian merchants, as well as new arrivals from other parts of India beyond
the Coromandel coast. Many French households also held Indian domestic
slaves, both Christians and Hindus.51
The town’s spatial layout was segregated, separated into so-called White
Town and Black Town. In this, the town was organized according to urban
plans conceived by the Dutch during the brief period late in the seventeenth
century when Pondichéry was under their control.52 White Town was adjacent to the water, encompassing the port and the fort, and the larger Black
Town lay mostly to the west, in the area of higher elevation, but the line
between the two was a porous one.53 Despite the town’s explicitly segregated
layout, French and Indian actors who came together at Pondichéry’s founding in the late seventeenth century attempted to paint it as a religiously and
culturally diverse and cosmopolitan locale, a location that would be both a
port of departure and a point of destination. By the beginning of the eighteenth century, the residents of Pondichéry were indeed a fairly cosmopolitan
bunch. The marriage and death records, kept by the Capuchins who acted
as the Catholic population parish priests, revealed that the town’s residents
hailed from all over the globe: various locales in South Asia, the Indian Ocean
island colonies, Bagdad, Isfahan, Ireland, England, Germany, Venice, and as
far afield as Canada.

Religious Tensions in a Commercial Town
In 1708, Pondichéry’s colonial officials issued a proclamation on behalf of
the company’s board of directors. It proclaimed in Tamil, French, and Portuguese that merchants of every nation should pursue commerce in Pondichéry
and would not be disturbed.54 The 1708 proclamation promising a welcome
haven for all, on the one hand, and the cityscape’s grid of racial and religious
segregation, on the other, reveal an unresolved tension that lay at the heart
of the French presence in Pondichéry. The goals of French officials to make
the town both a place in which authority took a Catholic form and a commercially successful city in a landscape that was emphatically non-Christian
seemed at times to be mutually exclusive. The ongoing conflicts about the
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integration of commercial ambitions and missionary agendas tried but did
not succeed in resolving this tension.
When the Compagnie des Indes was created, its charter charged the company not only with commercial profit making but also with propagating and
supporting Christianity in the territories under its control.55 The relationship
between religious mission and the state in early modern colonial projects
was hugely variable, with different fault lines appearing in different contexts.
French India not only highlights this variability but also reveals the challenges
that religious agendas posed to commercial and political efforts in newly
established colonial settings with existing strong local state systems. Such
challenges were much less visible in cases where political, cultural, and religious hegemony was achieved.56 In Pondichéry, the multiple agendas of rival
missionary groups made the bifurcated nature of French empire in India—the
simultaneous mandate to advance both commerce and Christianity—all the
more difficult to achieve. Missionaries of different orders all sought to advance
conversion agendas through cooperation with the state and state-supported
commercial projects. French missionaries of different orders in Pondichéry
were thus adversaries vying for resources and influence. Nayiniyappa’s body
was a site for the unfolding of this battle.
In the seventeenth century and early in the eighteenth century, Christian
missionary work in South Asia was the exclusive domain of Catholics. The
missionaries who made Pondichéry their base were Frenchmen of three
separate Catholic orders: Jesuits, Capuchins, and members of the Missions
étrangères de Paris. The Capuchins, an offshoot of the Franciscans, were
the first to appear in the colony, arriving in Pondichéry in 1674 and serving as both parish priests to the European Catholics and missionaries to the
local population. From the very earliest days of the Compagnie des Indes’s
presence in India, the Capuchins often positioned themselves as allies to and
participants in the royal commercial project. The collaboration between the
company and the Capuchins both stemmed from and exacerbated the Capuchin rivalry with the Jesuits—a rivalry so pronounced that some locals once
asked a Venetian living in Pondichéry whether he worshipped the God of the
Jesuits or the God of the Capuchins.57
The Jesuit-Capuchin conflict originated with the arrival of the Jesuits
in Pondichéry in 1689, when the ambitious newcomers compromised the
Capuchins’ position as sole religious providers. Upon the Jesuits’ arrival,
Governor François Martin divided the spiritual field, declaring that the
Capuchins would serve as chaplains to the European parish, and Jesuits
would tend to the flock of indigenous Christians and potential Christians.
This compromise suited neither side. Internal divisions and bitter exchanges
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between the groups would figure prominently in the Nayiniyappa Affair.
The squabbles between the Jesuits and the Capuchins consistently unfolded
before both ecclesiastical authorities and the institutions of the French
state.58
The deepest and most persistent struggle between Capuchins and Jesuits
in French India revolved around the form of religious ministration to neophytes and potential converts. Conflicts between Jesuits, members of other
Catholic orders, and the church hierarchy writ large were by no means limited to Pondichéry, manifesting as the “Malabar Rites” controversy in South
Asia and the “Chinese Rites” controversy in China. In both sites, Vatican
officials and rival orders objected to the Jesuits’ conversion practice and ideology known as “accommodation,” which allowed new converts to maintain local customs (for example, those pertaining to marriage and burial
rites) after conversion to Christianity. The Jesuits’ opponents argued that
accommodation diluted Christianity.59 This controversy had higher stakes in
Pondichéry, which was ruled by Catholics, unlike, say, Madurai, the Tamil
city where Jesuit accommodationist practice in India was developed. Contestations over accommodation led to bitter conflicts between missionaries
of different orders. But the debate also informed the conflict between the
Jesuits and officials of the Compagnie des Indes because while the Jesuits
were willing to accommodate their converts in an effort to bring them to
Christ, they saw no reason why the company officials would reward and
advance those local residents, such as Nayiniyappa, who refused to convert
to Christianity.
The Second Empire of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries would feature frequent conflicts between a state seeking anticlericalism and colonial
ventures dependent on missionary labor, as J. P. Daughton has shown.60 No
such inherent conflict underlay the struggles in French India early in the eighteenth century that would explode in the course of the Nayiniyappa Affair.
Administrators and religious workers were sent to India long before the
invention of laïcité, the secular nature of the state, as a French ideal. Commercial and religious agents alike were acting on behalf of a divinely ruling
king, the head of the Gallican church, and were furthering the ambitions of
a state explicitly and timelessly Catholic. Colonial officials and traders in the
early eighteenth century would therefore have shared many of the goals and
attitudes of their missionary contemporaries. Yet the repeated struggles in
Pondichéry among lay and religious agents indicate that the ideal of a shared
commercial-religious agenda, manifest in both the charter of the company
and missionary texts, remained elusive in practice. As the French in India tried
to enhance their commercial, administrative, judicial, military, and spiritual
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position, the bifurcated nature of a colony in which traders and missionaries
were struggling over control hampered their efforts.

The Nayiniyappa Affair as a Prism for Empire
Tensions about the interpenetration of secular and religious authority drove
the Nayiniyappa Affair, and an examination of the affair sheds new light on
their significance. Using the Nayiniyappa Affair as a prism for French empire
more generally makes possible a new understanding of both. Yes, the Nayiniyappa Affair was in part a battleground for powerful Jesuits, their missionary
rivals, and factions within the French commercial venture. But if we simultaneously consider the broader imperial context and the local struggle for
prominence in Pondichéry, a fuller understanding of events emerges. The
Nayiniyappa Affair was neither French nor Indian but a Pondichéry affair. It
grew into existence in the landscape of the colony, and thereby it inevitably
wove together strands both local and metropolitan, French and Tamil. The
affair brought together the interests of the town’s petty shopkeepers and its
wealthiest traders, the highest echelons of French officialdom with illiterate
Tamil widows, well-connected missionaries born in France, and multilingual
children of the Jesuits’ local employees. The Nayiniyappa Affair also affords
a unique entry into the life of an indigenous actor and his social, familial,
religious, and commercial milieu. Affaires, the scandalous and well-publicized
trials that were a feature of public life in the Old Regime, were also common
in the colonies.61 Yet the Nayiniyappa Affair stands out for having an indigenous actor at its center, one who is doubly exceptional for having managed to
attract significant advocacy to his cause and overturn the decision against him.
This study, then, considers the contested and unstable aspects of imperial
claims, and of French claims in India in particular. It situates the agency of
indigenous actors, and especially brokers and intermediaries, at the center
of these contestations and as a result at the very center of the colonial experience. Imperial sovereignty had to be continually constructed, and in this
period it was never fully achieved. The example of French India demonstrates
how early imperial formations relied on dispersed and fractured authority,
shared and contested among agents with diverse agendas, backgrounds, and
political and religious allegiance, whose hierarchical relations to one another
were in a state of flux.
Chronology soothes as it smooths, its unfolding coming to seem inevitable
and logical. In the following chapters, I resist a chronological narrative of the
affair, instead opting for a prismatic history, returning to the same details and
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events in each chapter, slightly shifting the analytic lens in each one to go
over the same narrative material. The thematic approach aims to excavate
the overlapping layers of the Nayiniyappa Affair, to show that it cannot be
reduced to a tidy event, one with a linear narrative, heroes and villains, or
unitary meaning. The metaphor of the prism is especially apt here. As a prism
reflects, returns, and refracts light in multiple directions, so the documentary
richness distributed by the Nayiniyappa Affair in archives in France and India
sheds new light on the role of trade and religion in the making and unmaking
of colonial authority.
French colonial administrative records of the Compagnie des Indes form
the central archive on which this book relies, but it also draws on a diverse
set of materials held in archives in France and India, including missionary letters, court records, notarial records, and personal diaries. While most of the
source material was written in French and collected by French institutions, its
authors are both Frenchmen and South Asian–born residents of Pondichéry.62
Surely, Tamil and other Indian actors appear in this archive with their voices
refracted through multiple processes of translation and often with French
coauthors; but their involvement in the production of these archives—an
issue explicitly taken up in greater detail in the book’s final chapter—means
that local intermediaries played an important role in the construction of the
French colonial bureaucratic and judicial record. Bringing together these
authors, genres, and modes of archival production is a crucial methodology
of the prismatic history that follows. The result is both a microhistory of
the Nayiniyappa Affair and a broad consideration of French imperialism in
this period. As a French imperial history that pays close attention to the fine
details of a largely forgotten local affair, this study draws out the intricate
negotiations that situate empire in place.63
The book is composed of three parts. The first part examines the reliance of both trader-administrators and missionaries in the newly established
colony of Pondichéry on local intermediaries and discusses the social, political, and commercial structures in which French colonists, missionaries, and
intermediaries all intersected. Chapter 1, “The Elusive Origins of a Colonial
Scandal,” provides multiple answers to a deceptively simple question: Why
was Nayiniyappa arrested? Chapter 2, “Kinship as Politics,” considers the role
of family networks, both French and Tamil, in the development of French
empire in India.
The second part centers on Nayiniyappa’s days in court and the details
of his investigation, appeals, and the reinvestigation of the affair. Chapter 3,
“The Denial of Language,” serve as a corrective to the tendency in European imperial history to overlook the centrality of polylinguistic scenarios
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in colonial encounters. It examines the relationship among French, Portuguese, and Tamil in colonial politics of commerce and conversion and in the
unfolding of the Nayiniyappa Affair. Chapter 4, “Conflict at Court,” examines
the affair as a court case, addressing the judicial setting in which it took place
and the legal questions it attempted to resolve.
The third part considers the repercussions of Nayiniyappa’s conviction,
death, and posthumous rehabilitation. Chapter 5, “Between Paris and Pondichéry,” focuses on mobility in the Indian Ocean and between France and
India. Chapter 6, “Archiving the Affair,” describes the archives in which traces
of the Nayiniyappa Affair are sedimented and reveals the agentive processes
by which these archives and subsequent historical narratives were created.
The book’s epilogue reflects on how Nayiniyappa’s role in the imperial project in Pondichéry shaped his life and in turn shaped the politics of the colony.
In other words, it inquires into the effect of empire on individual lives and
the impact of individuals on the development of empires.

Pa rt O n e

The World of
the Affair

Ch ap ter 1

The Elusive Origins of
a Colonial Scandal

When he was twenty years old, Nayiniyappa,
a merchant of Madras, moved to the newly established French colony of
Pondichéry. Forty-three years later, in 1717, he died in a prison cell in Fort
St. Louis, Pondichéry’s center of French administrative and military power
in India. At the time of his death he had served three months of a three-year
prison sentence for the crimes of tyranny and sedition, having been removed
from his post as the colony’s chief commercial broker and head of the town’s
indigenous population, a position the French referred to as courtier and chef
des malabars. As Pondichéry’s chief commercial intermediary, Nayiniyappa
had amassed considerable property, but the French confiscated all his wealth,
including precious gems, horses, elephants, and several houses. In a rite of
public humiliation, he was whipped with fifty lashes in Pondichéry’s main
bazaar. Had he lived out his prison term, he and his entire family would have
been banished from the colony forever. None of these details are contested.
The meanings of the scandal that came to be known in India and in France as
l‘affaire Nayiniyappa are not nearly as straightforward.
The Nayiniyappa Affair has a haunting quality. Fort St. Louis no longer
stands, so Nayiniyappa’s ghost hovers instead in the archives. Officials of the
Compagnie des Indes in Pondichéry maintained detailed yearly logs of their
doings, as well as copies of all their correspondence.1 The logs for most years
contained exhaustive and meticulous descriptions of changes in personnel,
21
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new building projects, and discussions of the political situation surrounding
Pondichéry. But a large portion of the records for the years 1716 to 1724 is
devoted to Nayiniyappa’s conviction, the subsequent appeals on his behalf,
and the resulting official investigations. The wealth of documentation attests
to the imaginative pull Nayiniyappa’s downfall exerted, as more and more
actors in India and in France participated in the analysis, reinvestigation, and
interpretation of the events surrounding his arrest. Nor was this interest limited to Nayiniyappa’s contemporaries. When the colonial exhibition of 1931
was mounted in Paris, officials in Pondichéry sent a small handful of documents to represent the history of French India.2 They selected three that concerned the Nayiniyappa Affair.3
Why was Nayiniyappa arrested? No easy answer to this deceptively simple
question exists. Several of Nayiniyappa’s contemporaries debated the story
of his plummet from Pondichéry’s pinnacle of power, as did he himself. Different groups of actors—French government officials in both the colony and
metropole; missionaries of various Catholic orders; friends and relatives of
Nayiniyappa; traders employed by the Compagnie des Indes and trading
associations in Brittany; and, later on, historians of French India—have interpreted Nayiniyappa’s investigation, conviction, and posthumous exoneration
differently and provided divergent explanations for the origins of the affair.
Through the juxtaposition of these competing interpretations of the
affair’s commencement, a picture of the colony emerges. The different origins ascribed to the Nayiniyappa Affair reveal starkly different understandings
of colonial authority; the relation among metropolitan center, periphery, and
colony; and the role of local intermediaries in the French overseas project.
These parallel and contradictory versions of events, I argue, created a point
of condensation that enabled different groups to articulate their own vision
of the imperial project in relation to the Nayiniyappa Affair.
While each of the four interpretations of the affair’s origins examined here
offers a different version of the unfolding of events, they all shared an underlying concern. Missionaries, colonial officials, Indian employees, and metropolitan traders all attempted to offer solutions to a vexing question: What was
the basis for colonial authority and sovereignty? The issue was especially troubling in the early decades of the eighteenth century, when Pondichéry was
a relatively new and unsettled seat of French power, facing constant threat
of military attack and financial collapse. Its sovereignty was a very fragile
construct, its hegemony more aspiration than reality. Michel-Rolph Trouillot
has argued that success is a matter of continuous historical articulation rather
than fact.4 Colonial empires of the nineteenth century narrated themselves
as inevitably successful. But early French and Indian concerns about the
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justifications for European sovereignty and the limits of authority offer a different tale, one that sheds light on the conditions in which colonial projects
come into being and their subsequent historical and political retellings. Rather
than presenting a teleological narrative of hegemony, the tensions driving the
Nayiniyappa Affair and those that erupted in its multiple retellings allow for a
more complicated understanding of authority in colonial settings. The affair
reveals shifts and uncertainties in the distribution of authority, particularly
in how forms of kinship, exchange, and belonging, both local and imported,
supported and supplemented the state. The juxtaposing of the four accounts
of the origins of the affair recounted in this chapter is what makes such shifts
legible and knowable.

Where Do Go-Betweens Go? Commercial
Brokers in South Asia
When employees of the French trading company and Catholic missionaries
first arrived in Pondichéry in the 1670s, they found a region roiling with political upheaval and mighty military struggles, among both European and Indian
polities, and the political landscape was in a state of bewildering flux. The
commercial world posed a different challenge to French newcomers: the maritime trading associations of the Indian Ocean world were well established,
cemented by centuries of contact and exchange and based on the familiarity
of kinship and religious affiliation. Scholars of Indian Ocean trade have shown
that European involvement in the region was less transformative of these
networks than previously assumed. The preexisting structures were sustained
throughout most of the eighteenth century, with European traders trying to
position themselves within these structures rather than displacing or transfiguring them.5
One scholar has argued that to the extent to which the Indian Ocean was
an integrated world system, it relied on the work of commercial brokers.6
And while it was not only Europeans who employed commercial brokers
to facilitate trade, European trade companies in the Indian Ocean had no
established networks of kinship or origin upon which they could draw for
support and thus depended even more heavily on their brokers.7 In both commercial and political spheres, therefore, Europeans in general and French
newcomers in particular, since they were the last of the European powers
to arrive in India in the seventeenth century, needed to negotiate a place
for themselves in densely populated and often confusing realms. To do so,
they relied on the services of local intermediaries, who either introduced
them into new markets or acted on their behalf. Commercial brokers—such
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as Nayiniyappa—who were employed by the Compagnie des Indes and by
individual traders filled this function.
The many terms used to refer to these actors—intermediaries, gobetweens, middlemen, cultural brokers, middle figures, marginal men,
passeurs culturels—are an indication of a certain murkiness inherent in the category. Arguably, anyone in a cross-cultural encounter acts as an intermediary,
but such a definition renders the category too vague to have much analytic
purchase. My own use of the term “intermediary” is intentionally narrow:
Pondichéry’s intermediaries were men—and it was exclusively men who
were appointed to these positions—whom French traders and missionaries
retained as paid employees, as either commercial brokers or religious interpreters, known as catechists in the Catholic terminology. They thus intentionally and self-consciously acted as go-betweens. Nayiniyappa himself reflected
on the meaning of the position and described it as a fundamentally public
role at the center of the colony. He wrote, “For there to be communication
between the Frenchman and the Indian, there is need for an intelligent man,
who will act as an ambassador between the two nations. He is called the chef
des malabars and is a public man. The [governor] addresses only him, and he
alone is known by the Indians. It is a very distinguished position in this land.”8
The issue of nomenclature of commercial brokers in Pondichéry is a surprisingly thorny one. In Madras, Pondichéry’s neighbor to the north, these
brokers were known as “dubashes”—according to one etymology, meaning
“men of two languages.”9 Although South Indian historiography frequently
uses the term “dubash” to refer to these actors, French sources of the period
do so rarely. The French equivalent term, usually rendered daubachy, does
show up in French documents but not in the first decades of the eighteenth
century. In the first three decades of the eighteenth century in Pondichéry,
several different terms were used to refer to the Tamil men who enabled
French trade. One term was “modeliar,” which stems from the Tamil word
for “first” (mudal); it is commonly used to designate a Vellala caste group to
which many of these men belonged. A second term often used to refer to
brokers is the French word courtier. Most often courtier referred to those, like
Nayiniyappa, who had obtained the highest rank of commercial brokers, hired
by the Compagnie des Indes as the most senior Tamil employee in the colony;
the term was typically joined to chef des malabars (head of all Malabars).10
The double title, courtier et chef des malabars, points to two different aspects
of these men’s position at the crossroads of two cultural systems and their
ability to act at the intersection of needs. As courtiers, they were enmeshed
in a French system of service, with a commitment to furthering the agenda
of the French company and the Crown. But simultaneously, they were chefs
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des malabars, local leaders of the Tamil community and therefore responsible
also for representing the interests and voices of local merchants and workers
back to the company. This double positioning at the heart of both the French
and the Tamil commercial and social infrastructure in Pondichéry enabled
commercial brokers to become such central figures of authority. This doublesourced authority also motivated French anxiety about the repercussions of
intermediaries’ power and influence in the colony and beyond.
The services commercial brokers provided were diverse; under French
employment, their main task was to ensure that enough merchandise would
flow into French hands, so that the ships leaving Pondichéry’s port would be
fully stocked with the cloth and other commodities that were then sold in
European markets. To this end, brokers negotiated with regional merchants
who supplied goods but also set up both farming operations and artisanal centers, where raw materials were produced and transformed into commodities.
In return, brokers received a percentage of the sale they had made possible—
generally between 2 and 4 percent. They were also able to extend credit, to
the French trading company, to individual French traders, and to their Asian
partners. Well-positioned intermediaries not only supervised and made possible the flow of goods into company ships, but they also managed diplomatic
relations with local rulers by writing letters, leading delegations to courts, and
arranging for the exchange of gifts. In addition, they were responsible for local
labor markets. In Pondichéry, this meant recruiting and managing the highly
skilled textile workers (mostly weavers and dyers) who produced the colony’s
most important commodity. As Shubhra Chakrabarti has noted in the context
of Bengal, artisans and producers owed their allegiance and commitment not
to the European company but to the local brokers and intermediaries who
hired them and provided them with orders and capital.11 This was also the
case in Pondichéry, where the chief broker was charged with managing relations with local artisans, either directly or through a subordinate group of
merchants who acted as intermediaries for him. But intermediaries were also
involved in other labor markets. For example, hired intermediaries recruited
and managed Indian seamen, or lascars, to serve on the ships of the English
East India Company.12
Commercial brokers made the trade of the company possible, but they
also enabled the private trade of French traders who were employed by the
company but were eager to take advantage of opportunities to trade on their
own account. This meant that every single employee of the Compagnie des
Indes in Pondichéry, from the governor on down to the lowliest sailor at the
port, had a strong, personal incentive to see the colony’s commerce in the
region flourish and continue to grow. The fact that the Nayiniyappa Affair
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engendered such committed and passionate involvement from so many was a
result of this shared investment in Pondichéry’s commercial prospects. In his
role as chief commercial broker to the French company in Pondichéry, the job
Nayiniyappa held from 1708 to 1716, he held the general responsibility for creating a robust market in Pondichéry, drawing capital-rich merchants to settle
in the town, ensuring the timely production of textile goods, and generally
enhancing French commercial reputation in the region. Nayiniyappa made
money in the colony flow. Arresting and convicting him, argued his diverse
supporters, jeopardized the colony’s commercial success and by extension its
very existence. Nayiniyappa’s importance for the success of Pondichéry was
a feature of the position of brokers in India in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. As Michael Pearson has noted, in the early modern Indian
Ocean “relations between brokers and their clients were by and large ones of
equality rather than (as became the case later) of domination and subordination.”13 The Nayiniyappa Affair, then, gives rise to the following question: In
exchanges between French traders and missionaries and their local intermediaries, who was the patron and who was the client?
The French reliance on intermediaries in India did not begin in Pondichéry
but dated back to Surat, a cosmopolitan and prosperous port in Gujarat where
the Compagnie des Indes first tried to established itself. A French comptoir, or
trading “factory,” was established in Surat in 1666. For centuries, Surat had
occupied an important place in the maritime trade of the Indian Ocean, with
a bustling local trade spreading across Asia and to Africa, a wealthy Armenian trading population, and English and Dutch factories. A French Jesuit,
Father Guy Tachard, who arrived in Gujarat late in the seventeenth century,
described Surat as “the most beautiful, the wealthiest, and largest commercial
city I have seen in the Indies, not even excepting Batavia or Goa.”14 Indian cities such as Surat drove the image of an ideally cosmopolitan town that French
administrators later sought to achieve in Pondichéry. Brokers facilitated and
managed the diversity such cosmopolitanism entailed. It was the attempt to
reconcile commercial and cultural diversity with Catholic authority that later
became so divisive for traders and missionaries in Pondichéry.
The status of the French as late arrivals in Surat did not appear initially to
be a great impediment, thanks to aid the French received from local brokers.
In 1666, the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb granted the French a firman, a royal
decree, that allowed them the same trading privileges in Surat as the Dutch
and the English had, and in 1669 the French were granted a firman by the
court in Golconda to establish a factory in Masulipatnam on the Coromandel
coast. This latter success largely depended on the connections and efforts of an
Armenian go-between, Martin di Marcara Avachintz, who acted as a broker
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and diplomatic emissary for the French in the 1660s.15 Marcara had been born
in Isfahan, in present-day Iran, and possessed many of the most desirable traits
of a broker: he was well connected in a variety of ports, spoke many languages, and had traveled extensively between India, Persia, and Europe, settling for a while in the Italian port of Livorno before heading to Paris.16 He set
sail to the East in 1666 as part of a French fleet that went first to Madagascar,
then to Surat. From Surat he was sent to advance French interests on the eastern coast of India, but he soon fell out with François Caron, the director of the
French initiative in India. Caron had the Armenian broker arrested in 1671,
following the spread of rumors that Marcara had poisoned a French colleague
and mishandled French shipping interests. The arrest led to a drawn-out legal
battle that traveled back to France, where, after Marcara was released from
prison in 1675, he demanded restitution for losses he had sustained.17 The differences between Marcara and Nayiniyappa are significant—not least among
them Marcara’s Christianity. But much as in the case of Nayiniyappa’s downfall, Marcara’s success as a broker proved dangerous. His history with the
Compagnie des Indes demonstrates both the deep roots of French reliance
on Indian Ocean brokers and the tendency of these relationships to transition
from intimate dependence to acrimonious legal struggles.
Scholars have debated how the rise of European power in the subcontinent and the Indian Ocean impacted the position of mediating men like
Marcara, Nayiniyappa, and others. In Ashin Das Gupta’s account, the powerful individual brokers of the first half of the eighteenth century gave way to
a class of men who were subservient to colonial masters in the second half
of the century, in a process that was replicated in Bengal, the Coromandel,
and Gujarat.18 Shubhra Chakrabarti has argued, on the other hand, that a
class of local commercial brokers remained both crucial to and powerful in
British East India in Bengal well into the late eighteenth century, and reliance
on these intermediary figures did not decline as European political power
grew.19 This was certainly the case in French India, where political power outside the confines of Pondichéry—and sometimes even within it—remained
more notion than reality for much of the eighteenth century.

Before the Fall: Nayiniyappa in Pondichéry
Nayiniyappa arrived in the French colony about 1674 as a young man and
traded with the French long before he was appointed chief broker. He originally came from the environs of English-ruled Madras. His migration to
Pondichéry was part of the ongoing French attempts to draw prominent and
well-connected merchants to the town. Such residents were much sought
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after, since the French hoped that their credit and reputation would convince
others to conduct trade in the town and with the French company. Nayiniyappa himself, according to a history written by one of his descendants in the
late eighteenth century, persuaded his brother-in-law to join him and relocate
from Madras to Pondichéry.20
We know little of Nayiniyappa’s daily life in Pondichéry prior to his
arrest—his social encounters, preferences, and day-to-day activities. Luckily, Nayiniyappa’s nephew—a man of the same family, class, and caste, who
filled the very same position of chief commercial broker to the Compagnie
des Indes—kept a minutely detailed account of his own life for twenty-five
years. The diary written by this man, Ananda Ranga Pillai, is renowned as
the first work of Tamil prose in the genre.21 His journal offers a window into
the lives of Pondichéry’s commercial brokers. As chief commercial broker,
Ananda Ranga Pillai kept a close eye on French commercial dealings, both the
appointments of company employees and the comings and goings of French
ships. He had daily contact with French administrators—both the governor
and lower-ranking officials who kept him abreast of developments—and
he had up-to-date knowledge of the proceedings in the Superior Council’s
chambers. Even as Ananda Ranga Pillai was deeply involved in the minutiae
of company trade, he remained intimately invested in his own business as
well, packing up pieces of cloth and visiting his warehouses daily. Like him,
Nayiniyappa also maintained his private business while serving as chief broker. The level of detail with which the diarist followed the life of the French
governor—Joseph Dupleix for much of his tenure—was minute; on one occasion the broker described the outfit that the governor wore to sleep.22 He
kept close tabs on the broader political landscape, particularly the military
and commercial dealings with the English in Madras—the area from which
Nayiniyappa and Ananda Ranga Pillai’s family had originated and where they
still had close connections. The diary also reveals a very tightly knit familial
circle, with significant space devoted to family events celebrated, the broker’s
concern about his brother, and the future of his children. Ananda Ranga Pillai
was also active in the town’s cultural and spiritual life, commissioning poetry
and donating to temples, as well as participating in religious rituals regularly,
and there is every reason to assume Nayiniyappa did the same.
Over several decades of living in the French colony, Nayiniyappa rose to
fill the influential and profitable post of chief commercial broker of Pondichéry. He first appears in French records already involved with the commercial doings of the French company but not yet its employee. In 1704 his name
appears in the deliberations of the Superior Council of Pondichéry: “The
council has awarded the farming of tobacco and betel leaf to Naniapa for
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two years,” noted the minutes.23 Four years later, in 1708, the council again
discussed its business dealings with Nayiniyappa and considered putting a
large provisioning contract in his hands but ultimately decided to choose a
group of merchants with whom it was more familiar.24 Even though Nayiniyappa did not win this contract, he must have made a good impression
on the members of Pondichéry’s council and the French governor. He was
appointed to the post of head commercial broker, replacing a Christian broker
who had bungled a business deal that the always cash-strapped French company was eager to undertake.25 The replacement of a Christian, even an inept
one, with a Hindu, was unusual.26
The Jesuit missionaries objected to Nayiniyappa’s appointment in 1708
on religious grounds and continued to do so until the broker’s ultimate
arrest in 1716. In 1711, the Jesuits petitioned the king for a series of measures meant to boost the number of Christian conversions in the town.27
The petition itself was a testament to their ongoing difficulties with proselytizing. Following orders received from France, the Superior Council of
Pondichéry gathered in March 1714 to discuss the possibility of granting
these Jesuit requests. The council discussed two requests at length. First,
the Jesuits asked that Hindus be allowed the use of only two temples. All
other temples in Pondichéry should be barred shut and allowed to fall into
disrepair. Second, the Jesuits argued that in order to attract new converts,
they must be able to give converts marks of distinction. Accordingly, only
a Christian should hold the post of chief broker, and Nayiniyappa must be
immediately dismissed.
The sitting governor, Pierre Dulivier, was willing to entertain the Jesuits’
demands only grudgingly. The council’s deliberations, probably written
by Dulivier himself, clearly reflect his reluctance. The councillors noted
that both measures—the closure of Hindu temples and the dismissal of
Nayiniyappa—could have dangerous consequences, which might lead to the
“complete ruin of this establishment.”28 The council argued that there was not
a single Indian, Hindu or Christian, who was as capable as Nayiniyappa at filling the post of chief broker.29 Nevertheless, Dulivier and the council offered a
compromise of sorts. First, the council appointed a Christian Tamil cobroker
to serve alongside Nayiniyappa. This man, Chavoury (Tamil: Savari), was,
according to council documents, expected to act “conjointly and in concert”
with Nayiniyappa and was endowed with the same “powers, honors, prerogatives and preeminence attached to the post, without any difference or
distinction between the two.”30 Chavoury was also tasked with protecting the
interests of Christians, advancing Christian faith in Pondichéry, and making
sure that Nayiniyappa would not impede these aims.
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Second, the council members declared that they had given Nayiniyappa
six months in which to be instructed in the mysteries of Christianity and convert. If at the end of this period he insisted on remaining a Hindu, they promised he would be removed as head broker and replaced with a Christian. It
was to be hoped, the council wrote, that the force of the Gospel and the good
example of Christians would attract Nayiniyappa to the Christian faith. Given
the fact that Nayiniyappa had by that point been living around Christians for
several decades, this hope seems to have been misguided. Indeed, six months
later, Nayiniyappa was still a Hindu and still serving as head broker.
In a letter that Governor Dulivier sent in July of 1714 to Jérôme Phélypeaux,
Comte de Pontchartrain, the French minister in charge of the Compagnie des
Indes, he advocated for the compromise of the Christian cobroker instead of
Nayiniyappa’s dismissal and explained why Nayiniyappa was irreplaceable:
“This gentile [Nayiniyappa] knows everyone, as your Grace has already been
informed, and is one of the most capable of men in India in the art of negotiation. His correspondents are everywhere, there is no service he is incapable of
providing, even when the need is most pressing.”31 Dulivier explicitly linked
the dismissal of Nayiniyappa with the restrictions of religious practice also
advocated by the Jesuits, writing that acquiescence to these demands could
have tragic results for the future of Pondichéry.32
Complaints about the dearth of suitable candidates were a constant in
the colonial administrators’ correspondence with the directors in Paris. In
1719, in the midst of the Nayiniyappa Affair, the directors wrote from Paris to
Pondichéry, listing the kinds of qualities they hoped to find in their courtier in
India: “We suggest, in the strongest possible terms, that you choose a courtier
who is wise, loyal, experienced, and well-listened to, and impress upon him
that he must keep as absolute secret the management of the company’s workings,” they wrote. In a response dated two years later, the colonial administrators in Pondichéry somewhat peevishly wrote back that this was easier said
than done. “We haven’t yet settled on a choice for courtier; the talents and
qualities that the company desires to find in the man are absolutely essential,
but not easy to find in this country, if we find someone who accords with the
company’s wishes, we will appoint him.”33
Ananda Ranga Pillai, a successful broker himself, offered his own account
of the elusive combination of traits that made for a good commercial intermediary. In discussing the possibility that his own brother might be considered
for the position, the diarist first described the characteristics that might suit
him for service in the company. “My brother—who is close to thirty-five—
[is] . . . naturally possessed of the gifts of high culture, excellent parts, guarded
temper, winning manners, handsome presence and fortunate birth.” Despite
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these attributes, however, he did not think his own brother was well suited to
fill the role of go-between. The reason: he was “not blessed with the courage
and spirit of enterprise which is indispensable for raising oneself to distinction.” His brother’s lack of drive was the central problem, or so Ananda Ranga
Pillai believed: “He has no desire to acquire wealth and no ambition to figure
conspicuously in the service of the company. Further he is too retiring to hold
any intercourse with the Europeans.”34
Difficulties with finding suitable Christians to appoint to the position of
chief broker in Pondichéry did not conclude with the Nayiniyappa Affair.
In Ananda Ranga Pillai’s diary, in an entry written before he was appointed
to the position himself, he described a conversation on this topic he had
had with a French trader, who urged him to seek out the appointment. The
Frenchman told Pillai in 1746: “There is no one at present as competent
as yourself. If there were any individual amongst the Christians who could
command the confidence of the public, the situation would, no doubt, be
offered to him. But as matters stand, the Christians of this city are all paupers, and are of such condition that people are scarcely inclined to give them
even alms.”35 The difficulty of finding a Christian man who was accredited,
well connected, and influential enough to fill the role of chief commercial
broker stood at the heart of the struggle over Nayiniyappa’s fate. If not he,
then who else?

“Tyranny and Sedition”: The Contradictory
Accusations against Nayiniyappa
Despite the Jesuits’ 1711 request to dismiss Nayiniyappa and his refusal to
convert in 1714, Nayiniyappa remained in his position as chief broker. This
changed suddenly in 1716, when he was arrested. He faced two charges: sedition and tyranny. The first of these, sedition, stemmed from an event that
had taken place in 1715, in which local Hindu weavers, laborers, and traders
threatened to abandon the town because of encroachments on religious freedom. In a colonial context, with a tiny French community, the fear of population loss was never far from the councillors’ minds. Accusing Nayiniyappa of
orchestrating an employee walkout thus resonated with ongoing and broad
French concerns about the viability of their efforts in India.36 The crime of
tyranny was a more diffuse signifier. Different observers saw the charge differently. Governor Hébert accused him of general abuse of power against
Indians. The Jesuits suggested he had committed religious persecution against
the town’s largely poor and less powerful population of Tamil Christians (an
accusation discussed in greater detail below).
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At first glance, it might seem strange and even contradictory for one man
to stand accused of sedition against French rule and tyranny against colonial
subjects. The charge of sedition refers to an attempt to overthrow the current order and supplant it. The charge of tyranny, on the other hand, implies
authority, an ability to use the system and its hierarchy to one’s own advantage. Why would a tyrant wish to overthrow a system that supplies him with
his power? This apparent contradiction speaks to the fact that Nayiniyappa’s
French employers found his position in the colony unsettling. The greater
Nayiniyappa’s value to his employers, the more his authority grew, and the
more threatening he became because of their reliance on him. This contradiction helps explain Nayiniyappa’s rise to prominence, his downfall, and his
subsequent posthumous rehabilitation.

Nayiniyappa on the Origins of the Nayiniyappa Affair
In the brief period between his arrest in 1716 and his death in prison in 1717
Nayiniyappa participated in the creation of two documents appealing his
conviction. He signed the first, which was written in Portuguese and translated into French, on December 20, 1716. The second was printed in Paris in
1717. The complex authorship of these documents is discussed in more detail
later—Nayiniyappa had French coauthors—but he did personally participate
in the writing of these documents, which are presented as his point of view.
Both appeals display knowledge of the biographical details of his life and discuss at length details from the broker’s multiple interrogations, when only
Nayiniyappa, Governor Hébert, and a Tamil interpreter were in the room.
Taken together, the two appeals offer Nayiniyappa’s own understanding of
the reasons for his arrest.
The first document opens by noting the peculiar difficulties of appealing to Parisian officials from the colony. “A process so unjust, striking, and
evil . . . obliges Naynapa [sic], as far away as he is, to put himself at the feet of
your Majesty, and those of the Company, to reclaim and demand justice.”37
In Nayiniyappa’s tale of the origins of his plight, his service to the company
was distinguished by a series of satisfied employers, a flourishing trade, and
a colony beloved by its people: “In this state M. Hébert found this place the
first time he arrived here.” The golden days continued during Hébert’s first
tenure as governor (1708–1712), and the appeal noted Hébert’s satisfaction
with the broker’s “good and agreeable services and fidelity, which attracted
the affection [of the colony’s administrators].”38
When Nayiniyappa tried to explain why Governor Hébert had turned
against him in 1716, he turned toward Paris for an explanation, citing the
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official’s brief return to France from India. Once back in France, Nayiniyappa
conjectured, Hébert no longer had the strength of character to ignore the
“false persuasions” of troublemakers. He described those same meddlers—
obviously the Jesuits, though they remain unnamed—as “those who, having
become masters due to their adulation of those in power, followed no rule,
and did not hesitate to take any means, even the most unjust . . . to achieve
their ends.”39
Lured by these “seditious voices” and a desire to amass riches made more
pressing, Nayiniyappa wrote, by a financial loss Hébert had suffered due to a
shipwreck, Hébert sided with the Jesuits. The use of the term “seditious” is
significant. Here the appeal used the same accusation levied at Nayiniyappa
against the Jesuits, implying that their actions were those that posed a real
threat to the colony and to long-term French sovereignty. Since Hébert owed
his reinstallation in Pondichéry to the Jesuits, claimed Nayiniyappa, the general began “believing that he may not refuse them anything, regardless of
what injustices may accompany their requests.” Once Hébert returned to
India as général de la nation, according to the broker, he “executed absolutely
all of [the Jesuits’] desires, even the most unreasonable, and would not forgive
anyone whom he suspected or presumed of being their enemies.” Nayiniyappa pleaded ignorance of why the Jesuits considered him an enemy, saying
there was no “possible reason for this, since he had always provided services
to them and to their Christians.”40
Nayiniyappa framed the period following Hébert’s return to Pondichéry
as an abandonment of the old ways that had functioned smoothly in his first
governorship: “From the moment of Hébert’s return to Pondichéry . . . everything changed in an instant: virtue became a crime, the innocent became the
culprit, and Naynapa, until that point honored, praised, endowed with a position of confidence . . . became nothing more than a victim, suitable to be
sacrificed to those whom he had displeased.”41 This account starkly evoked
the complete and utter semiotic confusion created for all involved in the Nayiniyappa Affair, the sense that signs and established modes of communication
had lost their purchase: nothing was as it seemed, nothing was as it should be.
The issue of unwarranted, inexplicable change was central to Nayiniyappa’s understanding of his own downfall. Thus he summed up one of his
appeals: “Naynapa was innocent during the first government of Hébert but
became guilty upon his [Hébert’s] return to India in 1715. . . . This was the
price of [Hébert’s] new post as general. After forty-three years of innocence
and good conduct, Naynapa was no longer the same man in the eyes of a
man changed by ambition.” The affair, as Nayiniyappa’s appeals presented
it, was divorced from any action he himself had taken. The primary moment
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was a decision to accuse him, while the content of that accusation was of
only secondary importance. To this end his interrogations at Hébert’s hands,
Nayiniyappa suggested, were a predetermined performance leading to his
inevitable conviction: “It was the entire life of a man, all his actions, all his
steps that they wanted to examine, in order to find something with which to
accuse him. This was a man they wanted to condemn, sacrifice and deliver
to his enemies at any price. . . . Where is a just man who could escape such
a rigorous examination?”42 No man, the appeals suggested, could emerge
innocent from the kind of performative interrogation to which Nayiniyappa
was subjected.
In Nayiniyappa’s version of events, Pondichéry was a tranquil place, where
money was made and relationships fostered. Problems did not originate in
Pondichéry—French ships brought them there. Thus, his own troubles originated in France and not in India. This claim has two implications. It presented
the French metropole as a place that was near—near enough that deals that
supposedly took place behind closed doors in Paris reverberated quickly
and profoundly in Pondichéry. It also created a moral hierarchy, in which
Pondichéry ranked higher than Paris, since evil deeds and projects filtered
down from the European metropole toward the colony. This hierarchy of
moral goodness did not, however, overturn the more fixed hierarchies of
justice. Thus Nayiniyappa sent his appeals back to France, in an attempt to
fix a wrong at its place of origin. Finally, by stressing the fact that the affair
began in France and was imported to the colony, Nayiniyappa positioned his
adversaries as usurpers, robbing the colony of its formerly established harmony. Presenting himself as a partner in the colonial project in Pondichéry,
he sought to reclaim the influence stripped from him.

The Nayiniyappa Affair as a Jesuit Crusade
Lettres patentes given by the French Crown in 1695 established the Jesuits in
India as emissaries of Louis XIV.43 The French Jesuits in India were therefore
in a unique position compared with other members of their order because
they had been sent to the mission field directly by the French king rather
than by the Society of Jesus or the pope. The first task of the Jesuits, as this
text described, was the propagation of the Christian faith, but that was not
their only task: the Jesuit Fathers, “as distinguished for their erudition as
for their piety,” were to report back to France in order to further “the perfection of the arts, sciences and navigation.” The Jesuits were also exhorted to
support French commercial efforts in India. This caused a split in institutional
allegiance between the Society of Jesus and the French Crown. Ultimately,
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though, in spite of rifts between company officials and Jesuits, the Jesuit mission was without a doubt a part of the French imperial project in India.
Nayiniyappa blamed the Jesuits for instigating the investigation against
him. The Jesuits would gladly have accepted responsibility for Nayiniyappa’s
downfall—a fully merited downfall in their view. Jesuit missionaries had
attempted to turn Pondichéry into an exclusively Christian town ever
since their arrival in the colony in 1689. Their repeated efforts to curtail public religious practice by Hindus largely failed.44 But in the second decade of
the century, Jesuit leaders took on Nayiniyappa instead, a much more
circumscribed—and embodied—target. They objected in principle to Hindus
filling positions of prominence in the colony, including other company posts,
and agitated for Christians to fill these roles. Their reasoning was twofold.
First, having a Christian in a prominent post would have boosted the status of
Christianity in the colony, thereby making the task of conversion easier. Second, the post of chief broker relied on family networks and benefited members of those networks. Having a Christian broker would have been a boon
to the Christian community as a whole and would likely have attracted more
converts and therefore resources. The utopian Christian homogeneity the
Jesuits wanted to erect in Pondichéry was clearly out of reach, at least for the
moment, but they still tried to persuade the French government to present an
unequivocally Catholic front. The Jesuits’ argument was that as a Christian
company, running a town with explicitly Christian ambitions, with the support of a Christian king anointed by God, the Company of the Indies should
not have a Hindu man as its most senior and most visible Indian employee
in Pondichéry.
The Jesuits themselves relied on a whole cadre of local employees to act
as their own intermediaries—the catechists, or native religious interpreters
who served Jesuit missionaries in mission fields around the world. Therefore,
it was not the act of mediation itself that they found problematic, but the
person of the mediator. The Jesuits accepted the fact that the Compagnie des
Indes would rely on the services of a broker, but they demanded that a Christian like their intimate Pedro, who would later indeed become Nayiniyappa’s
replacement, get the job.
The Jesuit attack on Nayiniyappa could be seen as both strategic and symbolic: the removal of Nayiniyappa would have advanced the Jesuit agenda by
placing a Christian in a powerful position, with favors to dispense. But a Christian courtier would have more broadly symbolized the desired dominance of
Catholics in the colony. Nayiniyappa’s role as chief broker was highly public.
His own description of himself as a “public man” demonstrated this fact.45 His
position was evidence of non-Catholic power in Pondichéry and therefore
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grated on the Jesuits. While they sought to abolish local religious processions
and limit worship in temples, they also agitated to remove Nayiniyappa from
his post. All these efforts in concert contributed to a single aim: the transformation of Pondichéry into a Christian enclave, or at least the creation of a
Christian façade.
The Jesuits first requested Nayiniyappa’s removal in 1711. Three years later,
Governor Dulivier wrote that “the matter which most concerns the Fathers is
that of Naniapa.”46 In 1715 they attacked Nayiniayppa for his involvement in
an event they described as an act threatening to Christian—and by extension,
French—authority. Nayiniyappa’s crime, in the Jesuit telling, was committed
in an unexpected setting: the giving of alms to Pondichéry’s Christian poor,
an event Nayiniyappa hosted in his house over the course of several days in
February 1715. The broker invited several hundred of the town’s most needy
residents and provided them with food, pieces of fabric, and Catholic prayer
rosaries. It is not clear whether only Christians were invited to the almsgiving
or whether the correlation between Christianity and low social status meant
that an event targeted at the poor would draw a mostly Christian crowd. In
hosting this event, Nayiniyappa was following a tradition of gift giving by
affluent Indian merchants. As Douglas Haynes has noted in his study of Surat,
such acts of patronage were meant to transform financial capital into symbolic capital.47 Other Tamil brokers in the region similarly performed acts of
patronage, specifically in Madras.48 Officials of the Compagnie des Indes also
engaged in elaborate acts of ritual gift giving with local Indian rulers.49 But for
the Jesuits, the event was an example of Nayiniyappa’s tyranny.
This apparent act of goodwill, argued the Jesuits, was in fact a cruel and
mocking masquerade. They claimed Nayiniyappa had given the food in a manner meant to humiliate and degrade the Christian recipients of his so-called
charity. The Jesuit superior, Jean-Venant Bouchet, wrote a letter of complaint
to Governor Dulivier, claiming that Nayiniyappa had treated Christians “like
dogs” and in so doing offered the Hindu residents of the town a spectacle, “a
comedy.” Beyond the vague allusion to dogs, no information was provided
on what made the almsgiving disgraceful. Father Bouchet asked the governor
to use his authority to “put a stop to such disgraceful acts . . . so that you will
not be blinded by the false appearance of a good work, and thus set straight
those who would be inclined to canonize [Nayiniyappa] for this.”50 It seems
likely that the goodwill and reputation Nayiniyappa’s acts of patronage and
charity earned him among the Christian converts exacerbated Bouchet’s outrage. For Bouchet, the event was part of a series of assaults Nayiniyappa had
committed on Christianity. Bouchet named a number of Christians who had
suffered religious oppression at Nayiniyappa’s hands and claimed the broker
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had forbidden the conversion of several Hindus to Christianity and had, with
promises and threats, convinced several Indian converts to become apostates.
Bouchet dispatched his written complaint to the Superior Council even
as the almsgiving was taking place, and when the members of the council
gathered to discuss the complaint, on February 20, 1715, Christians were still
receiving Nayiniyappa’s largesse.51 The council sent the newly appointed
Christian cobroker, Chavoury, and an Indian Christian named Pedro (quite
likely the same man who would serve as the chief commercial broker after
Nayiniyappa’s arrest) to find witnesses to the events. The four witnesses
they found, members of the Christian community in Pondichéry, came to
the council’s chambers directly from Nayiniyappa’s house. According to the
council’s official report, they testified that they had gone to Nayiniyappa’s
house of their own free will because they had heard that the broker was
providing “food to the poor, and all those who wished to come would be
welcomed; this is why they went there.” They told the council that three hundred people were taking advantage of the broker’s offer, Christian and nonChristian alike. In the compound, they were given food and cloth with which
to cover themselves. The witnesses went on to say that nothing had been
done to belittle the Catholic religion, and “if anything had been done to deride
our religion, [we] would not have stayed there.”52 They added that Nayiniyappa had also given them three hundred rosaries, asking them to dispense
them among the Christian population.53
Following the testimony of the four Christian witnesses, the council summoned Nayiniyappa himself and questioned him briefly. They asked him why
he had held the event, and Nayiniyappa stated that it was an act of charity
and that he was in the habit of giving charity every year. They also asked how
Nayiniyappa had procured so many rosaries—he said he had purchased them
from a sailor, although they were widely sold by both Christian and Hindu
vendors in the bazaar. While the interrogation of the participating Christians
had been lengthy, the questioning of Nayiniyappa consisted of only these two
questions. The council dispatched a letter to the directors in Paris saying that
if the Jesuits were not ordered to “leave everyone alone,” all the company’s
principal Tamil employees would abandon it.54
Nayiniyappa’s gifts, particularly the cloth and the rosaries, were symbolically laden objects. Cloth in particular would have held special resonance
with the local recipients and French observers alike, both because trade in
textiles was the central interaction between Indian merchants and French
traders and because of the rich symbolic and spiritual meanings of cloth in
both societies.55 The Jesuits’ fury was mostly directed, however, to the distribution of rosaries. Father Bouchet singled out this gift as an act meant to
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abuse the naïveté of poor Christians, who presumably would not understand
that they were being used as the tools of their own humiliation. The council
in its investigation also paid special attention to the matter of the rosaries, not
only asking Nayiniyappa about them but also asking the witnesses, for whom
they produced an “authentic” European rosary, whether they had received a
similar object. The witnesses confirmed that they had.
The dismay of French observers at Nayiniyappa’s distribution of rosaries
should perhaps be understood in light of French memory of the Wars of Religion, which had raged in France in the late sixteenth century. Familiar with
stories of the brutal bloodbaths Catholics and Protestants had inflicted on one
another over matters of Christian dogma, French colonists and missionaries
must have found Nayiniyappa’s act of religious cross-gifting downright inexplicable. Yet in the South Indian context, where a measure of religious syncretism was the norm, a Hindu giving out Christian prayer implements would
not have been so shocking.56 The distribution of rosaries, succor for the soul,
was of a piece with the distribution of cloth and food, succor for the flesh.
The broker class to which Nayiniyappa belonged had no horror of Christian
practices such as the missionary writers evinced in relation to “pagan” religious practice. Ananda Ranga Pillai, Nayiniyappa’s relative and chief broker in
Pondichéry under Dupleix in the mid-eighteenth century, blithely described
his travels in pursuit of Christian-oriented tourism: “I intend to stay at Ariyankuppam for a day,” he wrote in his diary, “to see the festival there, which
the Christians celebrate for ten days in magnificent style.”57 Furthermore, the
gifting of the rosaries was not the first occasion on which Nayiniyappa himself
had engaged with the artifacts of Christianity in an apparently benign fashion.
In the appeal Nayiniyappa’s sons put forth, they noted in passing that at one
time, prior to the affair, Nayiniyappa had given Governor Hébert a cake as
a gift to celebrate the governor’s saint’s day.58
The indignation over the rosaries is an instance of what I term semiotic
confusion: Nayiniyappa and his French employers ascribed different meanings to the same sign—in this case the rosaries—with resulting conflict. Both
parties would have understood the gift as an act of patronage, with a resulting
obligation.59 But what Nayiniyappa likely considered a desirable gift struck
the Jesuits as a subversive attempt to take over Catholic authority, a hijacking
of signs from the Jesuits’ symbolic economy to enhance his own standing.
The Jesuits’ ongoing difficulties in the mission field in India would have
worsened their outrage. Despite having the support of institutional and military authorities in Pondichéry, their success in making new converts was slim.
Several decades after Pondichéry became a French colony, only several thousand of the town’s population of fifty to sixty thousand were Christians.60
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In spite of concerted efforts, they had gained even smaller penetration in
other towns in the Tamil country, where Hindu or Muslim rulers dominated.
The Jesuits likely saw Nayiniyappa’s act of almsgiving as calling attention to
their superfluity in Pondichéry. By taking on a role they would have liked to
fill—that of a munificent and powerful patron—Nayiniyappa strengthened
his own already-strong position at the Jesuits’ expense.
Nayiniyappa’s charity, then, challenged the Jesuits’ position at a time when
they had accomplished little in the colony. The ongoing struggles between
Jesuits and Capuchins in Pondichéry, a drawn-out battle over spiritual turf,
only compounded the Jesuits’ sense of being vulnerable. The Capuchin order
had a venerable tradition of charity, and the Capuchin missionaries in town
raised no complaint about Nayiniyappa’s assistance to the poor. Tending a
desperately poor flock of converts made the Jesuits vulnerable, in stark difference to their position in Europe and even some locales overseas, such as
China, where Christianity was in vogue among powerful elites. Nayiniyappa’s
almsgiving thus had the effect of encroaching on territory the Jesuits were
having difficulty claiming.
The accusation that Nayiniyappa had fed the poor Christians as if they
were dogs spoke to an even more insurmountable difficulty the Jesuits faced.
Because so many converts were from the lower castes and so-called pariahs,
Christianity had come to be seen as a lower-caste religion. French Jesuit commentators blamed this on the first Portuguese to arrive in India, arguing that
because the Portuguese did not respect the caste system, they had acquired
a bad reputation among all Indians, and thus greatly damaged the cause of
Christianization in the subcontinent. The Jesuit missionaries went to great
lengths to disassociate themselves from Europeans and even attempted to
“pass” for Brahmans because of the low status of Paranguis, the pejorative
term used to describe Europeans in India, but at the time their flock largely
remained desperately poor.
According to Indian social norms at the time, receiving Nayiniyappa’s largesse in itself signified depressed status.61 When Nayiniyappa gave alms to
Christians, he drew attention to the very fact that so many of the town’s
Christians were indigent. By allegedly giving them food in a degrading manner, Nayiniyappa, in the Jesuit account, was also ensuring that Christians
remained objects of pity and Christianity a religion to be shunned. The act
of almsgiving, as both a mimicry and mockery of Christian charity, crystallized for the Jesuits their ongoing difficulties and the bleak prospects for the
project of Christianizing India. The fact that their humiliation had taken place
in a town where they should have been in control, and at the hands of a
man they thought unsuitable for the position of head broker, only made their
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predicament more maddening and their crusade against Nayiniyappa more
pressing. Even worse, Nayiniyappa was effectively using the Jesuit practice of
accommodation by incorporating Christian symbols into his realm of authority, thereby besting the Jesuits at their own game.
The Jesuits’ subsequent persecution of Nayiniyappa therefore located
the almsgiving, and specifically the gifting of the rosaries, as the moment
when Nayiniyappa committed a crime meriting his dismissal and arrest. By
focusing on this very public moment, which the Jesuit missionaries framed
as undermining the position of Christianity in Pondichéry, Father Bouchet
and his brethren were making a claim for the Catholic nature of the colony
and positioning Nayiniyappa as a dangerous enemy of the faith and even the
French state. Examined from the Jesuit perspective, the gifting of the rosaries
dangerously juxtaposed non-Christian munificence and Christian practice. In
essence, Nayiniyappa was modeling for the town’s poor a powerful hybrid
alternative to what the Jesuits offered. Where the Jesuits tried to claim that
conversion entailed submission to the authority of the church and its agents,
Nayiniyappa offered a middle ground to avoid an irrevocable choice between
Christianity and non-Christianity. This, in Jesuit eyes, made him a dangerous
foe indeed.

Governor Hébert and the Politics of Governing
Pondichéry was administered by a governor appointed by the directors of
the Compagnie des Indes in Paris. The governor was accountable both to
company directors and, as in older, more established settings like Canada, to
the secretary of the navy. Between 1716 and 1723, a period that corresponds
exactly to that of the Nayiniyappa Affair, the governor would have been
accountable to the Naval Council, as a result of the regency system known
as the polysynody, in which councils replaced ministers. This system came
to an end with Louis XV’s majority and the appointment of the Comte de
Maurepas as naval minister, charged with management of the colonies.62 In
this period of administrative instability, colonial governance in Pondichéry
was similarly volatile.
If the Jesuits’ attempts to remove Nayiniyappa from his post were of long
standing, the fact that Governor Hébert turned against his employee in 1716
was more unexpected. Governor Hébert had been the one to first appoint
Nayiniyappa to the position of chief broker, in 1708, and had repeatedly
rebuffed Jesuit requests to dismiss him. It is therefore surprising that when
Hébert returned to India in 1715 after several years in France, he became a
steadfast Jesuit ally and Nayiniyappa’s primary accuser. Almost immediately
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after securing a new appointment to India, under the new title of général de la
nation, he opened the investigation that resulted in Nayiniyappa’s conviction
and subsequent death.
Nayiniyappa’s appeal suggested that the alliance between Hébert and the
Jesuits was a startling change; it is indeed one of the most peculiar aspects of
the Nayiniyappa Affair. During his first term in India, Hébert was often at
cross-purposes with the Jesuit missionaries. In a letter he sent to the Jesuit
superior Tachard in 1708 Hébert offered a stern rebuke, demanding that the
Jesuits cease interfering in government affairs: “You are so accustomed to
meddling in the affairs of the company, notwithstanding the fact that I have
asked you repeatedly to leave us in peace,” he scolded. “You have often put
the previous governors in an awkward position with your importunities and
your constant threats of writing to the king, so that they were obliged to give
in to you in all matters.”63 On another occasion the governor went so far as
to accuse Tachard of lying to him, saying that the Jesuit had come to him to
complain about various matters on twenty-five different occasions, yet every
time Hébert inquired into the matter he found that there was no truth to the
complaints.64 Even the Missions étrangères missionaries, who would become
some of Hébert’s harshest critics, came to the governor’s defense when the
Jesuits attacked him as a hindrance to Christianity in 1711.65 One MEP missionary in Pondichéry wrote that Father Tachard was sending extraordinary
libels against Governor Hébert back to France, bluntly describing the Jesuits’
complaints about the governor as lies, as part of their “disastrous plan to ruin
the reputation of this honest man.”66
When Hébert left Pondichéry after his first appointment ended, Dulivier was installed as governor. However, when Hébert returned to India as
général de la nation, he was Dulivier’s superior.67 Hébert objected to Dulivier’s
management of the colony in his absence. In a letter sent to Paris early in
1716, shortly after Hébert’s return to India, he complained that “since my
arrival . . . I found everything here in a state of disorder, due to the weakness
of M. Dulivier.” He described a colony that had run amok: “Everyone wants
to be the master, so there are as many governors as there are subjects.”68 In
a letter posted a few months later, Hébert presented a picture of a town rife
with internal tension and strife. According to Hébert, Dulivier did everything
possible to vex and annoy him, “goaded into this by people who seek only
trouble and division.”69 Dulivier, on his end, wrote a letter to his supervisors
in Paris in which he described himself as “mortified” by the decision to send
Hébert back to India.70
Hébert linked his criticism of Dulivier to his own about-face in regard to
Nayiniyappa—the same man he had appointed to the highest-ranking post
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of any Indian in his government. He argued that Nayiniyappa had changed
his ways and had committed various crimes and evil deeds while Hébert was
away in France. He blamed Dulivier’s weakness as governor for exacerbating
Nayiniyappa’s misbehavior. Hébert also claimed that the broker had bribed
Dulivier to let him keep his job—a charge Nayiniyappa denied in his own
appeal.71
Hébert wrote that he had received bad reports of Nayiniyappa soon after
his return from France and that these reports had surprised him. He had no
choice but to investigate Nayiniyappa: “Every day I received new complaints
from the inhabitants, I finally had to decide to have him arrested.” In Hébert’s
narrative, his decision to arrest the broker was a heroic and paternalistic act
of liberation for the town’s Indian population. “Right away all the tribes, or
castes as they are called here, came to see me in order to thank me, saying that
I had rescued them from the tiger [i.e., Nayiniyappa] that had destroyed and
devoured them with his great teeth.”72
Hébert’s letters provided few specifics to justify these metaphors. He mentioned that some said that Nayiniyappa was responsible for fomenting the
employee uprising of 1715. He cited the Jesuit claims that Nayiniyappa was
impeding Christian conversions. But he insisted that it was the people’s complaints of Nayiniyappa’s “embezzlements, malpractices, and other crimes”
that had moved him to arrest the broker. “I can truthfully declare, as if
I were about to appear before God, that the principal motivation that made
me decide to go to this extreme [of arresting Nayiniyappa] was the wish to
render justice to the people who submitted for so many years to the tyranny
of this miserable man.”73
In this formulation, Nayiniyappa brought about his arrest through his
abuse of power. This abuse manifested itself in the cruel mistreatment of
the town’s Indian population, Hindu and Christian alike. Thus, in Hébert’s
view of the affair, Nayiniyappa’s crime represented a threat to the political
stability of the colony. His actions were presented as a challenge to French
sovereignty, and his arrest and conviction were an opportunity for Hébert
to affirm his sovereign role and cast himself in the role of a savior. French
authority, it appears, was a fragile proposition, a construct that could be compromised and required vigilant protection. The council members’ admission
in a letter penned several years before Nayiniyappa’s arrest that they did not
wish to dismiss the broker because he held “the key to all the company’s
secrets” reveals the dangerous dynamic at play. The letter acknowledged
that if the company fired Nayiniyappa and he chose to go live in a settlement controlled by the Dutch, English, or Mughals, the consequences for
the company and the colony would be dire, since the advantage to the rival
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might lead to the demise of the French project.74 The council, or at least
Hébert, would eventually come to believe that imprisonment was a better
way to neutralize the threat. Hébert attempted to eradicate any future claim
to authority on Nayiniyappa’s behalf while enhancing his own position of
power.

A Metropolitan Intervention: A View
of India from St. Malo
Nayiniyappa’s arrest was of concern to Frenchmen and Indian actors in the
colony, but it was also of vital interest to a group of merchants from St. Malo
in France, who provided their own origin story of the affair. The St. Malo
merchants came to have a role in the affair as a result of the continual capital crises of the Compagnie des Indes. There were multiple reasons for this
plaguing shortage of capital: French merchants and financiers were reluctant
to invest in the company, preferring regional opportunities; the company had
high operating costs; and Louis XIV’s European wars at the end of the seventeenth century gave birth to a dire financial crisis in both the metropolitan
center and the colonies.75 In this period, the company was so devoid of funds
and the necessary capital outlay for Asian voyages was so high that the company could simply not afford to finance any voyages to India.76
The company had already farmed out some portion of its shipping to an
association of merchants from St. Malo in Brittany, a region with strong connections to the maritime trade of the Indian Ocean, in the years 1707, 1708,
and 1709. The St. Malo association took over the company’s privilege of trading in India on a temporary basis in 1712, and this arrangement was reconstituted on a permanent basis in 1714.77 In return, the Compagnie des Indes
received 10 percent of the value of sales. Until 1719—when the company was
restructured by John Law and united with the Company of the West Indies,
bringing an end to the arrangement with the St. Malo merchants—the deal
helped the company resolve much of its crushing debt, bringing 4,500,000
livres into its coffers over the term of the agreement.78 For both the officials
of the Compagnie des Indes and the St. Malo merchants, the timely acquisition of goods in India was of paramount importance to ensure each voyage
would be profitable.
At the time that the Compagnie des Indes handed over its trading monopoly in India to the St. Malo association, Nayiniyappa filled the crucial role
of agent on the ground, the man most responsible for ensuring that French
ships—now financed by the St. Malo merchants instead of the Compagnie des
Indes—would return to Brittany laden with valuable goods. Even though he
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was an employee of the Compagnie des Indes, it was Nayiniyappa’s role to
keep the St. Malo voyages profitable, since retaining the agreement and the
attendant portion of the profits was absolutely crucial if the colony was to
remain a viable commercial endeavor.
However, even as the Compagnie des Indes could not outfit its own ships,
it still retained its position as the governmental authority of Pondichéry, with
the right to tax goods flowing through its port, and it therefore held significant
sway over the commercial success of the St. Malo merchants. The fact that
the Nayiniyappa Affair erupted precisely at the time of this transition in power
is surely no accident. In this period the company’s raison d’être, its central
identity as a commercial concern, was called into question. The leasing out of
the trading monopoly especially unsettled the position of Governor Hébert,
who found himself charged with managing the commercial well-being of the
colony but without the opportunity to direct the trade that was the fundamental feature of life in Pondichéry. With directors in Paris, administrators
in Pondichéry, and merchant capitalists in Brittany all jostling for influence,
Nayiniyappa’s case became a site for the articulation of struggles over the
basis of French authority in India and the conditions that made such authority possible.
When the St. Malo merchants found out that Nayiniyappa had been
arrested, they sent a lengthy complaint to the directors of the Compagnie
des Indes in Paris. The Nayiniyappa Affair stands at the heart of the 1717
St. Malo complaint as the chief exemplar of Hébert’s vengeful mismanagement of the colony, which, in turn, imposed diminished profits on the
St. Malo traders. In retelling the story of Nayiniyappa’s fall from grace, the
St. Malo merchants identified an action that Hébert had taken as a defining event: namely, a tax hike. During his second term in India, wrote the
merchants, Hébert had decided to raise the tax on the Indian merchants in
Pondichéry, from the previous 4 percent to 5 percent. In order to recoup
their losses, all the merchants in town promptly either raised the price of
the merchandise they sold to the St. Malo traders or substituted goods of
lesser quality for their offerings.79 Crucially, the information about the tax
hike and the subsequent rise in prices arrived in Brittany not through the
conduits of French officialdom but through Nayiniyappa himself. As a commercial broker employed by both the French company’s administration
and the St. Malo merchants in India, he provided this information to the
captain of a St. Malo ship. The captain passed the information on to the
partners in the St. Malo association, who thus learned of Hébert’s decision and the harm done to their commerce in India.80 The St. Malo complaint posited that Hébert had turned on Nayiniyappa precisely because he
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divulged this information to the Malouin captain and that Nayiniyappa’s
arrest was therefore an elaborate vendetta orchestrated by Hébert.
The St. Malo merchants demanded Hébert’s return to France and Nayiniyappa’s reinstatement. The complaint began with a threat, very clearly
couched: “The directors of the St. Malo Company of the Indies humbly
inform his Majesty that they will be forced to abandon their contract . . . if it
does not please his Majesty to immediately recall M. Hébert . . . and his son,
who committed [in Pondichéry] all sorts of injustices, persecutions, and even
inhumanities, and who do not cease to disturb the commerce of the supplicants.”81 The merchants claimed a clear and direct interest in the events
in India: “We will not enter here into the details, which would make you
tremble with horror; the supplicants speak here only of that which concerns
them.”82 This interest was the result of the merchants’ dire need of a broker’s
services. Nayiniyappa’s access to knowledge in Pondichéry and his unique
position at the crossroads of several routes of information were necessary to
make remote commerce possible. Indeed, the St. Malo merchants lavished
praise on Nayiniyappa throughout the text, describing him as “a man very
wise in the ways of negotiations, and almost the only one whom [we] could
trust . . . [a] loyal and intelligent courtier . . . [a] zealous and capable man who
had served better than anyone else, [and] the best and most highly regarded
servant of the company.”83
The St. Malo complaint was very likely a decisive factor in the ultimate
decision in favor of Nayiniyappa, or rather his heirs. High-ranked Parisian
officials appear to have been, from the very beginning of the Nayiniyappa
Affair, inclined to side with the local broker, partly in an attempt to appease
the St. Malo merchants. The Marine Council, the body that supervised the
Compagnie des Indes, appeared reluctant to lose Nayiniyappa’s services. In a
marginal note responding to a report from Hébert written just as the process
against Nayiniyappa was gathering force, the record noted, “Supposing that
Naniapa were to be found guilty, according to the rules of justice, the Council would not want to prevent such justice from being carried out. But if he
is found innocent of the crimes of which he is accused, given that this man
seems very useful for commerce, and is agreeable to the Company of St. Malo
[emphasis added], he must be reestablished in his duties, and given a Christian
adjunct.”84 Employees of the Compagnie des Indes who were stationed in
St. Malo also advanced Nayiniyappa’s cause on behalf of the St. Malo association, arguing in letters they sent from Brittany to Paris that Hébert was
destroying Pondichéry’s prospects of prosperity.85
The complaint presented by the St. Malo merchants demonstrates that
access, information, and the justification for acting authoritatively and
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profitably in India were the most important services provided by professional
intermediaries like Nayiniyappa. However, for metropolitan actors standing
at the battle lines drawn by the Nayiniyappa Affair, the event also functioned
as a threat to such claims for authority. The fact that Nayiniyappa, and other
Tamil employees like him were necessary for the daily functioning of the
colony compromised the position of French actors in India by exposing their
limited knowledge. By positing that Nayiniyappa’s arrest occurred because
the broker had divulged sensitive commercial information, the St. Malo merchants argued that Nayiniyappa made possible a difficult endeavor: the ability
to act knowledgeably in India, even from afar.
Historians, working their way from the present back into the past, tend
to focus on conclusions and outcomes. How did things turn out? But while
the Nayiniyappa Affair had a relatively clear conclusion—the man’s death
and subsequent exoneration—pinpointing a point of origin is trickier. Did
the affair begin with the accused’s greedy abuse of power or with his conscientious efforts to carry out his duty? Was he cruelly mocking Christians, or
were the Jesuits neglecting their mission to persecute an innocent man? By
focusing on multiple and seemingly contradictory origins presented by Nayiniyappa and his contemporaries, the productive tensions that made the affair
so contentious and prolonged are revealed. The Nayiniyappa Affair provided
French and Tamil actors alike with opportunities to make bold statements
about colonial rule and commercial and religious interaction in the French
empire.
The issue of the origins of the Nayiniyappa Affair, with which this chapter
has been concerned, speaks to the multiplicity of roles and functions filled
by professional intermediaries. The fact that so many competing explanations of Nayiniyappa’s actions and motivations could be plausibly put forth
stems from the variety of positions intermediaries occupied. As the most dramatic example of the explosion of tensions between Indian intermediaries
and French employers, the Nayiniyappa Affair demonstrates the political and
emotional stakes invested in these relationships. The implicit narrative framings, inclusions, and exclusions in these four different versions of events shed
light on the agendas and motivations that drove the different groups involved
in the case, the tellers’ understanding of their role in the colony, and their
vision of the project of French empire in India, in which they all participated.
These actors, and more generally the groups they represented, offered various answers to the question, what kind of place should Pondichéry become?
Nayiniyappa, with his strong roots in Madras and connections in the villages
surrounding Pondichéry, presented the colony as a place deeply imbricated
in the local and the regional, and he attempted to downplay the role of the
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metropole in the colony’s development. Jesuit missionaries propagated the
position that Pondichéry should be, above all else, a Catholic space. Governor
Hébert put forth a vision of a city controlled by unshakable French authority, presaging the French paternalism of later imperial efforts. The merchants
from Brittany who became involved in the affair chose to adhere to a vision
of the colony as a commercial space, where the logic of profit making would
trump affinities of nation or religion. The Nayiniyappa Affair was precipitated
by these clashing visions of the colony, was a site for the articulation of these
different frameworks, and resulted in the deepening of the crevices that ran
through the French colony. These tensions divided French lay and religious
institutions, members of different religious orders, colonial and metropolitan
trading companies, and Indians and Frenchmen.

Ch ap ter 2

Kinship as Politics

In the course of the Nayiniyappa Affair, three
different sets of fathers and sons filled crucial roles in advancing Nayiniyappa’s
arrest, prosecution, and ultimate posthumous rehabilitation. These were
Nayiniyappa and his sons, the French governor and his son, and the Jesuits’
catechist (religious interpreter) and his son. These fathers and sons, who
together engaged in legal, political, and religious maneuvering, demonstrate
the inextricable connections between the familial and the institutional, both
in the evolution of the Nayiniyappa Affair and in the administration of colonial Pondichéry in general. They offer a microcosm of the forces grappling
for control in the affair. While other types of familial ties—consanguinity,
marriage, and godparentage—all characterized the bonds at work in Pondichéry, the coincidence of three father-son teams playing such a central part in
the Nayiniyappa Affair reflects the working of family ties in the evolution of
the colony. French and Tamil agents alike were eager to bring together the
intimate and institutional facets of their lives. By examining these fathers and
sons, we can see the familial workings of both the commercial and missionary
projects in French India.
This chapter argues that the family was a nexus for the enunciation of
various agendas in the governance of Pondichéry. It utilizes the prism of the
Nayiniyappa Affair to reveal the interpenetration of family and colonial rule.
Extended families, both French and Tamil, worked together to further their
48
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aims, taking advantage of the loyalty and commitment afforded by the ties of
kinship. The benefit of an extended family network derived from the fact that
long-standing familial ties enabled actors to extend relationships across time
and space, securing support through successive generations and in different
locales. For example, this meant enjoying the boomtown opportunities of
Pondichéry while also drawing on the established trade of Madras. The ability
to create relations across a diverse group of actors and the efficacy of couching
such relations within a shared idiom of kinship were very much on display in
Pondichéry early in the eighteenth century. Public performances of kinship,
inscribed in colonial archives, served as a central tool for the negotiation and
articulation of power in the colony.
The small body of work on the Nayiniyappa Affair has largely focused
on the interreligious nature of the affair and the attendant power dynamics, with the Jesuits taking down a Hindu actor.1 But an analysis that makes
room for the family in colonial politics can offer a different view. The Nayiniyappa Affair in fact occurred in part because of a rivalry between two local
families—Tamil dynasties of commercial brokers who served the French for
over a century, one of which happened to be Hindu, and one of which was
Christian. The Nayiniyappa Affair was therefore partly the result of an ongoing local feud that both predated and followed French preoccupation with
Nayiniyappa. Local agents took advantage of the way their own agendas
dovetailed with those of the French and vice versa. The decades-long rivalry,
and French involvement in it, reveals the connections between the structures
of the family and those of the colonial project.

Kinship and Imperial Politics
While histories of empire had long neglected the study of family life, it is
now at the center of scholarly debates. More recent scholarship has shown
that the structures of family underlay early modern European state building and highlighted the familial and gendered commitments of mercantile
families that went into the making and governance of early modern states in
the Netherlands, France, and England.2 In the imperial setting, “patrimonial
power”—the exertion of power by rulers when this power is based on kin and
personal relationships—has illuminated the making of sovereignty overseas.3
Scholars have shown how European colonizers used the bonds of kinship
and other intimate ties as a technology of colonial rule, particularly in the
Atlantic world.4 This work demonstrates that a history of a particular family can serve as a revealing account of global empire, in which the traces of
kin, connection, and the quotidian both mirror and underlie the structures of
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imperial ambition.5 It also reflects anthropologists’ long-standing arguments
that we should seek out kin relations and kinship practices not only in affinities undergirded by the ties of biology but in more constructed and contingent
formulations of the family.6
In a colony as new and unstable as Pondichéry was at the beginning of the
eighteenth century, families provided an especially crucial context and site
for claims making. It is worth noting again that since Pondichéry had been
little more than a sparsely populated fishing village before it was given to the
French in 1673, nearly everyone in the town was a relative newcomer. This
heightened the ability to forge new connections, and the idiom of kinship
was rich ground for making such connections. The commitments of family,
whether consanguineous or created, were crucial in the making of colonial
authority, and Indian, Creole, and French families played a role in the French
expansionist project in Pondichéry.7
Because French colonial authority in India was much more aspiration than
reality in the late seventeenth century and early eighteenth centuries, French
administrators of the Compagnie des Indes and missionaries alike depended
on access provided by their local brokers. In the context of this dependence,
family—biological, fictive, and metaphorical—served as a shared and legible
framework for local and French actors. Claims of relatedness could be made
across ethnic, religious, and geographical difference, pointing to the existence
of what has been termed “vernacular kinship.”8 That is, in the early encounter between French and indigenous actors in Pondichéry, as repeatedly demonstrated in the French archive, the family was a conceptual and practical
resource in constant use.
The linkage between family and statecraft would have been familiar in
France and India alike. In sixteenth- and seventeenth-century France the careful construction of familial commitments was key for political and professional success.9 Much as dynastic tradition in France brought together the
institutions of the family and the state, in India state formation and family
formation were also complementary projects.10 In both India and France, the
family was a nexus for the definition of personhood and an anchor for communal history and commitment.
While the history of the family has been central to French historiography
for several decades, the same cannot be said for the historiography of South
Asia.11 In this historiography, caste has served as a central structuring analytic in discussions of both intimate and official power relations, a focus stemming in part from the much-commented-upon centrality ascribed to caste in
and by the nineteenth-century British Raj. While the caste position of local
Tamil actors held some importance for French employers, kinship offers an
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alternative prism in Pondichéry. It was the ties of family, more than caste, that
emerged as a crucial shared component in the interactions between Frenchmen and local actors.12 The concept and practice of family, rather than of
caste, were ripe for mutual exploitation in cross-cultural encounters in India,
since this was a conceptual framework French and Tamil actors alike could
use. Where the analytic focus on caste highlights the ways in which “colonizers” and “colonized” differed from one another, the emphasis on kinship
makes visible the shared world that existed in Pondichéry at this early stage
of European empire in the Indian Ocean.

The Broker and His Sons
The events of the Nayiniyappa Affair hinge on family. While Nayiniyappa
would not live to see the lengths to which his sons went in order to clear his
name and restore their family’s fortune and position, his posthumous good
name at least benefited strongly from the special loyalty of fathers and sons.
His three sons—Guruvappa, Moutiappa, and Vingatachelam—were responsible for two of the appeals submitted on his behalf, and after his death his
eldest son traveled to France to plead with the Crown to restore Nayiniyappa’s fortune. In these efforts, the sons (and the Frenchman who assisted
them in writing appeals and letters of support) highlighted the familial ties
that motivated their efforts, referring throughout their texts to “our father”
instead of the more impersonal “Nayiniyappa.”
The sons’ intense efforts involved their own interests, of course. Their
father’s position provided tangible benefits, while his arrest carried with
it dire consequences for them. Even before Nayiniyappa was appointed
chief commercial broker in 1708, the benefits of his engagement with the
company had trickled down to his family members. In 1706, the Superior
Council of Pondichéry awarded to “Gourvapapullé” (almost certainly Nayiniyappa’s eldest son) a tax farming privilege.13 Conversely, when Nayiniyappa was first arrested, on February 13, 1716, his sons were arrested
alongside him.14 According to Nayiniyappa, the French governor Hébert
menaced him by saying, “If I had witnesses to this [wrongdoing], I would
send you and your sons to the Mascarenes,” the French islands in the Indian
Ocean where the French held slaves.15 The banishment imposed on Nayiniyappa and his family in 1716 affected his sons. After their father’s arrest,
all three sons relocated to “the lands of the Moors”;16 the fact that they
resettled in the French colony as soon as a new governor was appointed
after Hébert’s removal in 1718 suggests that leaving Pondichéry imposed
significant costs on them.
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Collectively, the appeals on Nayiniyappa’s behalf pointed to the varying
kinds of damage the sons had inherited as a result of their father’s conviction.
For fiscal compensation, they requested monetary restitution of forty thousand pagodas, since this was the value of Nayiniyappa’s confiscated goods at
the time of his arrest, and an additional one hundred thousand pagodas in
damages.17 Reflecting the fact that the family’s good name had been damaged
by their father’s conviction, they also asked that his good reputation be reestablished in the broad context of French India and the Tamil region, writing,
“[We ask you to order] that his good name be restored, and that the decree
doing so shall be read, published, and posted in the city of Pondichéry, and in
the lands of the Company.”18 Clearing Nayiniyappa’s name rehabilitated the
family as a whole. And reflecting the importance of family on both sides of
the imperial divide, they asked the Crown to punish Governor Hébert’s son
as well as the official himself.

Broker Dynasties in Pondichéry
The appeals sent following Nayiniyappa’s conviction reveal that the conflict
pitted two local families against one another. In Pondichéry, for nearly a century only members of these two competing families had enjoyed the benefits
of the post of chief commercial broker. The hereditary nature of the position
was not unique to Pondichéry: in the French holding of Chandernagore, in
Bengal, the family of one Indranarayan Chaudhuri held the post of broker
for decades. The position was also hereditary in Ceylon, where Europeans
employed local men in a similar position, and in the important commercial
center of Surat on the west coast of India two rival dynasties also fought over
the rights of brokerage.19
Tamil nomenclature does not assign family names as in the European tradition, but for convenience, I will refer to Nayiniyappa’s family as Pillai and
their rivals as Mudali. French sources usually refer to the families with Europeanized versions of these names: Poullé and Modeliar. The term modeliar,
derived from the Tamil word for “first,” was also a synonym for the position
of chief broker in Pondichéry. Both terms are titles associated with the Vellala
caste group, high-ranking agricultural landlords.20 The two families competing for the highest post available to Indians in the colony were of the same
caste, though the Pillais were Hindu and the Mudalis Christian.21 In the Pillai
family, Nayiniyappa was the first to be appointed courtier et chef des malabars, in
1708. At least three of his relatives would hold the position subsequently: his
eldest son, Guruvappa (chief broker in 1722–1724); his nephew Ananda Ranga
Pillai (1746–1761); and his likely great-nephew Tiruvangadan (1790s).
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The Christian brokers employed by the French, the Pillais’ rivals, had a history of service that stretched back even earlier, to the very first days of the colony’s existence as a French holding. The founder of this dynasty was Tanappa
Mudali (Modeliar), also known by his Christian name, André.22 He arrived
in Pondichéry on January 17, 1674, at the express invitation of the town’s
first governor, François Martin.23 His son, Lazare Moutiappa, followed him
as courtier; Nayiniyappa replaced him in 1708. His grandson was Kanakarâya
Pedro Mudali (Modeliar). Pedro then became chief broker when Nayiniyappa
was arrested. The council ousted Pedro when Nayiniyappa was cleared of
charges, establishing Guruvappa in the post. However, when Guruvappa died
of dropsy two years later, in 1724, the council reappointed Pedro to the post,
and he served until his death in 1746. Ananda Ranga Pillai ascended to the
post at this time. It is possible that the French deliberately pitted one family
against the other, with the position strategically made to oscillate between
the two.
Just as the Jesuits had been agitating against Nayiniyappa for years prior
to his arrest, the rivalry between the Pillai and Mudali families long predated
Pedro’s assumption of the position of broker. The removal of Lazare and his
replacement by Nayiniyappa in 1708 marks the beginning of the rivalry.24 At
that time, Governor Hébert lambasted the Jesuits for their support of the
Christian broker whom Nayiniyappa had replaced. A letter he wrote to the
Jesuit superior, Father Tachard, read, “Ever since my arrival in Pondichéry,
I have been astonished that we employ Lazare as modeliar, since he has so
little ability, and so little credit in the town.”25 Hébert dismissed the claims
of family in Lazare’s case, although he acknowledged that he had retained
“André’s son,” emphasizing kinship over individuality, because he respected
the choices made by his predecessor, Governor Martin. Had Lazare been at all
capable of filling the post, continued Hébert, he would rather have employed
him than anyone else in the town, seeing that he was “a Christian of good
caste and high rank.”26
After Nayiniyappa’s son Guruvappa died unexpectedly while serving as
chief broker, the Pillais sought to retain the post in their family. French correspondence devoted to the struggle between the two dynasties shows that
colonial officials were uncomfortably aware of the power and influence that
the post bestowed on local men. The contours of this struggle, as well as the
very fact of its inscription in the French colonial archive, demonstrate that the
French were well versed in the details of these families’ lives. Both French and
Tamil actors made their claims with reference to kinship, suggesting there
was a clear link between the institutions of the colonial state and the practice
of local family life.
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The French governor at the time of Guruvappa’s death, Beauvollier de
Courchant, deemed Nayiniyappa’s brother-in-law Tiruvangadan, one of
the candidates for the job of chief broker, too ambitious.27 Another candidate was Nayiniyappa’s second son, Moutiappa. Moutiappa had the support
of his widowed sister-in-law as well as the support of missionaries of the
Missions étrangères. But the French governor opposed Moutiappa as well,
writing to Paris, “I feel obliged to alert you that he is the Black here who
seems to me least suitable to being a modeliar [courtier].” He claimed that
Moutiappa had stolen money and jewels from his brother. Also “he is a young
man of very poor physiognomy, of ill regard, who is hated by everyone. . . .
In short, we don’t see any talents in him. Furthermore, he is too young, and
he would never want to become a Christian.”28 The governor’s remarks suggest an intimate acquaintance with squabbles within the Pillai family. While
the charge of stealing from his brother may or may not have been accurate,
Moutiappa could not be an effective courtier without the strong support of a
family network of connections and commitments. Intrafamilial rivalry could
be just as important as interfamilial rivalry in encounters with the French
administration.
Correspondence between the company directors in Paris and the council
in Pondichéry in 1725 reveals that the Parisian directors wanted to dismiss
the Christian broker Pedro a year after his resumption of the post following
Guruvappa’s death and replace him with another courtier as part of a number of personnel shake-ups. But the council resisted this directive, claiming
that Pedro’s dismissal would significantly harm the company’s commercial
interests. Council members lavished praise on Pedro as “an honest man,
who is wise, loyal, experienced, one who is listened to and enjoys good
credit, always providing signs of his zeal to serve, his docility, the care he
takes of alerting us to all movements among the blacks.”29 The Pondichéry
council described Pedro as “beloved by the blacks.” Added to this, his family
connections made him eminently suitable for the post. “We also remembered his father, who was an excellent courtier, much loved by everyone;
his uncle was also a modeliar and a very honest man.”30 While this memory
belied Hébert’s assessment of Pedro’s father, it reflects the importance of
kinship. The Pillai family would not take the post again until Pedro’s death in
1746, when the council selected Ananda Ranga Pillai over Pedro’s younger
brother.
The rivalry between Pillais and Mudalis was long-standing, but the Nayiniyappa Affair was nevertheless a crucial juncture in the struggle over the
profitable and powerful position of the colony’s chief broker. Nayiniyappa’s
interrogation and subsequent appeals reveal that the tension between the
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two courtier clans directly influenced the investigation. An example is the
testimony of a man who had been Nayiniyappa’s servant. A few years prior
to his arrest, Nayiniyappa had accused this servant of stealing from him and
complained of this theft to Governor Hébert. Hébert ordered that the man’s
house and goods be sold and that the profits be given to Nayiniyappa in restitution. When Nayiniyappa stood accused of tyranny and sedition, the council
called this servant as a witness against him, and he gave, as Nayiniyappa’s
sons wrote in one of their appeals, “a horrible declaration against our father.”
The sons accused Pedro and his brother-in-law of pressuring the witness into
testifying.31 In fact, a number of witnesses against Nayiniyappa held grudges
against him, for reasons that had little or nothing to do with the charges
against him. As well as this servant, a group of shopkeepers who had been
involved in a business dispute with Nayiniyappa testified against him.32 The
sons accused Pedro of also influencing this group of witnesses.
Whether or not Nayiniyappa’s sons were right to accuse Pedro and his
extended family of meddling with witness testimonies, the accusation reflects
the importance of the broker clans and the tension between them. Nayiniyappa’s sons clearly understood the crusade against their father in a familial
framework set against the world of local Tamil Christians, as well as the
Jesuits. Their appeal alleged, “It was the Jesuits who crushed our father, they
who instigated false testimony, the servant for this being Moutapen, their
catechist, Pedro the modeliar, Raphael his brother-in-law, Darnacheraon his
uncle, and other Christians known for their scandalous lives and their dishonesty.”33 In this account, the Jesuits were able to undertake their persecution of Nayiniyappa only with the assistance of a deeply familial network of
accomplices—Pedro, his brother-in-law, his uncle, and their coreligionists,
among them the catechist and his son the interpreter. In fact, a likely telling
of the Nayiniyappa Affair would cast the Jesuits as the tools of the Mudali
family, rather than the other way around.
Certainly the French fully understood the importance of local familial networks. A l702 letter from Pondichéry’s Superior Council to the directors in
Paris exposes further detail about the family ties that undergirded hiring decisions in the colony. The council conceded that the Jesuits had reproached
French authorities for preferring to hire non-Christians (usually referred to
in French sources as gentiles) over Christians for company positions. The
council members halfheartedly denied the charge and justified their hiring
decisions in terms that highlighted the familial. “The principal jobs suitable
for local people . . . are held by an old Christian family, who began serving the
king in St. Thomé under M. de La Haye in 1672, and have been employed by
your company ever since,” wrote the council, referring to the Mudali family.
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The letter went on to name specific examples of Tamil Christians who held
prominent positions in the company’s ranks, calling attention to the fact that
brokers, interpreters, and laborers at the docks were all related: “The most
important interpreter, the people who work on the waterfront assisting in
the reception and departure of merchandise . . . are all of this family.”34
As this description reveals, working as a commercial broker had immediate
benefits for members of one’s extended family, providing employment opportunities. The council’s premise that it was the family’s shared Christianity
that ensured them all jobs should not be taken at face value. Rather, it seems
just as likely that it was the familial association—regardless of confessional
standing—that would have made the jobs travel across and between generations of a single family, with one relative securing a position for another. The
fact that the Pillai family enjoyed similar benefits, despite its continued Hindu
practice, indicates as much.35

The Widow Guruvappa
The centrality of familial relations in the Nayiniyappa Affair is emblematic
of the centrality of family to colonial governance in French India. The bonds
between fathers and sons played a particularly visible role in the Nayiniyappa
Affair. But one Tamil woman, Guruvappa’s widow, made a surprising impression in the French record of the affair. The archives of the French colony refer
to her only as “the widow Guruvappa.” Her first name is never mentioned.36
Her experience reminds us that the bonds of kinship could enable all kinds of
actors to advance their political, economic, and social agendas.
The correspondence of the widow Guruvappa with various colonial and
metropolitan French institutions in the 1720s demonstrates how family members of Indian employees in Pondichéry were able to insert themselves into
the sphere of influence of the French establishment and to successfully make
claims on rights and rewards due to them by drawing on the language of
kinship. The fact that such claims could be made by a woman, one who was
illiterate in French and likely in Tamil as well and still repeatedly received
favorable hearing, is an indication that the Compagnie des Indes was willing,
and at times even eager, to draw extended familial networks into the complex
calculus of its decision making in the colony.37
In the years following her husband’s death in 1724, the widow Guruvappa
lobbied extensively to receive support from French institutions, writing to
the company’s directors, to the directors of the MEP seminary in Paris, and, it
seems safe to assume, also contacting the council in Pondichéry and the Missions étrangères missionaries living in the colony.38 In a letter to the seminary,
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she explicitly attempted to evoke the familial relationship she enjoyed with
the missionaries in Pondichéry, writing that they had bestowed on her “the
honor of receiving her and treating her as your child in your house.”39
In her communication with French interlocutors, the widow pursued
two goals: she tried and succeeded to secure financial support for herself,
and she advocated unsuccessfully for her husband’s brother Moutiappa to
be appointed chief broker after Guruvappa’s death. Her letters offer a rare
example in the archives of French India of a woman speaking in the first person.40 One of the letters in which the widow Guruvappa speaks in the first
person concludes with the note “This is the mark [here an X appears] made
by the widow of the Chevalier Guruvappa, who does not know how to write
her name.”41 It is extremely unlikely that she spoke the French in which her
letters were composed. She was also very young, only fourteen years old in
1723, when her name first appears in the records of Pondichéry’s état-civil.
But although the letters were certainly coauthored by a Frenchman, there
are indications the woman herself was intimately involved in the production
of these first-person texts. One of the letters contains information about her
childhood, which suggests her involvement. The fact that the widow found
it necessary and expedient to make her claims in French, using the French
terminology of kinship, reveals that effective claims making in French India
necessitated navigating various affiliations and idioms.
Even though Guruvappa’s widow had powerful relatives who had long
been in the habit of conferring with the colony’s highest-ranking French officials, she intimated in one of her letters that her act of writing to the directors
of the company in Paris was a surprising one, perhaps even a transgressive
one. “What will you say of the liberty I take in writing you,” she began a
letter of August 12, 1724. “I admit that it is a great temerity on my part to
thus abuse your patience and importune you, but as I think of the equity and
justice which have made you so admired among all nations, I dare to flatter
myself, messieurs, that you will have the goodwill to forgive me and cast
compassionate eyes upon a poor, afflicted widow.”42 This letter was written
shortly after her husband’s death of dropsy and implied that the widow had
a right to expect assistance from the company, since her husband had served
as courtier to the great satisfaction of the Superior Council. Her claim on the
directors’ time and effort was also couched as depending on a long trajectory
of family loyalty, mentioning the decades of her husband’s father, Nayiniyappa’s, involvement with the company. The widow Guruvappa had very
specific ideas about the ways in which the company should assist her. “I am
honored to prostrate myself at your feet and beg you to honor me with your
protection, and to appoint my brother-in-law Moutiappa to the position held
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by his brother, my husband. I dare to hope that he [Moutiappa] will not prove
himself unworthy of the grace that you will grant him.”43
The widow positioned herself as a stakeholder in the company’s hiring
practices on more than one occasion. In a letter she wrote in 1726 to the
Missions étrangères missionaries, she involved herself directly in the ongoing rivalry between the Pillai family and Pedro, the broker who had been
appointed to replace Guruvappa. She proclaimed that Pedro should be
“chased out of the office of modeliar,” since he did nothing except under the
direction of the Jesuits.44
The widow Guruvappa’s attempts to create an alternative or supplementary kin network with the French might have been influenced by her precarious position within the Pillai family after her husband’s death. French records
(as well as the widow’s letters to Paris) attest to the fact that after Guruvappa’s death, the family was involved in an inheritance battle, and a widowed
woman would have been vulnerable. In a letter to Paris dated August 15,
1725, the council mentioned the internal squabbles in the Pillai family: “Ever
since the death of the Chevalier Guruvappa, his widow is fighting with the
deceased’s heirs, we have awarded her this revenue for her subsistence for
the duration of her life.”45
The two requests in the letters—a job for her relative and a pension for
herself—speak to different approaches to the benefits of kin networks. In the
widow’s request that the post of broker be given to her husband’s brother,
she was clearly attempting to bolster the position of her kinsmen in the colony, and by extension her own. That is, the protection she solicited from
the company was configured and accessed through preexisting networks of
family and marriage. But simultaneously, she worked to establish a fictive kin
relationship with French institutions so as to enable herself to draw on their
support and commitment by positioning herself as a child entitled to their
protection. Her efforts were successful, as evidenced by the company decision
to grant her a lifelong pension.46
The rhetoric of the widow’s letters appears, at first glance, to conform to
the colonial fantasy of a submissive and childlike native requesting the protection of a paternal, colonial master. But a closer reading reveals that the widow
Guruvappa drew on the currency of kinship strategically. Her engagement
with French officialdom demonstrates how local inhabitants could participate in the administrative and political work of colonial governance through
public and inscribed performances of kinship. The strategy of the widow
Guruvappa, who both drew on the access afforded by her network of kin and
attempted to forge new, kin-like relations with French newcomers, reveals
how the local reality of kinship in India could intersect with the French idea
and practice of family. She advanced her position and that of her relatives in
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Pondichéry through the idiom of kinship and mobilized support among Missions étrangères missionaries and company officials in both Pondichéry and
France. By using affect-laden language, she demonstrated ingenuity, creativity, and strategic bonding in her interactions with colonial institutions. Her
efforts relied on utilizing lines of communication long established between
members of her family and the French authorities.
The ability of commercial brokers in South India to draw on their family
ties to accrue profit and power, or what the historian Bhavani Raman has
called the “lucrative tie of kin and cash,” has drawn some scholarly attention.47 But less remarked upon is the ability of European colonizers to similarly benefit from the bonds of kinship, and to this the next section turns.

The Governor and His Son
The extent to which administrators of the Compagnie des Indes both sought
to capitalize on local Indian family networks and accepted that their local
employees brought with them both the advantages and the responsibilities
of familial entanglements should not surprise. French imperial action—from
the French Crown, itself a familial institution, on down—relied on the family
as both a politicized concept and a daily practice. The same was true for the
commercial sphere in France, in which reliance on credit extended through
personal and familial relationships, making the family “of key importance in
the commercial culture of the Old Regime.”48 The fact that the Compagnie
des Indes was itself an institution in which advancement often relied on the
associations of kinship is equally pertinent.49 Much as Tamil men could inherit
the position of chief broker, French traders maintained and benefited from
family connections within the institutional setting of the company. The company was, by some measures, a familial body: having a father who was a company employee virtually guaranteed a post for the son.50 This was true in the
lower ranks of the company as well as in its highest reaches: when a director
of the company in Paris died or withdrew, a relative would often fill his spot.51
In fact, beginning with Colbert’s creation of the Compagnie des Indes in 1664
to the days of the Nayiniyappa Affair, the ministers in Versailles charged with
overseeing the company were composed of two sets of fathers and sons.52
Governor Dupleix, one of the colony’s most well-known governors in the
mid-eighteenth century, was the son of one of the directors of the company.53
Employment in the company was a true Dupleix family business, since his
brother also became one of the Parisian directors.54
Frenchmen treated the bonds of both godparenthood and marriage as
means to expand and strengthen their family networks. By forging new kin
relations, they could cross the borders of origin in order to affiliate with
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powerful people.55 The highest-ranking officials in the colony and their wives
frequently appear in the Pondichéry notarial and religious record as godparents to French and Tamil Christian children born in the colony; it seems likely
these designations offered a measure of economic benefit to the children and
their parents.56 The état-civil record marking the birth of Jeanne Albert, a
woman born to a Luso-Indian family who would become Governor Dupleix’s
wife, exemplifies the uses of godparenthood. When Jeanne was born, her godparents offered the newborn support from both the ranks of the French company and local families in Pondichéry. The birth record written by a Capuchin
missionary described the event: “Today, June second 1706, I baptized a girl
named Jeanne. . . . The godfather was M. François Cuperly, a trader of the
Royal French Company, and the Godmother Madame Jeanne de Castro.”57
While Jeanne’s godfather, Cuperly, solidified the Albert family’s position as
members in good standing in the company’s town, the choice of her grandmother and namesake as the baby’s godmother—a local Christian woman who
was the widow of a Portuguese man—suggests the family’s long-standing
involvement in the regional landscape. Jeanne was a social force to be reckoned with in the colony when she became Dupleix’s wife and was herself a
popular choice of godmother for Pondichéry’s newborns.
French parents’ choice of godparents created alliances with influential
Tamil actors as well. The great-grandson of Governor François Martin’s wife,
a child whose father was a powerful Pondichéry councillor, had in 1706 the
“Armenian merchant, a resident of Madras,” Pedro Sacaria, as his godfather.58
Although the baby died in infancy in 1707, Sacaria provided the parents, the
Hardencourts, and their circle a tangible connection to two worlds.59 First
of these was the wealthy and well-connected Armenian diaspora, important
players who provided French newcomers with entry into Indian Ocean trade.
Second, he provided entry to the community of merchants in Madras, the
prosperous English-ruled town where an Armenian might find an easier place
for himself than a Frenchman.
Moving beyond the French sphere also allowed parents to create cosmopolitan horizons for their locally born children. Niccolaò Manouchi
(Manucci), a well-known Venetian who had married a half-English woman
from Madras and had spent years in the Mughal court, served as godfather
to the children of several powerful families.60 With connections to multiple
religious, linguistic, and political networks, he would have been a useful connection to his godchildren. Frenchmen in Pondichéry’s society may also have
viewed being selected as a godparent as a symbol of arrival, an indication
that one was a significant actor in the colony. Governor Hébert likely saw it
that way when, upon his first arrival in India in July of 1708, he was almost
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immediately chosen to serve as the godfather to a son born in September to
Claude Bruno, the port’s captain.61
Godparenthood also created horizontal links among the godparents,
although that didn’t stop Governor Hébert and then councilor, later governor
La Prévostière from becoming bitter adversaries in the course of the Nayiniyappa Affair. Governor Hébert and Marie Desprez, La Prévostière’s wife,
had both served in 1709 as godparents to the same infant, six years before the
explosion of the Nayiniyappa Affair.62 Nor was this the only such conflict or
even the most recent one that Hébert experienced in relation to the affair,
since in 1718 he became the godfather to the son of M. Delavigne, the general
director of commerce in India for the Company of St. Malo, which intervened on Nayiniyappa’s behalf and called for Hébert’s removal. The baby’s
godmother was the wife of Dulivier, Hébert’s archenemy and competitor for
the role of governor.63 We can only conjecture about Delavigne’s motives in
asking Hébert to serve in the role a year after his company had called for the
governor’s removal. He may have been seeking to mend fences between the
St. Malo Company and bickering Compagnie des Indes officials.
While godparental relations may have complicated Governor Hébert’s
role in the affair, it was his paternal ties that were implicated in his turn
against Nayiniyappa in 1715, when he returned to India for his second term
with his adult son accompanying him. According to Nayiniyappa’s sons, both
Héberts craved a return to India as a means to repair a dire financial situation:
they were saddled by debts that they were unable to pay.64 Nayiniyappa’s sons
claimed the official had promised to attack Nayiniyappa, long an object of the
Jesuits’ animosity, in exchange for their support. Hébert the younger stood
to inherit his elderly father’s debts and may have influenced the governor’s
decision to reverse his former loyalties, supporting the Jesuits and attacking
Nayiniyappa. Nayiniyappa himself thought so, and in one of his appeals he
referred to Hébert’s “seditious son.”65 In this he leveled at his enemy the same
accusation he had suffered.
In fact, Hébert fils took on an outsized role in the affair, even though he
was only a junior employee of the company, a second du commerce.66 According to Nayiniyappa’s sons, the younger Hébert carried out queries that might
have been embarrassing for the governor of the colony to undertake himself.
They claimed that he had promised the Jesuit superior, Father Bouchet, that
the governor would support a persecution of Nayiniyappa.67 Nayiniyappa’s
sons were, of course, a partisan source, but there is no reason to doubt their
claim that the son made the initial overtures, since this rendition of the affair
is actually less damaging to Governor Hébert, removing some of his agency
in Nayiniyappa’s persecution.
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The sworn testimony of Manuel, the Tamil interpreter used to translate
in most of Nayiniyappa’s interrogations, also suggests that Hébert fils played
a crucial role in the Nayiniyappa Affair. The interpreter Manuel stated that
Hébert the son, not the father, reviewed the testimonies of the witnesses
against Nayiniyappa.68 Nayiniyappa’s sons referred to both Héberts, father
and son, as the de facto governors of the colony, writing that their avarice
had led them to conspire with the Jesuits, so that “they could retain the government of Pondichéry.”69 It appears the governor and his son made little
effort to hide the fact that they were operating in concert, furthering a shared
agenda in their pursuit of Nayiniyappa and his allies. The younger Hébert was
present in some of Nayiniyappa’s interrogations by Governor Hébert, and
according to Nayiniyappa’s appeal, Hébert fils intimated that he would accept
a bribe to ameliorate the broker’s punishment.70
It was not only Nayiniyappa and his sons who claimed that both generations of Héberts conspired together. Nicolas de La Morandière, a company
bookkeeper who was involved in drafting Nayiniyappa’s appeals, also viewed
father and son as one operational unit. In a letter he wrote from India to the
directors of the company in France in 1719, La Morandière said that when
he looked into the books kept by the Héberts, an action he took in his capacity as company bookkeeper, he angered both father and son, and the two
men together threatened to ensure he lost his job with the company.71 La
Morandière also revealed that Hébert fils was in the room when the judges
confronted Nayiniyappa before his sentencing. He described Hébert the
younger (who was a junior employee and thus not technically qualified to
serve as one of the judges) addressing the prisoner with authority: “You are
a thief, we know you well.”72 La Morandière stressed the culpability of both
Héberts: “I make no distinction at all, Messieurs, between father and son,
and you must be entirely convinced that the crime of one is the crime of the
other, with this difference: that the father is infinitely more culpable, because
the authority of the government resides in his person.”73 The other judges
also mentioned the younger Hébert’s’ presence in the room when they were
interrogated in 1718 about their decision to convict Nayiniyappa.74

The Catechist and His Son
The third father-son pair in the Nayiniyappa Affair, apart from Hébert and his
sons and Nayiniyappa and his sons, was composed of a father employed as
a catechist and a son who was a company interpreter. The father was Moutiappa, the Jesuits’ head catechist (religious intermediary). His son, Manuel
Geganis, served as the central interpreter in Nayiniyappa’s investigation—he
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was the interpreter for five out of a total of seven interrogations. He was also
charged with arranging for the translation of witness testimonies from Tamil
to French. Manuel was, like his father, a Christian and an intimate of the
Jesuits. The first mention of him in the French archives dates to 1705, when
he was arrested along with several other native Christian men.75 The Jesuits
had long tried to bring about the closure of a large Hindu temple located
right next to the Jesuit compound. An incident in connection with this had
turned violent, when several of the Jesuits and their local Christian supporters stormed the temple and vandalized it.76 When Manuel was arrested, his
father was already acting as the missionaries’ most trusted employee, and
the arrest of the son suggests he was also closely affiliated with the Jesuits.
On one occasion, Governor Dulivier explicitly referred to him as a catechist,
the position also filled by Manuel’s father.77 Further, Manuel worked with
the Jesuits prior to becoming an interpreter for the Compagnie des Indes,
traveling to France with a Jesuit missionary. By 1715, the French company in
Pondichéry employed Manuel as an interpreter, but Nayiniyappa’s supporters emphasized instead his father’s connection to the Jesuits, referring to him
as “the catechist’s son” and not by his given name. Nayiniyappa’s sons wrote
in their 1720 appeal, “The other interpreter is named Geganis, and is the son
of the Jesuits’ catechist, which makes the matter even clearer,” as evidence
that the proceedings were politically driven.78
Manuel’s role arranging for the translation of witness testimonies from
Tamil to French allowed him to draw on his familial networks to advance
the case against Nayiniyappa. Manuel provided Governor Hébert with easy
access to a whole set of Christian actors involved in the production of evidence against Nayiniyappa, both Tamil and French: Moutiappa; the Christian
Pedro, who was to replace Nayiniyappa as broker and was the central figure
in Pondichéry’s Christian community; and the Jesuit fathers.
The council solicited testimonies from Tamil witnesses in Moutiappa’s
house, and Manuel ferried the documented testimonies from place to place.
As the catechist’s son, though not himself an employee of the Jesuits, Manuel
was just close enough—but not too close—to serve as a perfect intermediary
for interactions between Hébert and the Jesuits. His experience is yet another
example of the imbrication of family in colonial governance.

Conversion and the “Ties of Blood”
Moutiappa and Manuel’s involvement with the Jesuits was of a piece with
the missionaries’ broader strategy. Much like commercial brokers and
French traders, Catholic missionaries and their native catechists, or religious
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intermediaries, relied on kin, family, and caste community to further the
French missionary project of proselytization. Conversion to Christianity by
French missionaries relied on the familial relations of their catechists. The
importance of family relations was thus paramount for catechists, much as it
was for commercial brokers. Conversion could move along family maps that
the Jesuits had not charted but that instead followed lines of blood, caste, and
familiarity.
The experiences of French Jesuits in the mission field away from Pondichéry thus demonstrate that much as the traders depended on the familial
contacts of their commercial brokers, missionaries relied on the kin networks
of their catechists. However, a crucial difference between traders and Jesuits
was their response to this dependence on local family structures. The traders
and administrators of the Compagnie des Indes were willing to accept this
dependence, while the Jesuits were actively engaged in an effort to replace
and supplant these kin relations with a membership in the family of Christ.
Many French Jesuits were themselves members of powerful and influential
families, and the importance of family in professional advancement in French
India would have been a familiar practice. But their training would have predisposed the missionaries of the Society of Jesus to shy away from too-heavy
a reliance on the worldly ties of family connections. Upon entering the society, candidates were required to perform the Spiritual Exercises devised by
the society’s founder, Ignatius of Loyola. The exercises were meant, suggests
one scholar, to lessen the hold of ties outside the society, such that the community of the order would supplant the support and affective relationships
of family.79 Although many individual Jesuits maintained close connections
with their kin, the official position of the society discouraged this. Loyola
was explicit about this in the Constitutions of the Society of Jesus: “Everyone
who enters the Society . . . should leave his father, mother, brothers, sisters,
and whatever he had in the world.”80 Missionaries in India had chosen to
replace the connections of natal responsibility and reciprocity with spiritual
brotherhood. How galling, then, to find themselves utterly reliant on the
ties of kin in India to spread the word of God. Even more upsetting would
have been the position of Jesuits within these family networks. Not only did
Jesuits depend on the familial relations of their native converts, but they were
not even allowed to enter as equals, let alone superiors, into the networks
on which they now relied. Jesuit missionaries thus found themselves denied
membership in an association—that of the temporal family—toward which
they were ambivalent at best.
Despite the Jesuits’ best efforts to insert themselves into such networks,
albeit temporarily, their own stories demonstrate that most successful
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conversions in Pondichéry and beyond were achieved by the connections
of catechists and other converts rather than by Jesuit persuasion. Father
Pierre Martin told the story of a lady of the Indian court in Madurai named
Minakchiamal, who was raised in the palace from a young age and given
the task of administering to consecrated images of the deities that were worshipped there. After her marriage, she occasionally ventured out of the palace
and made the acquaintance of several newly converted Christians. One of
these, a woman with whom Minakchiamal had close relations, acquainted
her with a “pious and wise catechist.”81 In this account the catechist told the
new and highborn convert “about the grandeur of God whom we adore,
and inspired in her, by his speeches, a high regard for our sainted religion.”82
Father Martin himself elsewhere admitted he lacked the ability to make such
inspiring speeches in Tamil.83 Further, unlike the catechist, he could not produce the clincher: “It also came to pass during their many talks, that they
discovered that they were quite closely related. The ties of blood intensified [her] esteem and confidence.”84 The catechist was thus able to offer the
woman a conversion that did not entail a severing of all links to her community. The catechists’ ability to draw on ties of consanguinity was both a
central offering they could make to the Jesuits and a durable source of their
success in conversion.
The Jesuits drew on a long Christian tradition when they described their
converts, and especially their catechists, as their spiritual children. In the preface to the ninth volume of the Lettres édifiantes et curieuses, the editor, J. B. du
Halde, used an image that illustrated the intimate, corporeal relation the missionaries envisioned themselves to have with their employees the catechists.
He wrote, “A missionary is multiplied in strength several times in distributing these catechists in various locations of the missions.”85 This image situated the catechists as emerging from Jesuit bodies, much like fathers creating
sons. The catechists enabled the missionary to multiply himself, sending
pieces of his body away, in a form of celibate generation. But this metaphorical kinship had its limits. The successes the Jesuits gained in the Nayiniyappa
Affair depended more on paternal-filial ties built on consanguinity, such as
that between Manuel and his catechist father, than on spirituality kinship.
Before Governor Hébert allied with the Jesuits, in a letter he penned on
February 5, 1710, he pointed to the limits of relationships of fictive kinship.
“One Christian Father leaves upon his death ten Christian children,” wrote
Hébert, but he observed that the commitment Jesuits were able to inspire in
their converted “children” in Pondichéry was of a more fleeting nature. “For
at the end of ten years, you can scarcely find even one who still adheres to the
true religion.”86 The benefit of an extended family network was that it enabled
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passing power and connections down through the generations. The spiritual
family that Jesuits tried to construct in the subcontinent did not prove quite
so enduring.
For catechists to succeed in their mission, they had to occupy positions
of some authority among local communities, yet Christianity was a taint on
one’s social standing in South Asia in this period. The problem created by
their close association with the European missionaries was extreme for catechists. Missionaries paid catechists to devote themselves to being an example
of faith to be followed, but their association with the missionaries could make
them degraded and tainted men to be avoided. The difficulties surrounding
the marriage of one of the missionaries’ catechists demonstrated this conundrum. This young man, who came from a family of “good caste,” had served
the Jesuit missionaries from an early age in an unnamed coastal city—perhaps
Pondichéry. Although the text does not explicitly refer to this man as a catechist, his close and intimate association with the missionaries as a member
of their household makes it likely that he served them in this capacity. In the
course of his life with the missionaries, he had on many occasions eaten with
the Jesuits. When the missionaries decided it was time for him to be married
to a young woman of his caste, “according to the custom,” it was quite difficult to find a bride of the right caste, because he had been tainted by sharing food with the missionaries, who, being Europeans, were of course not of
his caste. “Nevertheless, after much effort,” recounts an eighteenth-century
missionary account, “a family of gentiles [Hindus] that was much pressed
by poverty agreed to give their daughter, and to have her instructed in
[Christian] religion and baptized.”87 Alliance with the Jesuits was clearly quite
costly in social terms.
Nor did the difficulties end once a bride was found. The missionaries went
to considerable expense and hosted a large banquet to celebrate the marriage,
inviting Christians of the young man’s caste and other guests. Yet even the
Christians among the guests were loath to accept the invitation, being reluctant to eat with the missionaries and consume food prepared by European
hands. They explained that the gentiles (referring to practitioners of local
religion) would cast them out if they did so.88 These converts had remained
active and respected members of their extended families and larger Tamil
community, and their refusal to eat with Jesuit missionaries was emblematic
of the Jesuits’ continual rebuff in their attempts to carve out a respectable
foothold in the local landscape.
When the Jesuits tried to find a bride for their young protégé, they were
attempting to use him as a stand-in for their own participation in these social
and familial affiliations. The difficulties they faced speak to the limits of the
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use of intermediaries. Catechists could, on occasion, afford the Jesuits entry
into local networks, but the missionaries inevitably came across barriers that
could not be traversed. Because marriage meant the linkage of lineages, the
Jesuits—with their murky and problematic social status and background—
would have made for problematic and undesirable affines.
The missionary related the story of the Jesuits’ difficulty in arranging a
marriage for their catechist in an aggrieved and accusatory tone. The Jesuits’
insistence on hosting a feast for their guests—disregarding the fact that sharing food with Europeans was at the root of the problems with securing a
bride—suggests they hoped that their exclusion from local networks of celebration and conviviality would disappear if they simply refused to acknowledge it. The act of trying to arrange for the marriage suggests a usurpation
of the familial role, and even the local Christian community—the very same
people the Jesuits hoped would treat them as their spiritual fathers—refused
to grant them this status. As Jesuits tried to supplant the networks provided
by local families, the paths of conversion still flowed through families, thereby
forcing Jesuit missionaries to participate in social settings in which they had
little place.
This chapter has traced the efficacy of kinship in the Nayiniyappa Affair in
order to demonstrate that a description of the politics, commerce, and conversion of colonial Pondichéry must account for the families of Pondichéry.
The diary of the broker Ananda Ranga Pillai recounted an interaction he and
an Indian friend had with the French colonial official Dumeslier in 1737. The
entry highlights the centrality of kinship in the view of both French traders
and their local intermediaries. Ananda Ranga Pillai wrote, “We both asked
M. Dumeslier whether he meant to stay in India, or return to Europe. He replied
that he did not see what advantage he could gain when he was separated and
far away from his parents, brothers, sisters, and kindred. Alluding to his earnings in this country, he asked us whether we did not think that he could obtain
the same on his own. He said that it was better to earn ten pagodas in one’s
own land, than 100 in a foreign one, as in the former case a man need not give
up friends and relatives.”89
Dumeslier’s plaintive summary of his position points to an important feature of colonial governance in Pondichéry: in the absence of local family networks, French newcomers depended on local employees like Nayiniyappa
and Ananda Ranga Pillai. Ananda Ranga Pillai relayed this anecdote with a
clear sense of his enviable position, given his secure access to a vast network
of family and acquaintances and a close friend by his side.
French and local actors in Pondichéry drew on the shared idiom of kinship
to strategically advance their political, commercial, and religious agendas. It
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is worth noting that both French and Tamil fathers and sons in the colony
used kinship for political aims. Kinship was not cordoned off by European
newcomers as a system that was primordial, immutable, or the domain of
so-called natives. Rather, the efficacy of kinship cut across different systems
of classifying relatedness, different religious affiliations, and different genders.
Even though French and Tamil inhabitants of Pondichéry held different conceptual and practical understandings of familial relations, kinship was a shared
idiom and the foundation of many of their most productive encounters.
Scholarship on British India has shown how reliance on familial networks
greatly strengthened the hierarchical authority of British company officials
in South India while simultaneously providing subordinates with power over
local inhabitants.90 The example of French India is markedly different in that
working relations between French administrators and moneyed commercial
brokers, and between Jesuits and their catechists, did not allow for such clear
hierarchical distinctions. Affiliation with the French company or with missionaries did not necessarily entail subordination, and therefore French reliance on local family networks did not always position European newcomers
as patrons. French trader-administrators, cognizant of their profound dependence on local markets and patterns of familial obligation and patronage,
largely refrained from attempts to restructure or displace these patterns, as
was common in later colonial projects.
In the Nayiniyappa Affair and beyond it, the action and theory of kinship
were enmeshed within the practice of statecraft and bureaucracy, of commercial transactions, and of religious conversion. In the colony, French
and Tamil families—both actual families and different conceptions of the
family—collided and colluded. Familial relations sustained, enhanced, and
shaped imperial projects in India.
A result of French reliance on local familial networks was that commercial
and spiritual dealings with the French did not necessarily entail alienation
from natal kin. On the contrary, the French desire to access such connections
could even lead to the strengthening of these ties, as professional go-betweens
and other local actors took advantage of these opportunities to bolster their
standing in their family circles. Local, mostly Tamil agents who came into
contact with the French at both the highest reaches of power and more humble spheres could leverage their employment by the French to strengthen
their position in natal and affinal networks by using their authority in the colony to act as patrons and protectors. Such strengthening of kin ties was also
a result of French strategies of trade, conversion, and employment. French
officials, traders, and missionaries were all intensely aware of the importance
of local associations of kin and caste. In their hiring of local employees, they
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attempted to insert themselves and their interests into such networks, albeit
with only partial success.
The dependence on local familial networks was a site where traderadministrators and missionaries articulated the persistent conflict between
projects of commerce and conversion. Religious and commercial agents took
different approaches to dealing with this dependence. Trader-administrators
were, by and large, comfortable with their reliance on the familial networks
that their brokers made accessible, being accustomed to traveling along similar paths of advancement in French institutions. But Jesuits, while just as
dependent as the traders on the local entanglements of their employees, were
loath to accept this fact and instead attempted to provide an alternative kin
network for their converts.

Pa rt Two

The Unfolding of
the Affair

Ch ap ter 3

The Denial of Language

Several men came into Nayiniyappa’s prison
cell, in the fort on Pondichéry’s waterfront, and without a word of explanation took him away.1 It was March 13, 1716, exactly one month after his
arrest, and he still did not know the charges against him. He was taken to
an office where three men were waiting for him: Governor Hébert, the governor’s secretary, and the Tamil interpreter Manuel Geganis. The sight of
the interpreter must have made a puzzling situation all the more confusing:
Nayiniyappa’s position, wealth, and success as the chief commercial broker of
the Compagnie des Indes in Pondichéry stemmed from his ability to mediate
and interpret, from his facility in crossing linguistic, commercial, and cultural
boundaries. For years he had conversed fluently with French traders but not
in French; rather, he used the lingua franca of the region, Portuguese. Yet
from the moment of his arrest to his death in prison in 1717, French officials
insisted on speaking French to him. The reliance on an interpreter, an intimate of the town’s Jesuits and a man one of Nayiniyappa’s appeals would
later describe as “a bad interpreter of the truth,” was galling to Nayiniyappa
and his allies.2
Even after more than forty years as a resident of the French-ruled colony and a subject of the French Crown, Nayiniyappa did not speak French
because he had never needed it, relying on Portuguese in his exchanges with
Europeans.3 Hébert, like other French administrators, needed to be fluent in
73
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Portuguese to do his job, and Nayiniyappa described Portuguese as “a language known to both the accused and the judge equally.”4 The French were
by no means the only Europeans to rely on Portuguese to communicate with
South Asian employees and subjects. For example, after the Dutch conquered
Sri Lanka, they also used Portuguese to communicate with local inhabitants;
as late as 1757, during the Battle of Plassy, Robert Clive spoke with his native
troops in Portuguese.5 This policy changed over the course of the eighteenth
century; the presiding chief broker, Pedro, still testified before the Pondichéry
Council in Portuguese in 1729,6 but later in the eighteenth century professional intermediaries regularly spoke French.7
Despite the long use of Portuguese between Nayiniyappa and his French
employers, throughout the interrogation the questioners addressed Nayiniyappa in French, Manuel repeated the questions in Tamil, and the interrogators made Nayiniyappa respond in Tamil. Forced to use a language that no
one in the room but Manuel understood, he answered very briefly in Tamil,
often responding to lengthy questions with an unelaborated yes or no. Nayiniyappa’s appeals described the use of French in the interrogation room as
a travesty: “They all had a common language, which is Portuguese. . . . The
accused clearly cried out that he had a natural right to use a language intelligible to both the judge and the accused, and to the secretary, but they did
not want to listen to him. They decided to violate all rights. The investigation
continued as it had begun: the interpreter, a devotee of the accused’s enemies
[the Jesuits], interpreted as he wished, and the accused [Nayiniyappa] was
forced to sign that which he had neither heard, nor understood.”8
Reliance on linguistic mediation performed by local employees had been
the norm in Pondichéry from its earliest days as a French colony in the late
seventeenth century and had by no means abated even after several decades
of French rule. By contrast with the policy of Francophonie of nineteenth- and
twentieth-century French empire, neither French traders nor missionaries in
India early in the eighteenth century pursued the goal of making French the
language most commonly spoken by the local inhabitants of Pondichéry. Like
many Indian locales, large swathes of metropolitan France,9 and virtually all
colonies, Pondichéry was a polyglot city with a diverse and complex linguistic
economy, with linguistic registers of various value, purchase, and potential
for exchange.10 However, traders and missionaries had different responses to
this linguistic diversity: French officials adopted Portuguese, while French
missionaries sought to master Indian languages.
Frenchmen of the Old Regime, accustomed to a polyglot homeland rich in
languages and regional dialects, from Breton to Occitan, would have felt right
at home in India’s multilingual environment. French traders and missionaries
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alike relied, respectively, on local brokers and native catechists, but these
parties used categorically different linguistic strategies. French traders and
their employees in South India regularly used Portuguese as their common
language, following a norm common to merchant maritime communities
across the Indian Ocean, from China to Goa to Africa, and stemming from
the former importance of Portuguese ships in the region. Even as Portuguese
power in India declined in the seventeenth century, the Portuguese language
remained essential for French traders in doing business. The unstable political
context in Pondichéry late in the seventeenth century and early in the eighteenth century also contributed to the continued use of Portuguese. When
the Dutch took control of Pondichéry in the late seventeenth century, the
colony’s new rulers, themselves fluent in Portuguese, could communicate
with the town’s Portuguese-speaking population. When a treaty signed in
Europe restored control of the colony to the French in 1699, the linguistic
transition was just as smooth.
French Jesuits and other missionaries in Pondichéry highly valued the use
of indigenous languages and sought to acquire new languages as they moved
between different mission fields. Therefore, they relied on catechists but
sought to learn their languages and ultimately render the catechists unnecessary. A French missionary reflected on the Portuguese linguistic legacy in
a letter sent to France. He described the lingua franca as “corrupted Portuguese which the Portuguese have left behind in all the parts of India from
which they have been driven out.”11 He lamented, “This jargon is perpetuated
among the Indians, so that the other nations of Europe are forced to learn
it.”12 However, he likely sought to speak local languages, as many missionaries did. All three of the orders active in Pondichéry—Jesuits, Capuchins, and
the MEP missionaries—prioritized learning South Indian languages.
This chapter considers the import of polylingualism in Pondichéry—the
mixture of French, Tamil, and Portuguese in both commercial and religious
settings and in the course of the Nayiniyappa Affair.13 The problems of communication and interpretation in the affair were epistemological, revolving
around the proper and just conditions for actionable knowledge. In the early,
unstable days of the colony, French colons sought to obtain reliable information upon which to act and to communicate with the colony’s population in
the most effective way. Nayiniyappa’s appeals emphasized language and communication precisely because, as a professional go-between, he had devoted
his whole career to solving this problem. Religious catechists (“native” religious interpreters employed by Catholic missionaries) and linguistic interpreters also addressed the communicative gap, and like commercial brokers they
could selectively dispense information to further both their own agendas and
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those of their employers. Yet after Nayiniyappa had addressed the communication problem for years, French officials deployed this communicative gap
against him in the course of the affair. The deployment of language to prevent
understanding in the Nayiniyappa Affair—the choice of French and the denial
of Portuguese—was therefore a departure from long-standing practice in the
colony. The insistence that Frenchmen would speak and understand French
alone in Nayiniyappa’s case prefigured the diminishing role of local intermediaries in the later decades of the eighteenth century.
Writing of communication in colonial regimes, Johannes Fabian noted
that exchanges such as those that made it possible for the company to function in Pondichéry depended on “a shared communicative praxis providing the common ground on which unilateral claims could be imposed.”14
But the Nayiniyappa Affair was an event that changed the rules of the game,
and therefore Tamil and French supporters of the jailed broker alike considered it a scandal. In other words, the affair hinged on communicative
exchanges that left little or no room for previously established bilateral claims
or agreements rooted in shared language.
Up to the time of the broker’s arrest, when Nayiniyappa and all the French
trader-administrators he worked with used Portuguese, both sides had to
adapt to mastering, remaking, and manipulating their cultural and linguistic
position in a language that was not native to them. By making French the
official language of the affair, Nayiniyappa’s adversaries made a new claim
for their jurisdiction and authority over him.15 Language became a means of
denying communication. Nayiniyappa and his allies recognized the turn away
from Portuguese as a violent act, an attempt to replace a colonial regime
based on mutual understanding with one based on subordination.

Saving Language: Catechists and Missionaries
For the Jesuits, language acquisition was a global project, since they believed
direct communication with potential converts was crucial to conversion.
Accommodation, the conversion practice developed by Roberto di Nobili in
India and Matteo Ricci in China, which relied on the comprehension and affinity a joint language can engender, contributed to this belief. Therefore, Jesuits
prized the skill of learning new languages, and Jesuits in India who were sent
to difficult inland missions, away from the more Christianized coastal areas
like Pondichéry and Goa, were handpicked on the basis of their demonstrated
academic prowess and linguistic faculty.16
The life of the Jesuit Pierre Martin embodied this belief in linguistic agility. A missionary who moved between the Indian-ruled city of Madurai and
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French Pondichéry, Martin could speak and read Turkish, Persian, and Arabic,
which he was convinced saved him from death when he was captured by
Muslims at sea on his way to India. Upon his arrival in India, he sought to
learn Bengali and Tamil.17 Not all Jesuits were so eager to learn new languages. Father Guy Tachard was reluctant to move from Pondichéry to
Chandernagore in Bengal because he could, he wrote, “confess, catechize, as
well as read and understand the books of the area” in Tamil, while in Bengal
he would have to undertake the study of a new language, “not an easy task
when one is sixty years old.”18
Other Catholic orders also pursued proficiency in Indian languages. When
the Jesuit superior Tachard argued that the Jesuits should have the right to
minister to the Malabar Christian parish in Pondichéry because none of their
rivals, the Capuchin missionaries, spoke Tamil, the Capuchin father Paul
Vendôme was outraged. He wrote in 1703 that the Jesuit Tachard was a
liar and attached testimonies to his letter attesting that the Capuchin Father
Esprit, “who has been living in Pondichéry ever since the town was given to
the Royal Company, both preaches and catechizes in the Malabar language
[Tamil].”19 The seminary of the MEP, the third French missionary order
active in Pondichéry, also wanted to employ missionaries who were fluent
in native languages, but they sought to address the problem by developing a
native clergy. In a statement made in Paris in 1700, the directors of the seminary declared that “it will be difficult for Europe to go on forever supplying
priests, who take a long time to learn the language.”20
Both Jesuits and Capuchins admitted that they found the study of Tamil
extremely taxing. A Capuchin writer described Tamil as “harsh, crudely fashioned, unpleasant, and repelling, especially in its pronunciation. It is only a
zeal for the propagation of faith which makes it possible to learn this language.”21 Fluency in Tamil was neither universal nor complete among European missionaries, and local catechists constantly served at the missionaries’
side, preaching sermons, catechizing new converts, even on occasion listening
to confessions. One Jesuit missionary admitted that “one can do almost nothing in this country without the help of the catechists.”22 Another missionary
writer blamed the intemperate weather in South India for making missionaries lethargic, rendering them the equivalent of convalescents in Europe. The
only task the newly arrived missionaries still took on, despite their sorry state,
was the study of languages—a priority that could not be forsaken, regardless
of one’s health.
The catechists could enthrall the locals in a way that eluded the foreign
missionaries. Jesuit Father Jean-Venant Bouchet described how this worked
before a crowd: “The catechists, seeing this multitude of people, profited
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from the occasion in order to announce [to the crowd] the truths of Christianity, and each one of them made a touching speech. They spoke with such
force. . . . Most of the audience seemed moved.”23
The Jesuit Martin was frank on the topic of his failures of communication
and felt his inadequacy: “Confessions exhaust me exceedingly because of the
difficulty I have in understanding them. These people speak with extraordinary quickness, or perhaps it just seems to me so, because I do not yet have
a good ear for their language. Tears often come to my eyes when I am at last
able to understand what they are saying to me, which they must start over
again three or four times.”24 He went on to say, “And these good people do
so with marvelous patience, searching for easier words or styles of expression. . . . Nevertheless, when I make numerous mistakes, whether in the style
of the language or in pronunciation, which is very difficult, they do not seem
to discourage me, saying that they would rather listen to four words from the
mouths of the Fathers, even mispronounced and badly arranged, than the
grand speeches that their catechists can make.”25
It is impossible to know whether Martin actually received such assurances that the catechists’ speeches did not measure up to the Jesuits’ efforts,
or whether his flock meant them sincerely, but he clearly hoped they were
true. His description of the procession of the Passion he oversaw in Madurai
in 1700 suggests his dependence on the catechists for linguistic mediation.
When a big crowd of Christians gathered in front of the church, the catechist told the “story of the Passion of our Lord” loudly and at length, while
Martin himself made what he described as a “little speech.”26 Elsewhere
he admitted that he had to commit his Tamil speeches to memory, which
likely took out the spontaneity that would have given the speech force and
emotion.27
A French officer stationed in India in the 1720s, Chevalier de La Farelle,
reflected on the relationship between the Jesuits and the Indian men who
taught them local languages: “The reverend fathers of the missions in India
must know Tamoul [Tamil], which is the language spoken on the Coromandel Coast, and Telugu, which is the language of the Malabar Coast.” He noted
a fundamental tension: “What is most curious, and seems to prove the indifference of the Brahamans in regard to the religion they represent, is that it
is the Brahamans who teach the Jesuits the languages spoken in India and
thus provide them [the Jesuits] with the means to propagate the cult of the
only true religion [Christianity].”28 By making the Brahmans the teachers, in
La Farelle’s point of view, the Jesuits reinforced the spiritual and intellectual
superiority of the local gurus. Even as their language teachers provided the
Jesuits with the tools crucial for conversion, the positioning of these same
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teachers as leaders and superiors of the Jesuits might have undermined their
mission. The Jesuits’ linguistic difficulties only underscored the instability of
their spiritual authority.

Exchanging Language: Commercial Brokers
and French Traders
French traders were, like the missionaries, frank about the importance of the
linguistic services provided by their intermediaries. While they relied on commercial brokers first and foremost for their extensive networks of trade relationships, they also sought brokers who could serve as linguistic interpreters
and were able to speak Portuguese with their French employers and Tamil,
Telugu, and Persian with their local connections. Inability to speak French
was common among commercial brokers in Pondichéry in the first decades of
the eighteenth century and was not considered a liability by French employers. It is important to note that the focus here is on professionally employed
intermediaries, who were all men. But important unofficial intermediaries
were the locally born women, usually Christian women from a Luso-Indian
background, who married or lived with French arrivals and provided entry
into local cultural practices and linguistic expertise. The most famous example was Jeanne Dupleix, who on occasion served as a translator for her husband, the mid-eighteenth-century governor Joseph Dupleix, interpreting for
him from Tamil to French.29
In the text of one of the appeals to overturn Nayiniyappa’s 1716 conviction, Nayiniyappa described himself as facilitating “communication between
the Frenchman and the Indian.” In these exchanges, explained Nayiniyappa,
“the French general [i.e., governor] . . . speaks only to [the broker], and he
[the broker] alone is known by the Indians.” The broker relayed the French
authority’s orders “as they were given to him, and the Indians accept [these
orders] as he conveys them.”30 Nayiniyappa here fashioned his relationship
with the French governor as an exclusive one based on communication. He
acknowledged his power while suggesting he never abused it by conveying
orders differently than directed. Writing to the French authorities seeking his
release from prison, of course Nayiniyappa had a vested interest in presenting
himself as passing on the information provided by the French exactly as he
received it. It seems more likely that he took certain freedoms in reshaping
information as it came into his hands, rendering it more comprehensible as
it made the leap between social contexts and languages. The crucial point,
however, is that Nayiniyappa presented his key task as enabling communication between mutually unintelligible parties.
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The French trading company in Pondichéry also employed translators in
the Chaudrie court, a jurisdiction where French judges mediated disputes
between native actors and where linguistic interpreters played an important part. In the Chaudrie, French traders acted as judges, dispensing justice
in accordance with local custom—or, rather, what they could gather to be
local custom by relying on local interpreters and clerks. Three members of
Pondichéry’s Superior Council, all French traders, heard civil cases involving local residents in the Chaudrie. The French judges did not speak Tamil,
and many witnesses did not speak Portuguese or French. Nayiniyappa was
employed as a Chaudrie interpreter prior to his appointment as Pondichéry’s
chief broker.31 As a well-established merchant, he probably took on the work
in the Chaudrie in order to seek a more powerful and prestigious position as
a broker. The intimate connection he could have forged with French traders
as he whispered into their ears in Portuguese would have cemented his position as a man to be trusted. Working in the Chaudrie as an interpreter would
also have fortified his place among the town’s Tamil population, as a man
directly involved in the settlement of disputes. When he left the Chaudrie,
Nayiniyappa attempted to maintain his connection to this center of power by
arranging for a friend of his to be appointed to the post.32 Nayiniyappa’s sons
claimed Governor Hébert bestowed the position as a reward on a man who
had testified against their father.33
The Chaudrie interpreters appear to have been quite powerful. BertrandFrançois Mahé, a high-ranking French official who served in India in the 1720s,
ascribed more power to them than to the French judges ostensibly making
the decisions. He noted that the interpreters “provide their explanations in
such a way that affairs will take the turn they desire, so that often without
intending it, the judge is responsible for injustices.”34 This comment, though
pejorative, is nevertheless rare in that it acknowledges the power of interpreters to direct events. More often than not, reliance on local interpreters in the
collection and creation of political, commercial, or religious knowledge by
Europeans was elided.
Linguistic interpreters could also influence the written record of the
French colony in the archives of the Superior Council. The majority of texts
inscribed in the archives of the French trading company in India underwent
a double process of transformation: between modes of transmission—oral
to written—and between languages—Portuguese or Tamil to French. When
a local resident appeared before the council, he usually spoke in Tamil, an
interpreter translated the response aloud into Portuguese for the benefit of
the French audience and officials, and a French (but Portuguese-speaking)
secretary then wrote down the response in French. A translator read this
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inscribed version out to the witness in Tamil for verification, thereby repeating the same double circuit of transformation.35 Hébert introduced an interpreter into Nayiniyappa’s interrogations, but normally a Portuguese speaker
like Nayiniyappa would not have required a translator in dealings with French
officials because the French secretary was fluent in Portuguese. Testimony
given in Portuguese would be written in French and read back in Portuguese
for verification. The insistence on French in Nayiniyappa’s case thus flew in
the face of established practice.
Languages less commonly used in the Tamil region also made their way
into the French archive. A 1720 case brought before the Superior Council
occasioned the attachment of a note in Persian to the dossier after a sworn
interpreter of the language verified its content.36 In another case with global
reach involving the English governor of St. George and Madras and merchants
in Canton, the council admitted documents in translation from Chinese documents into evidence. The Chinese documents, in fact, were translated and
archived in French, English, and Portuguese.37

Interpreting the Nayiniyappa Affair
The linguistic aspects of the Nayiniyappa Affair once again make visible the
explicit and implicit conflicts woven through the fabric of the young colony.
Nayiniyappa and various French and Tamil allies understood incompetent
and vicious interpretation to be the central wrongdoing of the investigation against the broker. The appeals claimed that the denial of Portuguese
stole from the broker the tools to communicate his own demands and
desires, since the use of French made it impossible for him to understand
the proceedings against him. The reversal in his fortunes was accompanied and facilitated by reversals in languages and communicative practices.
Nayiniyappa again and again presented the denial of language as an act of
violence, one that stripped him of his humanity. In one especially vivid section of his appeal he accused his adversaries of “stealing his language, his
ears, his eyes, until he didn’t speak at all, could understand nothing of what
was said to him, and could not see what was written against him.”38 This
very physical description calls attention to the somatic nature of interpretation, as a physical experience involving intimacy and understanding that
draws on the skills of the body. The theft of his eyes, ears, and tongue calls
to mind torture by dismemberment. Rendered mute, deaf, and blind, this
state of enforced noncommunication was as much a part of Nayiniyappa’s
punishment as the public flogging, the confiscation of wealth, or the long
imprisonment.
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In calling Portuguese “his language,” Nayiniyappa claimed the language
of business, exchange, and mediation over his native tongue, Tamil. Portuguese had earned him his position in the colony. The affair therefore offers
an important corrective to the notion that political struggles about linguistic
usage are limited to binary battles between the “authentic” and the “imposed”
language. For Nayiniyappa and the men of his cohort, issues of language mastery and belonging in language were spread against a broader canvas, with
intimacy in multiple languages being the norm.

The Interpreter: Manuel Geganis and the
Denial of Portuguese
Hébert questioned Nayiniyappa on seven different occasions during the
course of his 1716 investigation of the alleged crimes of tyranny and sedition.
Manuel Geganis served as interpreter for five of those sessions. Manuel’s position in the colony as an employee at different times of both the Jesuits and
the French trading company, as well as the son of the Jesuits’ head catechist,
highlights the complex relationship between these two groups. His actions
in the course of the investigation shed light on the powerful role interpreters
could fill, as well as the densely populated field of Tamil agendas and ambitions that affected the Nayiniyappa Affair. In a departure from the practice
of limiting the interpreter’s role, the prosecution gave Manuel an active role
in making its case, which Nayiniyappa’s appeals argued was inappropriate,
given Manuel’s affiliation with the Jesuits.
Nayiniyappa and his supporters argued that Manuel’s position as an
intimate of the Jesuits rendered him absolutely unsuitable as an objective
interpreter. They emphasized this through repeated reference to him in the
appeals as the “son of the Jesuits’ catechist.” The fact that he had traveled to
France, spoke French fluently, was employed by Pondichéry’s government
as an interpreter, and had close, familial ties to the Jesuit mission through his
father, put Manuel Geganis in a special position at the intersection of different streams of knowledge and information in the colony, and Nayiniyappa’s
appeals emphasized this position.
Manuel gave lengthy testimony on his involvement in the affair in both
French and Tamil, in response to questioning by a commission appointed
by the king in 1718 to reinvestigate Nayiniyappa’s conviction.39 By his own
account, Manuel’s official involvement in the affair dates to the very first
moments after Nayiniyappa’s imprisonment. On February 13, 1716, when
Nayiniyappa was first taken to the fort as a prisoner, Manuel was already on
the spot—perhaps by mere chance, or perhaps the Jesuits had sent him there,
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having agitated for Nayiniyappa’s arrest. He described how Governor Hébert
had summoned him and sent him to tell the Jesuits “that he had put his plan
into execution.” Finding the Jesuits assembled in their compound, Manuel
conveyed Hébert’s message. After speaking among themselves for a quarter
of an hour, they told Manuel that Governor Hébert “was a great man who
had a lot of spirit, and knew what he was doing, and he could therefore do no
better than to consult his own opinion in the present affair.”40
A few days later Hébert summoned Manuel again and gave him three palm
leaf manuscripts (olles in the French text, olai in Tamil), which had been taken
from Nayiniyappa’s house.41 Manuel translated them from Tamil into French.
Given the fact that he by his own admission could not read or write French,
he must have dictated his translations to a French scribe, who would likely
have been a Jesuit. Manuel recalled that Hébert’s son stated upon receipt of
the texts, “These translations are no good.”42 Since Hébert fils could not read
the original Tamil, this judgment could not have been a critique of the translation itself. Taking a more pragmatic view of translation, Hébert’s son ordered
Manuel to take the olles to the Jesuit Father Turpin, who was proficient in
Tamil, and have him translate the documents again to provide the desired
content. According to Manuel’s testimony, the Héberts employed Turpin,
not Manuel, to translate other Tamil documents germane to the case.43
Thus a veritable translation factory was put into place, its workings
revealed in the interpreter’s testimony. Nayiniyappa’s official investigation
took place in Fort St. Louis, in broad daylight. Under cover of darkness, in the
Malabar neighborhoods, a parallel shadow process was taking place. Manuel
explained its workings: “I know that at night, Pedro [the Christian who would
replace Nayiniyappa as chief broker] brought Malabars to his house to testify [against Nayiniyappa]. . . . Xaveri Moutou and other scribes wrote these
depositions on olles, which in the morning were sent to me, along with the
witnesses who had made these declarations.” The interpreter took the testimonies, inscribed in Tamil, to Father Turpin for French translation. Manuel
noted, “I am not sure the translation was accurate, because I never read it,
and I don’t read French.”44
Nayiniyappa’s appeals painted Manuel as both incompetent and devious,
a symptom of a problem simultaneously procedural, linguistic, and moral.
According to the appeals, Manuel should not have been there in the first
place, he used the wrong language to mediate exchanges, and his entanglement with the Jesuits disqualified him from acting in the proceeding at all.
One appeal cited the important French Criminal Ordinance of 1670, which,
among many other procedural prescriptions, ordered that any trial that did
not used a shared language of the accused, the judge, and the witnesses, if
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such a language existed, would be declared invalid.45 Indeed, the records of
the Pondichéry Superior Council repeatedly show that non-French litigants
provided their testimony directly to the members of the council in Portuguese, their shared language.46
Manuel himself lent support to the charge that his role in the investigation was suspicious. In his 1718 testimony, during the inquiry into Nayiniyappa’s conviction, he claimed that Governor Hébert had told him that if he
ever spoke to anyone of the details of what had transpired in Nayiniyappa’s
interrogations, he would be punished. As a result, Manuel explained, he had
chosen to pay little attention to the witness testimonies to ensure he would
not have any sensitive information to divulge.47 In other words, he claimed
to have deliberately sought not to listen to the testimony he himself interpreted. Suggesting the complicated position of the interpreter who may have
acted on behalf of an official whose power was now waning, he undercut this
description of interpreting without listening by completing his 1718 testimony
with the following statement: “Here is everything that I remember, if I am
interrogated on other matters, perhaps memory will come back to me.”48
Manuel Geganis was the central interpreter in the case, with a role that
extended far beyond the interrogation room, but he was not the only interpreter. On two of the seven interrogations, Hébert used the services of a
French lieutenant in the Pondichéry garrison named Cordier. Cordier, the
son of a councillor on Pondichéry’s Superior Council, had been born in India,
but he was not fluent in Tamil.49 Questioned in 1718 as part of the same proceedings that provided Manuel’s recollections, Cordier testified, “Hébert held
a paper in his hand, and told [Cordier] what he must say to Nayiniyappa.
Hébert used the Portuguese language, and [Cordier] also spoke Portuguese
to Nayiniyappa, who responded in the same language, and [Cordier] then
repeated Nayiniyappa’s response to Hébert [in French].”50
As this depiction of an almost surreal interrogation reveals, Cordier was
not so much an interpreter as a buffer: he did little more than repeat Hébert’s
words, which were already understood by the Portuguese-speaking Nayiniyappa, and then translated into French Nayiniyappa’s Portuguese response—
merely transmitting through another voice what had already been heard by
the Portuguese-speaking Hébert. This evidence therefore bolstered Nayiniyappa’s claim that the sole purpose of using an interpreter was to engender willful miscomprehension and abuse the broker by making him mute.
Hébert’s use of an interpreter served to erase the long history of understanding between the two men.51
Governor Hébert did not articulate in any extant document why he chose
to deny Nayiniyappa the opportunity to speak to him directly in Portuguese.
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Nayiniyappa’s sons mentioned in their narrative of the affair only one occasion
on which Hébert spoke to Nayiniyappa directly in Portuguese in the course of
his incarceration. They claimed that one day, Hébert and his son, who were in
debt, came to Nayiniyappa’s cell. They made the broker a stark offer, in Portuguese, to restore his freedom for a payment of two thousand pagodas.52 The
joint language that had been conveniently forgotten in an attempt to assert
the “Frenchness” of Hébert’s regime was suddenly restored, and the path
of direct communication tantalizingly—albeit briefly—reopened. If this clandestine visit did take place, the Héberts would have employed Portuguese
to avoid having an interpreter witness the offer. An interpreter leaves a trace
and, as Manuel’s testimony demonstrates, can act as a damaging witness.

The Signature: A Perverted Sign
Signatures played an important role in the Nayiniyappa Affair, most often
discussed as signs of questionable and deceptive authority. The confounding
use of signatures was an issue not only for Nayiniyappa, who centered many
of his appeals on untrustworthy acts of signing, but also for Tamil witnesses
and the French judges who had signed his conviction. The discussion of signatures and acts of signing in the affair reveals the semiotic instability of an
interpreted world.
Hébert required Nayiniyappa to sign his name in Tamil to each of the
council secretary Le Roux’s French-language transcripts of his seven interrogations. The practice of putting Tamil signatures to French documents was
very much the norm in Pondichéry. Whenever literate Tamil witnesses or
defendants were heard in cases brought before the Superior Council (also
known as the Sovereign Council), they signed the French documents recording their hearing.53 The French records scrupulously documented this stage
in the proceedings, stating that the interpreter in each case had carefully
explained the contents of the text before the witness signed it.54 Nayiniyappa’s
appeals and Manuel’s testimony alike described Nayiniyappa asking for a
full explanation of the documents before he signed them. Manuel admitted
Nayiniyappa had asked for a “word by word” explanation but that the only
answer he was given was that the documents contained nothing but his own
responses.55
Manuel testified that Nayiniyappa “denied almost everything we asked
him about, and gave very good reasons as his justification. The interrogations
complete, the General had sieur Le Roux [the secretary] write what he wanted
written, without reading these texts to me; therefore, I could not tell Nanyapa
anything that Le Roux had written.”56 The secretary of the council, Joseph
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François Le Roux, was a third actor, apart from Manuel and Cordier, whose
role affected the linguistic exchanges in the interrogation room. He was present at each of Nayiniyappa’s interrogations and at the witness testimonies. He
signed every transcription of these encounters. Other company records reveal
that Le Roux, a native of Amiens, had become secretary less than six months
earlier. In this role he served as Pondichéry’s notary. The council had unanimously appointed Le Roux, who had worked for several Parisian notaries
and in various offices in France before arriving in India.57 The post came with
generous wages, and his position as a new appointee may have made him
eager to please Governor Hébert. Le Roux would leave Pondichéry for Bengal in 1718 and die there in 1719.58 In a letter written in 1719, Nayiniyappa’s
ally, the French official La Morandière, claimed that Le Roux had actually fled
Pondichéry because witness testimony suggested he had stolen money from
Nayiniyappa’s business associates. The official accused Le Roux of engaging
with Hébert in commerce using illicitly minted money.59 Le Roux had gone
to Bengal to avoid the investigation, he claimed.60
According to Manuel, struggles over the signing of these documents
recurred throughout the interrogations. “Every time [Nayiniyappa] was
questioned, the General told him to sign the documents written by sieur
Le Roux, and every time he refused to sign, saying he didn’t know what it
was they wanted him to sign. He asked that we explain to him what it said,
word by word, but we would only tell him that only his own responses were
written down, and nothing else. And so he always signed, despite himself.
I also signed the papers without knowing what they contained.”61 The official
record makes no mention of these interactions; rather, each interrogation
record concludes with the statement that the prisoner heard a word-by-word
explanation by the interpreter of the contents and that he acknowledged the
veracity of the record and signed his name to it.62 Nayiniyappa’s complaint
was a procedural one; it stemmed not from the semiotic discrepancy between
the French source and the Tamil authorization but from the demand that he
sign an unexplained text.63 Nayiniyappa’s signature to the documents thus
carried two potential and contradictory meanings: a mark of authentication
or evidence of intimidation and coercion.
Why did Nayiniyappa sign the interrogation records if he didn’t know their
contents? His appeals supply two different explanations of this act. First, he
claimed that he was intimidated by the enraged response to his qualms—in
one appeal he describes Governor Hébert “roaring in French and slandering and confronting him”;64 in another he describes Hébert, his son and the
interpreter Manuel falling “into a furious rage” when he objected.65 “He was
presented with a paper written in the French language; he knew well that it
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was his own condemnation,” described an appeal, but he knew it was futile
to resist, “with the Governor so passionate and driven by his ambition.”66
Second, Nayiniyappa explained that he acquiesced because it never occurred
to him that Hébert would try to frame him by using his own signature.
The idea that “a Catholic and Christian judge” such as Hébert would ask
him to sign a false document was inconceivable, the broker wrote.67 He also
described Manuel and Hébert’s son reassuring him that he had nothing to fear
in signing, although of course Manuel could not himself read the documents.
Resigned to his fate, Nayiniyappa had despaired of finding justice on earth
when he signed, saying he did so by “lifting his eyes to the heavens asking for
justice.”68 The MEP missionary father Jean-Jacques Tessier de Queralay, Nayiniyappa’s ally and the Jesuits’ rival, also used dramatic language in relation to
the reports of this incident and highlighted the manipulation of Nayiniyappa’s
signature. He cast the Héberts as villains and Nayiniyappa as a victim, calling the broker “a poor innocent whose goods they wanted [who thus] found
himself convicted by his own hand without knowing it.”69
The appeals alleged Hébert and his allies had employed various methods
to also persuade the witnesses against Nayiniyappa into signing the papers
put before them, including intimidation, threats of vengeance by the powerful French officials, promises that they would benefit by pleasing Hébert,
and references to others’ compliance. Nayiniyappa’s sons claimed that Pedro,
their father’s rival, told a group of potential witnesses that if they testified they
would receive twenty-four pagodas as compensation, but if they refused they
would be given twenty-four lashes of the whip.70
In their questioning in 1718 about Nayiniyappa’s conviction, several witnesses claimed that two years earlier, they had tried to avoid signing the written account of their testimony by claiming that they did not know how to
write. The witness Andiapen, for instance, admitted to making such a claim.
Andiapen also testified that while the documents pertaining to his deposition
made it appear as if he had come to the fort three times—once for inquiry,
a second time for recollement, and a third time for a confrontation with
Nayiniyappa—he was called in only one time.71 Another man “declared that
when Hébert asked him if it wasn’t Nanyapa who counseled them to leave
the city [in the exodus of 1715], he responded, ‘Monsieur, you brought me
here and had me sworn in to tell the truth. I am an old man, I do not want to
lie, and I do not want to make a false oath.’ He also said that he had declared
that he didn’t know how to write, in order to avoid being made to sign a
paper of which he didn’t know the content, and many of his friends did the
same.”72 Here the witness explicitly linked the proceedings to a threat to his
reputation.
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Falsification of official documents threatened the very ability to act with
purpose and to trust that certain actions—here, the act of putting one’s name
to a text—would produce certain results, an unbreakable tie between the
signed document and the actor who signed it. One of Nayiniyappa’s appeals
said the caste heads brought in to testify about the employee exodus of 1715
were especially reluctant to perjure themselves with false signatures.73 Some
witnesses claimed, under requestioning two years after their original depositions, that like the accused, they had signed their depositions without knowing their contents. The deposition of a witness named Calichetty centered on
the validity of his signature: “First he was asked if he recognized his signature,
which was given along with seventeen others at the bottom of Tanapachetty’s testimony, declaring the testimony [against Nayiniyappa] to be true. He
said it was. Asked if he knew what was written in it, before he signed it, he
answered that he didn’t know, and that he had asked that it be read to him
before he signed it, but he was told that it wasn’t necessary and he signed it,
because he was afraid.”74 Dozens made the same accusation, saying they had
been intimidated and pressured into signing testimonies against Nayiniyappa.
“Some of [the witnesses] said they had made some difficulty about signing,
because they didn’t know what they were signing, but Hébert had told them:
‘your friends signed this, you must sign it.’”75
Nayiniyappa’s sons summarized these questionings, writing that “every
single witness stated that his testimony had not been explained or read to
him . . . that when someone made some resistance or refused to sign, he was
threatened . . . if something was written in their presence, they did not know
what it was . . . and when the witnesses or Nanyapa asked that something be
read or explained to them, this was refused.”76
In Indian Ocean practices of attestation, South Asian merchants accepted
or denied promissory notes commonly known as hundis according to whether
they recognized the validity of the style and form of the note, gathered
through personal experience of previous notes.77 By signing a document they
believed to be false, the witnesses would have been jeopardizing their future
reliability, and by extension their credit. An incident that suggests that signatures were as much a marker of status and respectability for Frenchmen as for
local merchants is described in the diary of the broker Ananda Ranga Pillai.
In 1736 he observed a spirited council debate as to the order in which French
councillors would append their signatures to documents after the appointment of a new member. One of the councillors learned his signature would
henceforth appear below that of the new appointee. Governor Dumas told
him, “Your functions will continue undisturbed, and your salary will still be
the same. The only change required is in the position of your signature, which
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you will have to affix after those of the gentlemen already mentioned.” The
councillor replied, “My means are not so insufficient as to compel me to submit to such an indignity. I regard honor as of greater value. I will, therefore,
give up my post,” and he stormed out.78
In the course of the Nayiniyappa Affair, some signatures were also tampered with in more direct ways. One man admitted that when he was called
to testify against Nayiniyappa he was not even in Pondichéry, and others
were made to sign in his name.79 Another signatory said he and his father-inlaw had both been called to testify, but his father-in-law hid so as to avoid the
summons. The man then signed both his own name and that of his father-inlaw under duress.80 One of Nayiniyappa’s associates, Ramanada, claimed he
had been made to sign his name to a document that carried the wrong date
so as to make it appear that he was present in Pondichéry on a day when he
was not. When this was discovered, Ramanada’s missionary supporters from
the MEP wrote an appeal, describing the falsified document as “false, illusory,
abusive.”81
Most of the witnesses and Nayiniyappa did not deny that they had signed
the testimonies. They merely argued the signatures did not signify verification. The issue is one of semiotic integrity: a signature is an index of both
presence and intention. It makes the claim “I was here” and the accompanying statement “I agree.” While presence was not called into question,
since most of the signers agreed that they had physically signed, intention
posed more of a problem. When witnesses claimed that they had signed
their name only because Hébert threatened them or promised to reward
them, their signatures lost their power as marks of verification and markers of proper legal procedure. They accused Hébert and his secretary of
semiotic perversion. As Nayiniyappa’s sons argued, Hébert and his secretary
“abused the signatures of these Malabars.”82 A French supporter of Nayiniyappa echoed the sons’ appeal and highlighted the political and religious
motivations behind these actions. He described Hébert’s crime as “the abuse
of Indians’ signatures, for the pleasure of the Jesuit Fathers.”83 In a world in
which French authorities and the local population had few shared signs—
lacking common language, modes of doing business, or rites of religious
practice—the manipulation of a signature’s meaning only accentuated the
semiotic cacophony.
In 1669, Jean-Baptiste Colbert, following the Venetian example, founded
the École des Jeunes de langues in Paris, which provided dragomansin-training with language instruction in Turkish, Arabic, Persian, and Armenian for diplomatic service in the Ottoman lands. Fittingly, the Jesuits—strong
advocates and practitioners of linguistic immersion—were entrusted with
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instruction in the Parisian school.84 However, this institution did not teach
Indian languages. Thus Frenchmen developing imperial interests in India had
to pursue other solutions to language barriers, including the local brokers and
interpreters who became key players in the Nayiniyappa Affair.
If the affair suggests French ambivalence about this solution, the fact that
the directors of the French trading company in Paris would soon decide on
a different approach indicates the affair was a harbinger of other approaches
to French colonialism in India. Less than a decade after the conclusion of the
Nayiniyappa Affair, the directors opined that local interpreters were compromising French interests by failing to take a firm tone with Indian leaders and
demand terms that would be most beneficial to the French. In a letter sent
from Paris to India in 1727, the directors ordered the company’s agents in
Pondichéry, as well as in Chandernagore and Mahé, to “choose several young
children of French birth, and instruct them in the languages used in the lands
where [French] trading posts are located, so that these young men can serve
as your interpreters in the future.”85
The French government in Pondichéry voiced unequivocal support for the
idea of tutoring French youth in Indian languages, admitting that “not being
able to write or speak to make ourselves understood has caused us great difficulty in many small matters.”86 The colonial council offered a cash prize of
one thousand livres to the young resident who became most proficient in an
Indian language. But it also warned of many obstacles to ending reliance on
local linguistic intermediaries. To start, the local French youth were not eager
to undertake the rigors of the study of Indian languages. The council cited
only one French boy who was both interested and capable and sufficiently
healthy to undertake taxing language studies, and claimed there was no one
who could teach him Persian, the language used by the Mughal court. It made
no reference to the study of Tamil. Problematic as reliance on Indian interpreters might be, finding a solution proved difficult.87
The predicament of interpretation went beyond the issue of interpreters’
supposed timidity. Dependence on linguistic intermediaries was disturbing
precisely because of its inevitability, and the difficulty was finding a way out of
this dependence. Ananda Ranga Pillai revealed the depth of this dependency
in one of his diary’s entries. Governor Dupleix wanted a missive to be sent in
Persian regarding some territorial diplomatic negotiations. But the difficulty
in doing so in secret revealed the utter reliance on local intermediaries:
[The Governor] . . . said that a letter to that effect must be written by
M. Delarche, and that the Brahman in charge of preparing the Persian
letters should not know of it. I replied: “The plan is a good one, but
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M. Delarche can only speak and read Persian. He cannot write that
language.” The Governor said: “only a few words have to be written,
M. Delarche can manage that,” and he then sent for him. He came.
The Governor gave him the subject, and asked him to write the letter.
M. Delarche said that he could not write Persian, but that he would get
the Brahman writer to do what was required, and would strictly warn
him not to reveal the secret to anyone.88
The problem of interpretation, as the Nayiniyappa Affair so clearly
shows, was densely woven into the fabric of colonial life. The reliance on
local linguistic go-betweens reflected local social structures and power relations characterized by distributed authority and not so easily overturned. In
the course of the Nayiniyappa Affair the polylingual and mediated reality of
French governance in Pondichéry was suspended, but the resulting uproar
thwarted, at least for a while, those who would remove Nayiniyappa from
his post. By refusing to use a shared language, Nayiniyappa’s adversaries
were refusing to cede authority to their intermediary and tried to maintain control in their hands. While the exoneration of the broker suggests
at least partial failure of this effort, the growing use of French by Tamil
go-betweens later in the eighteenth century points to the eventual success
of this strategy.
Struggles over interpretation and the use of multiple languages revolved
around the ability of shared signs—whether textual or oral—to serve as stable markers in exchanges already rich in the possibility for misunderstanding.
Nayiniyappa and his cohort of commercial and religious interpreters provided
an indispensable linguistic service to traders and missionaries alike, by making disparate sign systems mutually comprehensible. This history explains the
outrage Nayiniyappa and his supporters expressed over the denial of shared
language in the course of his trial.
Nayiniyappa had amassed significant authority from his position as a gobetween. His indignation over the silence and incomprehension imposed on
him during his trial stemmed from the striking contrast between his previous life, devoted to mediating and facilitating exchange, and his life after his
arrest. As both a Chaudrie interpreter and the company’s head commercial
broker, he had made his fortune and his reputation because of his ability to
communicate. He was accustomed to moving fluently between Tamil and
Portuguese, conferring with South Indian rulers on behalf of the French
government, firmly negotiating terms of trade with Pondichéry’s merchants
or laborers, giving loud orders to the members of his household, or speaking to large crowds of the poor receiving his largesse. His life was a noisy,
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productive symphony of overlapping yet comprehensible speech. How different were the months he spent locked up in a prison cell at Pondichéry’s
Fort St. Louis. Which would have been worse: the long hours of imposed
and solitary silence, when he was not allowed to speak even to his guards, or
the incomprehensible babble of French in the interrogation room, where he
must have been all too aware that the impenetrable noise was the sound of
his fate being sealed?

Ch ap ter 4

Conflict at Court

Over the course of five months in 1716, Nayiniyappa was held in a cell alone and taken out only to be interrogated by Governor Hébert. It was likely in that very cell that Nayiniyappa died in August 1717
while serving a three-year prison sentence. His death, his sons alleged, was no
accident but the work of Governor Hébert and his son, who “caused the death
of our father in prison by misery, and perhaps by having him assassinated.”1
Three years after that grim death, the French king not only formally cleared
Nayiniyappa’s name but also awarded the restitution of his confiscated wealth
to his surviving family members for their suffering and losses and ordered
Hébert to pay them reparations. How did Nayiniyappa and his allies engineer this reversal, from the solitary confinement to the metropolitan decision
in their favor? The answer lies in a dense legal realm of maneuverings that
unfolded over a wide swath of jurisdictions and geographies. Law, as it was
applied in the Nayiniyappa Affair, was both an attempt to display French sovereignty and a site for the fractures in this sovereignty to be revealed in the
form of colonial factionalism.
This chapter considers the Nayiniyappa Affair as a court case. Nayiniyappa’s
trial, it argues, became the occasion for a broad debate about the place
of local intermediaries in colonial rule. It could scarcely be otherwise at a
time when the broker was at the center of discussions about local residents
demanding too many religious freedoms and thereby revealing the limits of
93
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French sovereignty. The judicial agenda enacted the political aims of those
who objected to Nayiniyappa’s power but also provided tools for his supporters. The trial, then, was not merely a demonstration of French power
and sovereignty but as much an opportunity to engage in intra-French and
intracommercial rivalries and factionalism.
The legal sphere was yet another stage on which missionaries and the
traders-officials of the Compagnie des Indes could vie for influence. In a study
of the legal system in seventeenth-century France, David Parker has argued
that law provided an arena for local ruling elites to resolve their differences.2
In Pondichéry, a similar dynamic was in place, with a crucial difference. Given
the relatively fluid division of influence and clout among commercial, missionary, and local agents, the legal system was open to manipulation by a
surprisingly diverse host of characters. The consistently messy distribution of
authority played out in legal terms, much as it did in the familial and linguistic
realms described in the previous chapters. Conflicts between Nayiniyappa,
the Jesuits, French traders, and Tamil workers and merchants had all taken
place on numerous occasions since the broker’s rise to the position of chief
intermediary. But these conflicts did not rise to the level of an “affair” until
Nayiniyappa’s arrest and conviction in 1716.
In Nayiniyappa’s interrogations, sentencing, and subsequent appeals, all
the involved actors made reference to metropolitan legal procedures. This
reference to French procedure held different valence for different actors. Nayiniyappa’s French detractors sought to use French legal norms to move his
local supporters to unfamiliar ground. Legal proceedings, unlike the commercial and linguistic strategies that structured business in the colony, unfolded
in a manner in which adherence to French language and metropolitan precedents left local intermediaries like Nayiniyappa at a disadvantage. In this
sense, it mattered little that the accusations against Nayiniyappa—tyranny
and sedition—were left quite vague in the proceedings against him. In fact,
the vagueness of the charges might well have been a legal and political strategy. The very act of putting Nayiniyappa on trial had more weight than the
specific charges. Procedure also, however, served the interests of Nayiniyappa
and his supporters, since it provided grounds for making claims about the
rights due to an accused man. By making arguments about procedure gone
wrong, Nayiniyappa and the interest groups that supported him utilized the
system that had initially aligned against him. Nayiniyappa’s arrest and resulting legal procedure marked the beginning of a new kind of relationship with
his French employers. No longer a respected and influential employee, he
was an accused man, taken in and out of his prison cell at the will of his accusers. The courtier’s demands for proper procedure were a last-ditch effort to
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impose clarity. The appeals that followed Nayiniyappa’s conviction all turned
on what had happened in those interrogations and the judicial process that
accompanied them.

The Legal Process of the Nayiniyappa Affair
The judicial and legal proceedings of the Nayiniayppa Affair unfolded in four
stages, which can be roughly categorized as conviction, appeals, reinvestigation, and demands for reparations.3 In the first stage, in 1716, Nayiniyappa
was arrested, interrogated, convicted of tyranny and sedition, and sentenced
to a three-year prison term and payment of a heavy fine, alongside other punishments. Second, the appeal stage saw the submission of detailed and lengthy
documents, or requêtes. These were not technically speaking legal appeals,
since they were not a part of the formal judicial process, but they nevertheless
acted as appeals in that they sought to overturn and redress Nayiniyappa’s
conviction. These lengthy texts were sent to the Superior Council in Pondichéry, to the king in France, and to the Council of the Marine by or on behalf of
Nayiniyappa and his allies Tiruvangadan (Nayiniyappa’s brother-in-law) and
Ramanada, his business associate. Both Tiruvangadan and Ramanada were
arrested around the time of Nayiniyappa’s arrest, accused of being his accomplices. This appeal stage unfolded between 1716 and 1718. The third stage was
the result of these appeals’ success and began with the king’s order in February of 1718 to reopen the case against Nayiniayppa and undertake a full investigation into the circumstances of his conviction.4 This stage, which occurred
after Nayiniyappa’s death, involved deposing most of the original witnesses
and collecting depositions from the interpreters involved in his interrogation,
as well as statements from the French councillors who had served as judges
and signed their name to Nayiniyappa’s conviction and sentence. This third
reinvestigative stage concluded with the arrest of Governor Hébert, Nayiniyappa’s chief adversary, and with the decision by the Pondichéry Superior
Council in 1719 to overturn Nayiniyappa’s conviction.5 Finally, the fourth
stage involved the filing of claims in Paris by Nayiniyappa’s heirs and his allies
Tiruvangadan and Ramanada, who all demanded that in addition to the restitution of their confiscated wealth, the disgraced Hébert pay them reparations
for the damage he and his son had caused. These demands were met in 1720,
when the king’s conseil d’état ordered that Nayiniyappa’s name be formally
and publicly cleared and that Hébert pay Nayiniyappa’s family amends in the
sum of twenty thousand livres.6 These four stages provided an opportunity
for rival factions in French India to air their differences and grievances—
especially those among competing trader-administrators who struggled over
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political positions in Pondichéry and among members of separate Catholic
missionary orders, who jostled for influence in the colony’s governance. Law
was a realm for working out these tense relationships.7
The legal debate surrounding the Nayiniyappa Affair posed thorny questions. What rights were due to a colonial, Indian subject like Nayiniyappa
under French law? Did the safeguards of the mother country’s law apply to
men like him? Who in the colony had the sovereign and judicial power to
decide his fate? The affair demonstrates how the French in India used law
to assert their sovereignty but at the same time reveals all the rifts in this sovereignty as a result of the colony’s intensely fractured institutions. The law—
and debates over its proper application, procedure, and rights—was therefore
also a place for sovereignty to be contested and revealed in its failings. Having
law, in other words, did not necessarily mean having power.

Colonial Legal Regimes
Over the last decade or so, scholars have increasingly examined the ways
in which legal encounters of various kinds have been central for both the
making and unmaking of colonial regimes. Much of this work has found a
central interlocutor in Lauren Benton’s work on colonial legal regimes and
her argument that debates about legal jurisdiction in the colonial contexts
are debates about sovereignty. That is, questions about who gets to make
legal judgments, who is allowed legal agency, what rules determine how
justice should be dispensed, and how those judgments would be enforced
were inevitably questions about colonial authority or its absence.8 As one
historian has put it, a history of colonial jurisdiction is a history of power.9
In French India, legal exchanges were indeed productive sites for debates
about colonial sovereignty, as the Nayiniyappa Affair demonstrates, and
colonial administrators seized on the law as a means to claim their authority. Such explicit claims making for French authority was especially necessary in India, where the company officials’ repeated conflicts with local
inhabitants about the limits of religious freedom frequently called French
control into question. Yet in the Nayiniyappa Affair it was legal procedure
and not jurisdiction that was the most productive and contested aspect
debated by all the participants. Nayiniyappa and his supporters questioned
the validity and the integrity of the proceedings against him, not the jurisdictional claims made in the course of his case, and in doing so they called
into question the authority of the French governor. French factionalism
meant that the debate over procedure quickly escalated into a struggle over
political authority.
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French colonies in the early modern period all dispensed some version
of French law to their subjects.10 Legal issues pertaining to slavery in colonial contexts in the eighteenth century have been the topic of a rich vein
of scholarship, especially in the Atlantic world.11 Nayiniyappa’s legal travails,
however, differed in important ways from those of slaves, as he retained some
of his power, even under arrest, and his position as a legal subject was never
called into question. The case is therefore an especially fruitful example of
the relationship between metropolitan and colonial law. Significantly, Nayiniyappa was able to successfully appeal his conviction in the metropole. This
unusual outcome was the result of his special position in the colony prior to
his arrest, as one of its most influential and powerful residents, French or
Tamil. Nayiniyappa was not a subordinate subject; in significant ways, prior
to his arrest he was the patron and French traders were his clients. He was
a rich and well-connected member of a local elite, and his French employers
had long depended on him and his connections. The effort to impose a subordinate status on him through his arrest attempted to rewrite the terms of the
relationship. But Nayiniyappa’s legal claims making drew on his local influence and metropolitan connections to make his views heard and inscribed.
He successfully demanded that the procedural integrity of the colonial legal
system include him.
The larger point here is not that the system was especially fair but rather
that Nayiniyappa’s interactions with French law clearly reveal the contested
contours of authority in French India. More broadly, the “legal pluralism”
that has engaged legal historians’ attention did not simply mean the coexistence of so-called customary law and metropolitan law.12 Nayiniyappa and
his peers meaningfully engaged with metropolitan legal systems and their
colonial iterations. These engagements did not necessarily affirm the power
of the colonial regime. Nayiniyappa’s many days at court demonstrate that
procedural debates could raise the issue of the legitimacy of French authority
over colonial subjects.

Pondichéry’s Courts: Creating Colonial Law
Legal diversity was a feature of life in metropolitan France during the Old
Regime—a diversity that drew the ire of one famous advocate of legal reform,
Voltaire, when he remarked with typical pithiness that “a man traveling in
this country changes laws almost as often as he changes horses.”13 Yet even as
France itself was a bewildering jumble of legal codes, jurisdictions, and jurisprudence, the colonial context, theoretically at least, presented a relatively
unified approach to the law. Pondichéry had two courts of law—the Superior
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(or Sovereign) Council and the Chaudrie. In this, the colonial arena presented
a clearer structure than the jurisdictional jumble in France. Where the French
metropole had courts upon courts—“seigneurial courts, church courts, commercial courts, courts for admiralty law and excise tax, courts for royal forests
and waterways, courts for salt depots and the constabulary”14—Pondichéry’s
two-tiered system was a model of simplicity.15
The court in which Nayiniyappa’s fate was decided, the Superior or Sovereign Council, served as French India’s highest legal institution.16 It was also its
governing body, making and carrying out the colony’s administrative work.
This legal-administrative-financial-political institution was created shortly
after the French took back control of the colony from the Dutch at the very
end of the seventeenth century. Lettres patentes, signed in Versailles by King
Louis XIV in February of 1701, established the council.17 It would operate
under the decree’s guidelines until a series of judicial reforms took place in
1776. It supplanted a similar institution established by royal edict in January
1667 in Surat on the west coast of India, where the Compagnie des Indes had
focused its activities prior to its establishment in Pondichéry. Louis XIV’s 1701
decree began with a promise, premised on a commitment to the growth of
the French project in India and explicitly linking the commercial Compagnie des Indes to the king’s juridical responsibility to his subjects: “The Royal
Company of the East Indies having considerably enlarged its establishment
[in India] . . . we are obliged to provide the means to dispense justice to our
subjects.”18
The decision to create this new judicial body was set against the specific
needs of the company in India, but it was also part of a much broader imperial
and global effort to weave French law and punishment in a more integrated
fashion into the structures of colonial administration. Sovereign councils
existed in New France and in the Caribbean colonies, as well as in the metropolitan provinces, most of them created in the seventeenth century and
the very beginning of the eighteenth century. The creation of these judicial
bodies in the colonies was an orchestrated and global effort, with sovereign or
superior councils created in 1663–1664 in Martinique, Guadeloupe, and New
France, in St. Domingue in 1685 (then reinstituted in 1701), and in Pondichéry
in 1701. Most of them remained in place in one form or another until the revolutionary legal reforms of 1790. While French imperial legal institutions were
conceived in a relatively uniform manner, sharing both structural features
and codes by which to administer justice, it should not be surprising that the
reality was not nearly as cohesive as the plan.
The charter of the Pondichéry council decreed that it would hear both
civil and criminal cases and that justice would be available to all, regardless of
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their “rank, condition or country” (although, as we will see below, a different
legal institution, the Chaudrie, heard civil cases involving only Indians). The
royal edict of 1701 named the founding members of the council, choosing
among Pondichéry’s high-ranked traders to sit on it. The fact that the specific staffing of the Sovereign Council was determined in France rather than
decided locally is an indication of the importance ascribed to and bestowed
on this colonial institution. Of the seven original appointees to Pondichéry’s
Sovereign Council, two would come to have a central role in the judgment
of Nayiniyappa in 1716: Flacourt as one of the judges who convicted him and
La Prévostière as Governor Hébert’s replacement. The traders who served on
the council in Pondichéry were not trained legal professionals. In the first half
of the eighteenth century, few colonies had many residents with formal legal
training, and other colonial superior councils largely depended on employees of the trading companies and respected members of local French society
without legal experience to act as judges, although there were exceptions to
this general rule.19
The Superior Council was meant to dispense justice according to codes
and rules imported from France. French colonies in the eighteenth century
relied on one code for civil proceedings, the Coutume de Paris.20 For criminal
cases, they followed the procedures compiled in the Criminal Ordinance of
1670. This ordinance was an explicit Colbert-era attempt at codification and
a wholesale reform of the rules of legal criminal proceedings. It was adopted
in all of France’s colonies, though unevenly applied.21 As we shall see, Nayiniyappa and his allies understood the ways in which the case against him did not
adhere to the rules of the 1670 ordinance, and they used this fact expertly in
crafting their appeals against the conviction. Compared with its British competitors in India, France, through its reliance on the Coutume de Paris and the
Ordinance of 1670, was able to impose greater legal cohesion on its colonies,
at least in theory.22
Pondichéry’s Sovereign Council was clearly part of the French legal system, one of a network of provincial and colonial institutions, with ties to the
royal court in Versailles and Parisian legal courts and expertise. It was also
part of a network of courts in maritime Asia, in Gujarat, Basra, Batavia, Bombay and Pegu, a network that, as Gagan Sood has compellingly argued, lay
outside the sovereign purview and was utilized by merchants in the Indian
Ocean world to resolve their disputes in the most relevant and convenient
forum. Sovereign courts such as those run by the Portuguese, the British, and
the French were in fact part of this same legal network, drawing as much on
accepted legal practices of maritime Asia as on codes imported from Europe.23
The fact that Pondichéry’s council heard cases involving Christians, Muslims,
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and Hindus and merchants settled in Madras, Canton, and Siam and that it
admitted evidence in an array of languages indicates that it indeed served as
such a resource for a regional group of actors who were not subjects of the
French king but instead drew on the council as an available tool for the resolution of mostly civil disputes.
The second judicial institution in Pondichéry was the Chaudrie, a court
that was in place from the late seventeenth century until its dismantling in
1827. In the Chaudrie, French judges were meant to dispense justice according to local modes of dispute resolution. The French traders who heard the
mostly civil disputes in this forum relied on local interpreters to hear the cases
and then ruled according to what they understood to be local custom.24 As
Jean-Claude Bonnan has noted, the Chaudrie was neither a French import
nor an indigenous institution but rather an amalgamation of the two, with
the French taking over authority of an already existing institution, one whose
exact contours are unknown. Court records from the Chaudrie prior to 1766
have not survived, making it difficult to determine its practices and jurisdiction in the early decades of the eighteenth century.
In the later French empire in North Africa, it was common practice for
Muslim courts of law to be folded into the French colonial state.25 While this
was not quite so common in the so-called First Empire of the seventeenth
and eighteenth century, Pondichéry’s Chaudrie is not the only example of
attempts to incorporate indigenous modes of dispute resolution into a formalized, French judicial institution, though it might be the most explicit
instance. Even if other colonies did not have the explicit two-tiered system
of French and “local” law as in the Sovereign Council and the Chaudrie,
French and indigenous forms of justice did meld together in other colonies.
Such judicial “middle ground,” as Richard White has termed it, was created
in the North American Great Lakes region known as the pays d’en haut.26
In New France, historiography that has considered French and Amerindian
exchanges has shown how officials in Montreal also tried to incorporate
Indian modes of dispute resolution27 and has highlighted the “normative
flexibility” of these legal exchanges in recognition of the agency of the hundreds of Amerindians that appeared before the Québec courts up to 1760.28
In maritime Asia it was only with the political transformations of the nineteenth century that European practices and conceptions of law made serious
inroads; prior to that period, despite European presence, law continued to
develop “along what were essentially indigenous lines.”29 The British example is instructive for South Asia, since it was only in the nineteenth century
that the panchayat, or village council, was incorporated into the British colonial legal system.30
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Since the Chaudrie did not hear Nayiniyappa’s case, the “native” court
played a marginal though not insignificant role in the Nayiniyappa Affair.
Nayiniayppa had spent time as an interpreter in the Chaudrie prior to his
appointment to the post of chief commercial broker; this role may have influenced the language and arguments he employed in his appeals. Second, part
of Nayiniyappa’s punishment was fifty lashes of the chabouc (a kind of whip),
to be publicly given in the grand bazaar. Given that the Chaudrie was located
in the bazaar, the decision to whip Nayiniyappa there emphasized that this
punishment had the force of law. Most local inhabitants would have had no
occasion to ever visit the chambers of the Sovereign Council, where Nayiniyappa’s punishment was decided. But the Chaudrie was a jurisdiction to
which they were likely to be subject. By whipping Nayiniyappa in the home
of the Chaudrie, the council was sharing—after the fact—the jurisdiction over
Nayiniayppa with this companion legal venue and making his punishment
more exemplary.

Representation in Peril: Nayiniyappa’s Interrogations
and the Witness Testimonies
The first part of the judicial process against Nayiniyappa, following his arrest,
entailed the collection of witness testimonies against him and the interrogation of the broker himself. Both Nayiniyappa and the several dozen witnesses who provided evidence in the case described this process as rife with
procedural error and collectively argued that they had not been allowed to
adequately inscribe their voices in the judicial archive.
Following Nayiniyappa’s arrest in 1716, Governor Hébert interrogated
him on seven different occasions, beginning one month after his arrest. There
are two records of these interrogations in the archives: transcripts recorded by
the council’s secretary and the description of these interrogations reproduced
in Nayiniyappa’s 1717 appeal.31 Both accounts are of course highly mediated.
The actual exchanges between Nayiniyappa and Hébert were polylingual,
in Tamil, Portuguese, and French, while the archival record has all been
transposed into French. The text presents the exchanges between Hébert
and Nayiniyappa in the form of a dialogue between the two men, suggesting
they were the sole actors in the drama that unfolded in the council’s chambers, although the interpreter, Manuel, and the secretary taking the notes, Le
Roux, were also present and active. The appeals in which Nayiniyappa and
others recounted these same interrogations are of course mediated by the
intention of the narrator—to contest the charges against the broker. While
neither version offers an unassailable account of exactly what transpired in
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the room, together they provide a view of the ways in which legal forms
inflected Nayiniyappa’s experience at court.
The transcript recounts lengthy questions on Hébert’s part and terse
responses on Nayiniyappa’s. Hébert’s questions were almost uniformly
replete with people’s names, place names, and information about the movements and actions of local people. Nayiniyappa’s response was almost always
recorded as a terse “He said yes” or “He said no.” Occasionally the transcript
recounted that the broker said he knew nothing about a topic. This discursive imbalance in the recorded text of the interrogation raises a question that
lingers over all court records and many other sources about their ability to
reflect the exchanges they describe. The legal historian Brian Owensby, in
his investigation into colonial court records in Mexico, has suggested that
the lacunae in colonial court records can be as revealing as the existing text.32
Even if the inscription does not reflect the actual exchanges, the inscribed
format is itself revealing: in Nayiniyappa’s interrogation, the archival record
lets Hébert do all the talking.
Both records—the official transcription of the interrogations and the
description of them in Nayiniyappa’s appeal—agree that Nayiniyappa repeatedly denied all charge of wrongdoing. The format of the interrogation
allowed him to submit information not solicited from him, and the transcript
dutifully recorded this information. For example, he volunteered the information that when the town’s residents came to consult with him about their
threat of abandoning the town in 1715, he had apprised Governor Dulivier
of the threat.33 In sharing this information, unsolicited, Nayiniyappa used the
interrogation as an opportunity to present evidence germane to his defense.
The transcript does reveal Nayiniyappa’s efforts to take exception to the
implicit assumption of guilt within some of Governor Hébert’s questions. For
example, the transcript of the sixth interrogation includes the question “Interrogated why had he [Nayiniyappa] abused the authority bestowed on him by
his office, and carried out many injustices against the people of Pondichéry?”
Here a statement was posed as a question but rhetorically functioned as a performative accusation and declaration of guilt. Nayiniyappa’s brief response, as
recorded, did not seek to answer the question but disputed its very premise:
“He said he did not do so.”34
The appeals describing Nayiniyappa’s interrogation included a running commentary on the questions asked of the broker and expanded on
his responses. For example, an account of one of his denials of wrongdoing
noted in approval that he “could not have responded any better.” In another
instance, the appeal’s authors complained that no witnesses for wrongdoing
were produced but then ironically added, “This is how truth and innocence
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express themselves.”35 This running commentary on the interrogative text
reproduced in the appeals stood in stark contrast to the official record of the
investigation, in which Hébert’s long questions carried the bulk of the narrative drive, with Nayiniyappa allowed only brief denials or affirmations.
“Language for the Mute, Eyes for the Blind”

Nayiniyappa asked for legal counsel in early 1716, soon after his arrest. As
in other colonial locales early in the eighteenth century, lawyers were not
allowed to practice in Pondichéry.36 In Saint-Domingue, for example, lawyers were banned until 1737, a ban resulting from a general view of lawyers
as being the source of judicial trickery and legal strife.37 Even in the French
metropole, lawyers were allowed to practice only in civil matters. Nayiniyappa was not asking for a lawyer per se but for a counselor, someone who
would provide legal advice as the case was unfolding. This person could have
helped in drafting written arguments for submission before the council or
just consulted with Nayiniyappa in person outside the council’s chambers.38
If anyone was ever in need of legal counsel, wrote Nayiniyappa’s sons, it was
their father. The reasons for his need, they argued, were numerous: “He was
a foreigner [to the French system], he knew nothing of your laws, the accusations were interspersed with a large number of facts that merited discussion,
the accusers were for the most part his enemies, and Sieur Hébert was at
the same time a judge and an interested party.”39 An adviser, the sons wrote,
would have helped Nayiniyappa navigate this difficult situation.
Nayiniyappa described himself as “a man of this land’s countryside” and
claimed that he was not familiar with the intricacies of French law.40 He
stated that he did not understand “the language or the law.”41 The problem
he identified was not simply a linguistic misunderstanding created by the use
of Portuguese but a misunderstanding of code, of the legal jargon and conventions to which he was made subject. In an appeal Nayiniyappa sent to the
king after his conviction, he described a legal counselor as a man who could
provide “language for the mute, eyes for the blind. This [request for counsel]
was again refused, with the same barbarity. [Nayiniyappa] did not know the
laws, and asked for someone who knew them.”42 He claimed to have been
shocked when this request was denied: “He thought that they could not
refuse him counsel, who would know the language, who would instruct him
in the formalities of the law, and who could help him prove his innocence.”43
The appeal called Hébert’s denial of the request “contrary to all justice.” As
a matter of law, Nayiniyappa’s request was well within his rights, since the
Criminal Ordinance of 1670 provided this right to external counsel to the
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accused.44 Nevertheless, Nayiniyappa claimed, Governor Hébert, his son and
the Christian interpreter Manuel, “all flew into a terrible rage” upon hearing
this request.45 Their response to Nayiniyappa’s demand for expert legal advice
was a violent one: “The general and his son silenced him, cursed him, spit in
his face.”46
Nayiniyappa argued that by being denied legal counsel, he was robbed of
the opportunity to understand and participate in the proceedings. As an intermediary he was likely especially cognizant of one’s limited ability to represent
oneself without an expert go-between. He suggested that a similar denial of
comprehension and representation had taken place during the collection of
witness testimony against him, and many of the witnesses appear to have
agreed with him. Nayiniyappa’s appeals repeatedly assailed the veracity of the
witnesses, but he railed even more against the procedural irregularities the
testimonies occasioned. The large parade of local witnesses served a central
role both in Nayiniyappa’s conviction and in his appeals.
Before Nayiniyappa himself was ever questioned, Governor Hébert took
witness depositions from twenty-five Indian witnesses, with Manuel acting as
interpreter.47 Given that Nayiniyappa did not admit wrongdoing, these testimonies, attesting to his tyrannical behavior and abuse of the locals under
his authority, as well as accusations of financial wrongdoing and his involvement in organizing the local workers’ mass exodus of 1715, were crucial to
his conviction. Following the witness testimony, according to French legal
procedure, the witnesses were brought again before Hébert. Their testimony
was read back to them through the services of an interpreter, and they swore
to the truth of the testimony, in a process known as recollement.48
Witnesses who had testified against Nayiniyappa were requestioned two
years later, following the Crown’s 1718 order to open an investigation into
Nayiniyappa’s conviction. Many of them claimed that they had signed their
depositions without knowing their contents. Nayiniyappa’s sons wrote in
their appeal that “every single witness stated that his testimony had not been
explained or read to him . . . that when someone made some resistance or
refused to sign, he was threatened . . . if something was written in their presence, they did not know what it was . . . and when the witnesses or Nanyapa
asked that something be read or explained to them, this was refused.”49 Nayiniyappa used the very fact that the group of witnesses against him was large
and diverse to make the case that their testimonies could not be trusted. The
men who testified against him, he argued, were “insignificant and poor men”
and didn’t know the facts of the case. He argued that the division of local
society into castes meant they didn’t even know him. They knew only their
own castes and the caste chiefs who gave them their orders.50 This argument
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seems far-fetched—all accounts, including Nayiniyappa’s own, make it clear
that the broker was an important personage in the colony’s daily life, and local
shopkeepers like the men in question would have known him by reputation
if not personally.
The French criminal legal code also required these witnesses to confront
Nayiniyappa. This process aimed to allow the accused a chance to defend
himself vis-à-vis each accusation, and the witnesses were made to claim ownership of the charge made. This procedure was routinely performed in cases
heard before the Sovereign Council and regularly granted to Tamil as well
as French defendants. The 1717 appeal’s account of one of interrogations
records that when the French governor asked Nayiniyappa if he had paid
the “mutinous residents” in the worker rebellion that took place in 1715, the
broker “loudly denied it, and demanded that witnesses to this fact be brought
before him. No witnesses.”51 The only time witnesses were brought before
Nayiniyappa, according to his appeals, was during his seventh and last interrogation. But even then they were not allowed to speak to him directly, as the
law called for—instead, the appeal alleged, they “spoke very quietly with the
judge,” thereby keeping secret what should have been shared.52

The Judges: Debating Rights and Justice
Conflicts over judgment of the affair reveal that debates over rights and justice
were key to the negotiation of authority between French colonists, missionaries, and local go-betweens like Nayiniyappa. Much like Nayiniyappa and the
witnesses, the French judges who convicted him later pointed to irregularities
in the judicial process and claimed to be victims of irregular procedure.
The judges who decided Nayiniyappa’s case were members of the colony’s
Sovereign Council and therefore were Pondichéry’s most senior judicial and
administrative officials. They were all later excluded from serving on the 1718
commission that examined Nayiniyappa’s conviction.53 In addition to Hébert,
four other councillors served as judges in the Nayiniyappa Affair: Flacourt,
Lorme, Legou, and La Morandière, the man responsible for producing Nayiniyappa’s later appeal to the king (his role is discussed below). Hébert’s son
also attended the deliberations, but, with his low rank, he could not technically serve on the council. When these men were questioned in inquests in
December 1718 and January 1719, in the course of the reinvestigation of the
affair, all four stated that they had favored a much milder punishment for
Nayiniyappa than the one carried out.
One of the judges said that when the time came to decide Nayiniyappa’s
punishment, Hébert told them that the broker was an evil man and took
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out of his pocket a piece of paper on which the suggested sentence was written: hanging, strangulation, enslavement of his children, and confiscation of
all his goods.54 When all the other judges objected to this harsh sentence,
Hébert pulled out another preinscribed piece of paper, saying, “Gentlemen,
since this sentence doesn’t suit you, here is another one.” This paper detailed
a milder sentence of imprisonment, whipping, the payment of amends, and
banishment of Nayiniyappa’s children from the colony, which all but one of
the judges accepted.55 This sentence would ultimately be carried out. Multiple accounts concur that one judge, Lorme, loudly objected, and his own
testimony stated that he acquiesced only after saying, “You gentlemen are
apparently of this opinion, but it is not my own.”56 La Prévostière, who acted
as the king’s attorney (procureur général) in the case, suggested a fine be the
only penalty, and all four judges later said they would also have favored a fine
as the sole punishment.57 Hébert’s preparation of two alternative sentences
suggests he anticipated resistance from the other judges and perhaps used the
extreme punishment to make them more inclined to agree to the second one.
It remained to the judges to set the fine. Hébert, according to one judge’s
account, proposed a massive fine of 8,888 gold pagodas without providing
any accounts to justify the number.58
Before Hébert and the other judges settled on Nayiniyappa’s punishment,
the Jesuits in town also tried to impact Nayiniyappa’s sentencing. The struggle between Hébert and his fellow judges and the involvement of the missionaries in the question of the severity of Nayiniyappa’s sentence suggests how
violence was measured, debated, and negotiated in the context of colonial
officialdom. A petition submitted to the council by the Jesuit missionaries in
Pondichéry, Madurai, and the Carnatic mission and penned by the Jesuit superior Father Bouchet eight days before the procureur général made his sentencing suggestion supported and perhaps motivated the severe punishment.59
The Jesuits argued that Nayiniyappa had caused great harm to their mission
and acted as the “Restorer and Protector” of idolatry in the colony.60 His
crimes, in the Jesuits’ eyes, were long-standing. They accused Nayiniyappa of
previously “conserving the abominable pagoda of Lingam,” referring here to
the Vedapuri Ishwaran Temple in Pondichéry, which the Jesuits had repeatedly attempted to shutter or tear down in the first decades of the century. In
addition, the Jesuits argued that Nayiniyappa had undermined their efforts to
convert Indians and over many years had “rendered useless the work of the
missionaries in the backcountry.”61 The letter framed Nayiniyappa’s punishment as a preemptive and protective measure, not simply a matter of retribution: “There is not a single person in Pondichéry who doesn’t think that
Nainiapa wants to take vengeance on the missionaries, whom he considers
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the authors of his misfortunes, and he will make every effort to harm the
[Christian] religion if he is granted his liberty,” Bouchet argued. He also
asked that the council keep secret the Jesuits’ request to hold Nayiniyappa in
prison.62 Here the Jesuits revealed that they feared Nayiniyappa’s wrath and
that of his allies, even as he was imprisoned. Without quite admitting their
own role in his persecution, they suggested the broker might believe they had
aided his enemies. This fear was further acknowledged by their next request:
that Nayiniyappa and other gentiles (non-Christians) in town never be told
that the Jesuits had made this petition to keep him imprisoned.
Punishing Nayiniyappa became a means of protecting the Jesuits’ own
safety and position in Pondichéry and beyond. Historians of the colonial
world have argued that violence against colonial subjects, such as the punishment that the council inflicted on Nayiniyappa, was an integral part of the rule
of law rather than an aberration opposed to it.63 The Jesuits’ petition never
to release Nayiniyappa from his prison reveals that the amount of violence
meted out was in direct proportion to the importance and position of colonial
actors. That is, the powerful required a larger measure of violence so as to
balance the ledger of authority.
Precedent would have backed the more moderate punishment all the
other judges except Hébert and the king’s attorney had in mind. The most
serious accusation against Nayiniyappa was sedition, premised on the
notion that he had brought about the mass exodus of Indian inhabitants in
1715. Yet when the merchant Nalachetty was convicted in 1704 of having
“seduced the inhabitants of this city to go live elsewhere,” he paid amends
of only twelve pagodas and received a warning that if it happened again,
he would be punished more severely.64 While the greater investment of
trust the company had put in Nayiniyappa might have supported a slightly
harsher punishment, the difference was extreme. Nayiniyappa’s similar
alleged crime brought upon him punishment in many orders of magnitude
greater: the prison term, public whipping, huge fine, and perpetual banishment from the town.
The severity of this punishment testified to the threat the broker posed.
After all, he could simply have been dismissed, even made to leave Pondichéry. Instead, he was stripped of all his wealth and was flogged at the most
public locale in the city, the main bazaar. As his brutal public punishment
demonstrates, Nayiniyappa’s very success as a broker made him a viable
threat and thus necessitated his complete destruction. The public aspect of
the punishment was a crucial feature of it, at least according to the account
provided by Nayiniyappa’s sons. When Hébert and his son threatened Nayiniyappa in the course of his interrogation, it was this feature of his humiliation
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that they highlighted, by taunting him thus: “Where are your supporters
now, your patrons who will save you from the whipping we will give you
tomorrow, after we bring you in shackles in front of everyone, to the middle
of the market?”65 Of course we cannot know if this exchange took place as
the sons reported it, but it was their father’s public annihilation that the sons
protested. The fact that the whipping took place in the Tamil section of town
also meant that the audience witnessing Nayiniyappa’s punishment would
have been composed of both his peers and his former subordinates, thereby
making his humiliation and mortification all the more complete.
In the course of deciding his punishment, the judges had Nayiniyappa
brought before them. Hébert briefly questioned the prisoner “on three or
four matters,” as one of the appeals stated.66 Before the judges, Nayiniyappa
again denied any wrongdoing. On this occasion, the same day on which
final judgment was rendered, La Morandière remembered that Nayiniyappa
turned away from Hébert to face the silent judges directly, saying, “‘Messieurs, I have never stolen from the company, nor done it any harm.” The
judge recalled that Hébert fils responded, using the familiar second person tu:
“You are a thief, we know you well.”67
The judge Flacourt admitted that he signed the severe judgment only
because “seeing the others sign, he signed out of fear of causing problems
for himself with Hébert.”68 La Morandière and Lorme similarly claimed that
they went with the majority in part because they feared retribution. Yet the
official text of Nayiniyappa’s sentencing revealed none of the judges’ debates
about the severity of the punishment. Only the subsequent inquest revealed
these had occurred.69 Although the transcript of the interrogations provides
no confession by Nayiniyappa, the sentencing document claims that he confessed under questioning.70
Like several Tamil witnesses, French members of the Superior Council
claimed that Hébert and his allies had intimidated, manipulated, and coerced
them, even though these were some of the most powerful and influential
men in the colony. One of Nayiniyappa’s appeals refers to these claims when
it condemns Hébert as a “perverse and bad judge.”71 Hébert’s means of compelling the compliance of each of the judges was to address each of them
separately, asking for their opinion in a low voice.72 Two judges said he actually whispered in their ears.73 While this does not directly explain why they
did not speak more loudly in response, it makes clear that Hébert had the
power to manipulate the judges, even as they claimed to be united against
him. Whisper and conquer. Even in a room shared by French-speaking men,
comprehension could be muddied, and a whisper served the same goal as an
unfamiliar language. Not knowing that they in fact were in agreement with
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one another, or so they at least claimed after the fact, the judges were more
easily intimidated into complying with Hébert’s wishes.
The 1720 appeal by Nayiniyappa’s sons emphasized Hébert’s manipulation
in addition to many other procedural violations, stating that the governor
“fooled all the judges, by persuading them that the sentence they had signed
was passed by a majority.”74 Further, Hébert had “abused the credulity of the
judges . . . and made them sign a judgment contrary to their opinion,” thereby
positioning them as victims as much as Nayiniyappa.75 The appeal absolved
the judges and Nayiniyappa alike and positioned Hébert as the true culprit.
In fact, most of the other judges and the procureur général had preexisting
conflicts with Hébert, explaining perhaps why they so quickly turned against
him once an inquiry into the Nayiniyappa Affair began. In 1711 Hébert had
ordered the removal of Flacourt from his position as chief of the French outpost in Bengal. On the very same day he described La Prévostière, who was
procureur général during the affair, as one who “reveals the secrets of the Company and has risen up against his superior, by spreading various calumnies
about him in all the homes in Pondichéry.”76 Hébert would later claim that
La Prévostière had maligned him during the affair because of this enmity and
claimed, “Everyone in Pondichéry knows that [La Prévostière] is my sworn
enemy.”77

Factionalism at Court: Nayiniyappa’s
French Advocates and Adversaries
The decision to convict Nayiniyappa gave rise to a struggle over this conviction between various factions in the colony’s commercial and religious
institutions. As the battle lines were drawn for and against him, the affair
became the ground for missionaries and traders with incommensurable interests to articulate their view about the direction in which the colony should
head. This conflict was expressed either in the appeals that agitated for Nayiniyappa’s exoneration on the one hand or in letters that reiterated his guilt
on the other.
Company Traders as Legal Advocates

While Nayiniyappa was not allowed to consult with anyone during his interrogation, multiple Frenchmen assisted him in the writing and distribution of
his appeals after his conviction. None were trained legal professionals, but
they were powerful traders employed by the company. Nayiniyappa’s first
appeal, dated 1716 and translated into French from Portuguese, gave only
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a few details of the interrogations. Father Tessier, the MEP missionary in
Pondichéry, may have assisted Nayiniyappa in the translation from Portuguese. The missionary’s letter dated August 1716 complained about Nayiniyappa’s treatment by the Héberts and noted that “M. de Sault [a Parisian
agent who assisted in the distribution of Nayiniyappa’s appeal] has all the
necessary documents in hand”; it suggests at least that Tessier actively supported the broker.78
It was Nayiniyappa’s subsequent appeals that most benefited from the help
of French company employees. His most important French ally was a French
trader named Nicolas François Le Noutre de La Morandière. He was one of
the judges who convicted Nayiniyappa and subsequently was a coauthor of
several of the appeals submitted in the affair, by both Nayiniyappa and his
partners Tiruvangadan and Ramanada. La Morandière’s position surely gave
him a privileged view into the proceedings that had led to the conviction and
therefore helped him collaborate on the text of the appeals. La Morandière
did not initially acknowledge the collaboration, but in a letter Hébert sent to
the directors in Paris on January 14, 1719, he blamed La Morandière for his
involvement, and La Morandière himself acknowledged it in a letter written
just ten days later to the directors.79
La Morandière wrote that he had immersed himself in the task of submitting appeals and requests on behalf of Indians who had been harmed by Governor Hébert. “For almost five months,” he wrote, “I had to devote myself
to the Indians’ affairs, always busy with writing requests for people who
had been crushed by M. Hébert and were asking for recompense from [the
Compagnie des Indes].”80 He explained that he was driven to act on behalf of
the oppressed Indians because of the Héberts’ “tyrannical oppressions” and
“insatiable avarice” and the extent to which their wrongdoing was harmful
to the rule of the French company. Writing the appeals, he added, was a way
to shed light on the true culprit—Hébert—thereby protecting the interests
of the company, which would otherwise be held responsible. As a result of
his efforts as the author of these appeals, he argued, “the Indians received
justice and remain here content, calm is reestablished in the city, and all
is returned to the same order which always reigned under previous governments.”81 La Morandière’s description of a previous calm and order was
clearly revisionist—Pondichéry had been in a state of one kind of political
turmoil or another since the French returned to it in 1699. Yet in his account,
the dispensation of justice to local inhabitants in the Nayiniyappa Affair was a
means to return to a lost utopia of accepted French rule, even if such utopia
was always a mirage.
La Morandière had served as company bookkeeper at the rank of sousmarchand, but just on the cusp of the Nayiniyappa affair, the Superior Council
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accepted his request for a promotion to the rank of merchant and appointed
him a councillor. It was in this role that he would serve as a judge in Nayiniyappa’s case—signing on to a verdict he would later renounce. But this promotion was short-lived. In the margin of the very same decree that recounted the
swearing in of La Morandière to the council, the following undated comment
appeared, describing the reversal of the appointment: “Since the reception
[into the council] of the said La Morandière, his conduct has appeared so
opposed to the interests of the company . . . and we have received several
complaints. We have removed the said La Morandière from the position of
merchant and councillor, and in addition have barred him from taking on any
other role.”82 Hébert likely penned the comment, as he signed the decree. The
removal it describes took place on September 15, 1716, while Nayiniyappa
was in the process of appealing his conviction. The conduct “so opposed to
the interests of the company” was almost certainly La Morandière’s support
of Nayiniyappa.
In two letters sent to Paris, penned in January 1719, La Morandière’s
described the principles that guided him in writing complaints on behalf of
Nayiniyappa and his family and associates, revealing in the process his sophisticated understanding of the law.83 He understood his role in the appeals as
providing proper legal representation previously denied. He stated that he
“conformed to the styles of advocates who composed requests in France to
present before the king,” mindful of the consequences and the importance of
the truth. He also critiqued earlier versions of the appeals, arguing that they
had “been composed based on a badly done translation of manifestos in Portuguese that the Indians had sent to France.”84 In an appeal sent by the sons,
with La Morandière’s help, in 1718, they described the earlier texts submitted
by Nayiniyappa as sorely lacking because of the circumstances of their composition. Those appeals had been “composed while he was ill, and in haste in
his prison cell.”85
Far from renouncing his role in rendering the judgment against Nayiniyappa, La Morandière highlighted his involvement in the affair and
his qualifications as someone who knew the events the appeal described
in greater depth than any other advocate might. Taking on the role of
improving the overly simple appeals first filed against Hébert, explained
La Morandière, was a matter of both justice and duty.86 He wrote that his
rewriting of the appeals entailed a significant transformation of the texts,
since the first appeal Nayiniyappa submitted in 1716 to the Compagnie
des Indes and the king “did not express more than a tenth of the things”
relevant to his case.87
La Morandière described how he had revised the initial appeal presented
by Tiruvangadan, Nayiniyappa’s business associate and relative, who was also
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arrested. Tiruvangadan’s first appeal, written without La Morandière’s help,
simply mentioned that Hébert the younger owed Tiruvangadan 1,022 pagodas, the local gold coin. “But my [text] added a fact,” explained La Morandière,
“which this Malabar and almost all of Pondichéry did not know.” This added
fact was the claim that Hébert père had approached the Jesuit Father Turpin
and secretly conspired with him to arrest Tiruvangadan for being a bad Christian who had assisted in a “procession of a demon and adoration of idols.”
This was done, explained La Morandière, to cover up the fact that Hébert
the younger owed Tiruvangadan money and disregarded the fact that the
Indian was not, and never had been, a Christian.88 La Morandière found a
record of these secret exchanges between the Jesuit and Governor Hébert by
going through the records of the council’s proceedings, exploiting his privileged access to company records. The Indian claimants would never have had
knowledge of these alleged machinations to blacken Tiruvangadan’s reputation, since the contrived charge against him was never actually brought
forward.89
La Morandière also claimed to have strengthened the legal appeal of
Ramanada, Nayiniyappa’s business associate who was arrested alongside him.
Ramanada’s first appeal, explained La Morandière, had ascribed all the blame
for his arrest to the Jesuits. It argued that the Fathers of the Society were angry
because Ramanada served as an informant on local religious practice to the
Jesuits rival, the MEP missionary Father Tessier. The information provided
by Ramanada was in turn used in the course of the ongoing Malabar Rites
controversy, a struggle between Jesuits in the East and the church hierarchy
in Rome, regarding the Jesuit practice of accommodating local cultural practices among their converts. The Jesuits’ local missionary rivals, the Capuchins
and the representative of the MEP, opposed the use of the Malabar Rites,
claiming that such accommodation diluted Christianity and made for bad
converts. In the context of the Nayiniyappa Affair, the Malabar Rites controversy underlay much of the hostility between the Jesuits and other missionary
groups in the Tamil region.90
But it was a mistake, suggested La Morandière, to situate Ramanada’s
arrest only in the context of his involvement in the Malabar Rites controversy,
as an informant for the MEP missionary. Instead, La Morandière’s text offered
a fuller account of the agendas driving Ramanada’s persecution. He argued
that Hébert exhibited a “veritable passion” against Ramanada, which originated with Ramanada and Nayiniyappa’s involvement in bringing an end to
a scheme to raise taxes that would have been extremely profitable to Hébert.
This fact, wrote La Morandière, reflected badly on Hébert. Since he was
seeking vengeance, his actions against the Indians were a “real crime.”91 La
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Morandière’s change to the appeal, which added all this background information, transformed it from a matter of religious squabbling between two Catholic missionary groups to an issue of political and commercial malfeasance.
While Nayiniyappa, Tiruvangadan, and Ramanada had ongoing professional and commercial relations with the French, they could not match La
Morandière’s insider status and his access to the official and sometimes secret
record of the colonial government’s doings. Because of this access, his legal
appeals were more densely evidentiary than anything they could have presented themselves. For example, the 1717 appeal he coauthored incorporated
the record of the seven interrogations of Nayiniyappa and used it to make
the case that the interrogators had coerced and intimidated Nayiniyappa.
Acting as an advocate for the Indians involved in the Nayiniyappa Affair
put La Morandière in a very awkward position, as he himself acknowledged,
since he had to “lift his pen against many men about whom it was not my
place to complain.”92 While he could count Hébert an enemy, complaining
about him implicated the directors in Paris, who had appointed Hébert, and
this was politically dangerous. The trader noted “that the requests of an advocate are not orders [arrêts], and these requests are not always granted to the
parties for whom he pleads.” He wrote that it was difficult but necessary to
his sense of justice to write “against people whom one venerates, and whom
it is a pleasure to serve”—that is, the directors.93
La Morandière’s advocacy was wide-ranging and was likely driven in some
measure by his conflicts with Governor Hébert and a desire to see a change in
the colony’s leadership. In addition to his appeals on behalf of Nayiniyappa,
Tiruvangadan, and Ramanada, he was responsible for crafting some on behalf
of a scribe imprisoned for refusing to provide false testimony against Nayiniyappa, a merchant wrongly treated by the council, and a local Christian
who had been mistreated by the Jesuits, all of whom he claimed were victims
unfairly swept up in the Nayiniyappa Affair.94
La Morandière was not the only Frenchman who took an active role in
advocating for the Indians. Shortly after Nayiniyappa’s conviction in May of
1716, the French trader Cuperly also wrote impassioned letters to France on
Nayiniyappa’s behalf.95 Cuperly was a member of Pondichéry’s French elite,
as the nephew through marriage of the colony’s venerated first governor,
François Martin. Like many of Nayiniyappa’s advocates, Cuperly centered
his complaints around procedural issues, claiming Hébert had taken on too
many different positions in the course of the affair. Referring to Manuel’s
connections with the Jesuits—“the son of the Jesuits’ catechist, Naniyapa’s
cruelest enemy”—he claimed that the translator had interpreted according to
his intentions and not according to justice.96 He likewise argued that Hébert
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had suborned the witnesses, who were exacting retribution for past wrongs,
and he decried the council’s failure to allow Nayiniyappa to face his accusers. Ironically he described the prosecution as “this beautiful procedure.”97
The final French trader who might have participated in the preparation of
the appeals was Hébert’s rival, Dulivier, the man who preceded him as governor and was displaced by Hébert’s return to India. Hébert accused him of
agitating on the convicted Indians’ behalf.98 Indeed, Dulivier sent the Marine
Council a lengthy complaint about Hébert’s misdeeds and mistreatment of
Nayiniyappa, Tiruvangadan, and Ramanada.99
Missionaries and the Law

Missionaries in Pondichéry also used the legal arena to act out their rivalries
and conflicts, both with the French colonial state and with one another. After
all, as Dale Van Kley has noted of the Old Regime, “religious matters are only
metaphysically distinguishable from constitutional and jurisdictional ones
during this entire period.”100 Several French missionaries in India joined the
appeal effort in the Nayiniyappa Affair. Even as the Jesuits were writing petitions asking that Nayiniyappa be severely punished, the head of the Missions
étrangères mission in Pondichéry was writing letters to France vigorously
defending him. Nayiniyappa’s fate became a new battleground in the ongoing strife and power struggle between the Jesuits and the other missionaries
in town. Father Tessier, who headed the MEP outpost in Pondichéry, wrote
to his superiors in Paris the summer after Nayiniyappa’s conviction. In his
first letter, he described Hébert and his son as being “the instruments of the
Jesuits’ vengeance.”101 He argued that the persecution of Nayiniyappa was to
be abhorred not only because of the price paid by the man itself but because a
reputation for injustice harmed the colony as a whole: “Pondichéry has truly
come to be viewed with horror by all the nations, and no one wants to come
here,” he warned. Any appeal to the Héberts for justice would be pointless,
he wrote, since “nothing restrains them, neither justice, nor conscience, nor
honor, nor religion.”102
The judicial record shows that missionaries regularly and actively participated in the colony’s legal arena. Not only did they make regular appearances before Pondichéry’s court, they also made an effort to shape and direct
legal proceedings. In some cases this reflected an interest in local law: Father
Bouchet, who was the Jesuit superior in Pondichéry at the time of the Nayiniyappa Affair, had himself authored a text on local practices of dispute resolution in 1714.103 In the course of the Nayiniyappa Affair, the Jesuits attempted
to shape legal proceeding more directly, although they tried to conceal their
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interference. That they played a role in the collection of witness testimonies
(as chapter 2 explained) and in the sentencing of Nayiniyappa—a process in
which they had no official capacity whatsoever—demonstrates the extent
to which they were embedded in the processes of colonial rule and judicial
action.
The French missionaries in India held a complicated position with respect
to judicial authority. French missionaries in Pondichéry fell under the ecclesiastic authority of the bishop of Mylapore, who was appointed by and acted
under the auspices of the Portuguese Padroado in India.104 Yet the French Jesuits arrived in the East as emissaries of the French king and therefore acted by
his authority, not that of the Padroado, and the Pondichéry Superior Council
had judicial authority over them in secular matters. Both Capuchin missionaries and the MEP procurateur also fell under the authority of the French king in
his role as the head of the Gallican Church. Pope Gregory XV had also tried to
exert authority over missionaries abroad when in 1622 he created the Sacred
Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith (Propaganda Fide), which
sought to centralize the oversight of missionary work. French missionaries
in South India thus occupied a special position and had to maneuver between
rival lay and religious institutions invested in their mission. Disagreements
among missionaries about strategies of conversion in the colonial mission
field only rendered this politically fraught negotiation more complex.
While during the Nayiniyappa Affair the Jesuits took on a prosecutorial
role, a much more common involvement for missionaries of all orders in
French India occurred when they appeared before the Superior Council as
claimants or defendants. Missionaries came before the Superior Council for
various reasons, usually involving property or financial disputes of the kind
brought before the council by many of the colony’s residents. Occasionally
missionaries’ appearances in the judicial records were more clearly a result
of their religious position and were evidence of rupture or discord, as in the
repeated discussion of the struggle over the Malabar Rites controversy, which
largely played out in the religious arena with papal bulls and missionary missives but occasionally came before the secular court of Pondichéry.105 The
involvement of the council in this struggle between the Capuchins and the
Jesuits about the incorporation of local cultural practices into the lives of
Christian converts also suggests the intermingling of the political, religious,
and legal domains in the colony.
This intermingling had lately brought the council into conflict with the
Vatican. As part of the Vatican’s attempts to settle the Malabar and Chinese
Rites Controversy, a papal legate, Thomas Maillard de Tournon, patriarch of
Antioch, was sent to the East. Pondichéry was his first port of call. The council
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warned that before making any pronouncements that might be “prejudicial
to the laws of His Majesty or his subjects,” Tournon must present them to
the council of Pondichéry and the procureur général for authorization and
modification “for the benefit of the public and the maintenance of the state’s
laws and practices.”106 Tournon’s failure to comply with this order when he
published in 1704 a declaration against the practice of accommodation led
the council to declare that apostolic visitors seeking entry to French India
and the Indian Ocean island colonies must have the express permission of the
French king. They also renewed their demand to review any decisions and
pronouncements such papal visitors might make.107 Such conflicts between
papal authority and the French Crown had, of course, a long metropolitan
history, culminating in the creation of the Gallican Church headed by the
French king in 1682. The council’s already tenuous hold on authority in the
colonial context only sharpened these struggles. Given the Compagnie des
Indes’s repeated difficulties in asserting its sovereignty over non-Christian
subjects, who threatened to pick up and leave whenever their religious liberties were compromised, the council perceived the dicta to abandon the Malabar rites and the disregard of council directives as a threat to the colony’s
viability.
On occasion, the Catholic missionaries themselves brought their doctrinal conflicts into the chambers of the Superior Council for resolution—or at
least an airing out. In February 1712, four years before Nayiniyappa’s arrest,
the Jesuit superior Father Bouchet approached the council with a grievance
about declarations that Capuchins and their supporters in India had made.
His grievance hinged on the issue of legal jurisdiction. A Capuchin missionary had accused one of the Jesuits of an infraction against the papal ban on
the Malabar Rites. The Capuchin brought the complaint before a religious
tribunal headed by the bishop of San Thomé. The Capuchin had bolstered
his case with the testimony of multiple Indians “before the secular judges of
this city”—that is, the Superior Council.108 The borders between religious and
secular jurisdiction were porous.
Father Bouchet claimed that the Indian’s testimony against the Jesuits
was false. He demanded the court bring before the court one of the false
witnesses: “Ramanaden, Malabar of this city and agent of the premier courtier of the Royal Company.”109 This was the very same Ramanada who was
Nayiniyappa’s close business associate and later was arrested alongside Nayiniyappa. Bouchet blamed Nayiniyappa for Ramanada’s damaging testimony
against the Jesuits. He claimed that “the ascendance in this town of this first
courtier of the company, who through his office is the head of the Malabars,” made him all too powerful. Bouchet argued that accusing the Jesuits
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of wrongdoing harmed the neophyte Christians in the colony more broadly
and that the council must protect them from such injustice.110 The council
decreed that Bouchet and the other Jesuits should present all the documents
and accusations they wished to press against Ramanada and his associates—
again, a reference to Nayiniyappa.111 Several years before Nayiniyappa was
arrested, then, he and the Jesuits were already in conflict before the colony’s
court.
Another incident just prior to Nayiniyappa’s arrest likewise demonstrated
the missionaries’ consciousness of the council’s authority over their reputation. When the Superior Council convened on November 4, 1715, it discussed
a request by the Capuchin missionaries in the town for certificates of good
behavior—documents attesting to the fact that they had “never caused nor
created any scandal during the time that they had served the chapel of this fort
and as missionaries under the auspices of the company.”112 The Capuchins,
in explaining the need for this certificate, cited various “calumnies” brought
in France against them. While they did not specifically name the Jesuits, the
ongoing enmity between the two orders in French India meant they were
most likely the unnamed defamers. The council considered the request and
acquiesced by providing a document declaring that the Capuchins had “never
caused any scandal or provided a bad example” and that on the contrary, they
had always led exemplary and pious lives.113
The Jesuits also had some experience appearing as defendants before the
Pondichéry court prior to the Nayiniyappa Affair. In 1707, the procureur général
filed suit against the Jesuits, in a land dispute between the company and the
missionaries.114 A lengthy exchange between the superior of the Jesuits, Father
Tachard, and the procureur général ensued, with decrees and responses flying
back and forth.115 The council ordered that trees the Jesuits had planted—a
mark of property ownership—be razed to the ground.116 Clearly, this was an
acrimonious legal encounter. On occasion the Jesuits also appeared before the
council in a powerful position, as in the 1720 discussion of the loans the missionaries had extended to the perpetually cash-strapped company.117 Overall,
the judicial records of the first few decades of the eighteenth century reveal
that missionaries both drew on the council for legal support and were at times
willing subjects of its jurisdiction. During the Nayiniyappa Affair, the Jesuits’
explicit intervention in matters of law was an attempt to insert themselves
into the highest reaches of the colony’s governance.
Following a lengthy and detailed investigation, in the course of which officials in both India and France considered and debated Nayiniyappa’s multiple
appeals, the council overturned his conviction in Pondichéry on January 20,
1719.118 Nayiniyappa had by that point been dead for two years. The presiding
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procureur général, Pierre Dumas, signed the decision, which referenced multiple inquiries and inquests into the original interrogations and conviction.
Dumas stated, “I conclude that the case made against Nayiniyappa by sieur
Hébert is declared void, as is the judgment that was the outcome of this case.”
The decision called for the restitution of all profits from the sale of Nayiniyappa’s goods to his heirs, the exact details of which were to be determined
in France by the king’s council.119
News that Nayiniyappa’s name had been cleared spread quickly in the
Tamil region. A letter written shortly thereafter by Nayiniyappa’s advocate La
Morandière to the directors in Paris described a town in a celebratory mood:
The government had scarcely been in the hands of M. La Prévostière
when a large number of Indians who had left for Moorish lands in order
to put themselves out of reach of the violence of M. Hébert, returned
to Pondichéry. They already knew of the order it had pleased his Majesty to give in favor of Nainappa, Tiruvangadan, and Ramanada, and
they assumed, with reason, that his Majesty’s justice would similarly be
offered to them as to the three Indians who had the happy experience
of bringing their complaints before his Majesty’s tribunal.120
Indeed, the governor who replaced Hébert, La Prévostière, warmly
received the returning residents. French officials even entertained the idea
of some jubilant fanfare—a ceremony, a shooting of the cannons, perhaps
making the king’s order known to the sound of trumpets—but Governor
La Prévostière judged that such celebrations would alienate Frenchmen who
had served alongside Hébert, many of whom were still filling important roles
in the colony.121 In the end, after all the battles, the hundreds of pages of testimonies, appeals and deliberations, and much unlike the very public punishment Nayiniyappa had endured, his exoneration was a quiet affair.
The Nayiniyappa Affair unfurled almost entirely in one legal forum, French
India’s highest court, and was then appealed through the proper metropolitan
channels. The broker and his allies immersed themselves in the legal system,
with its metropolitan contours, and in so doing successfully adapted, adopted,
and co-opted that very system. The forums were not multiple, but the legal
strategies were quite varied: appeals in India and in France, formal appeals by
the convicted men (Nayiniyappa, Tiruvangadan, and Ramanada), informal
letters of support by both traders and missionaries, and evidentiary documents sent across the seas. Yet as Nayiniyappa and his allies engaged the legal
system, in their success was enfolded an implicit critique of French colonial
implementation of the legal system.
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If Nayiniyappa’s interrogation and conviction reflected the legal nature of
imperial authority, his and his supporters’ ultimately successful appeals demonstrate that the colonial state was porous, open to manipulation, and had
multiple and sometimes contradictory nodes of decision making. Colonial
legal institutions were, to a great extent, recently congealed resources and
practices rather than established institutions. Both French and Tamil actors
performed power and authority through arguments about proper procedure.
Claims of ignorance and lack of knowledge, as much as those of knowledge
and experience, could form the basis for these performances, as both Nayiniyappa and his judges demonstrated. At a time of instability in a young
colony, where friction about which kinds of order, authority, and morality
were going to prevail, various actors made claims for proper procedure in an
attempt to determine what such order would actually entail. Both sides won,
and both sides lost, with the tools and procedures of the judicial arena. Ultimately, though, the decision was made not in terms of the law. The verdict
was overturned because the law allowed the economic and political interests
at play to be expressed.
An account of the legal aspects of the Nayiniyappa Affair reveals that colonial subjects demanded legal cohesion from their position in the colonies,
thereby revealing the tensions of imperial rule. Law in French India provided
indigenous and European actors alike an opportunity to participate in a global
endeavor on which local agendas bestowed meaning. Colonial subjects like
Nayiniyappa could simultaneously expose the lack of cohesion in the French
legal system and make a claim for equality under the same law. The affair’s
evolution exemplifies the heterogeneity and friction of the moment of legal
encounter in overseas France.
The Nayiniyappa Affair reminds us that even though judicial institutions
were an arm of the colonial state, we should not assume that the decisions
made in these institutions always and inevitably favored the agenda of that
state, since indigenous actors were able “to utilize the judiciary to achieve
their own ends,” as Niels Brimnes has argued.122 The legal aspects of the
Nayiniyappa Affair also show the extent to which missionaries in Pondichéry
were involved at every level of decision making in the colony, even in arenas,
like the judicial one, in which they ostensibly had no role. The Jesuits, who
pushed for Nayiniyappa’s arrest and subsequent punishment, and the MEP
missionaries who advocated for his rehabilitation all moved with ease in the
legal realm.
In his account of France of the Old Regime, Alexis de Tocqueville noted,
“The practice of the law courts had entered in many ways into the pattern of
French life. Thus the courts were largely responsible for the notion that every
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matter of public or private interest was subject to debate and every decision
could be appealed from; as also for the opinion that such affairs should be
conducted in public and certain formalities observed.”123 The Nayiniyappa
Affair shows the extent to which France’s colonies were equally entangled in
a legal regime that, while capable of being used for personal or institutional
gain and manipulated by individual actors through intimidation and persuasion, was also open to appeal.

Pa rt Thre e

The Afterlives of
the Affair

Ch ap ter 5

Between Paris and Pondichéry

Nayiniyappa was already dead when his eldest
son, Guruvappa, made his way from India to Paris in an attempt to reclaim his
father’s reputation and riches. Guruvappa was tremendously successful in the
metropolitan capital: he was baptized as a Christian in the chapel of the royal
family, powerful royals served as his godparents (or so at least ran the family
lore), he became a knight of a French noble order, and his family’s fortune
was restored. When he returned to India, he took his father’s place as Pondichéry’s chief commercial broker and chef des malabars, displacing his father’s
rival, Kanakarâya Pedro Mudali. But Guruvappa’s triumphant trip to Paris is
but one example of an intermediary on the move among many in Pondichéry
at the time of the Nayiniyappa Affair.
In Pondichéry, Tamil men employed by French traders and missionaries
as professional go-betweens traveled in India, across the Indian Ocean, and
between India and France. This chapter examines both the mobility of local
intermediaries and French reliance on this mobility. It advances two related
arguments, the first concerning go-betweens’ mobility and the second concerning French responses to this mobility. First, the concomitant presence
of mobility and stability in the lives of colonial intermediaries helps explain
the extensive role these men filled in Pondichéry’s development in the first
decades of the eighteenth century. The journeys undertaken by several of
Pondichéry’s commercial and religious intermediaries reveal that these
123
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Indian employees had the contacts, experience, and ability to act as avatars
for their French employers in far-flung locations. They used their portable
connections and skills while also deploying travel to improve their own social
position. That is, somewhat paradoxically, their stability and relative enmeshment in long-standing social structures enabled them to move with relative
freedom between ports, markets, and associations. In the lives of intermediaries, mobility and stability were mutually constitutive. Being known—as
a neighbor, relative, creditor, coreligionist—opened up pathways of travel,
making go-betweens accepted visitors. At the same time, the benefits accrued
from traveling on behalf of French employers bolstered the position of gobetweens in their communities of origin. Movement not only was a physical
practice in space but could also contribute to movement of a different kind,
up the social scale.
The Nayiniyappa Affair again supplies a prism, here shedding light on the
mobility of intermediaries in the context of empire. This is demonstrated by
the travels of two intermediaries, both intimately connected with the affair,
from Pondichéry to Paris. The first is Guruvappa, who became a professional
intermediary as a result of his travels; the second is Manuel Geganis, son of
the Jesuits’ catechist (religious intermediary) and the central interpreter in
Nayiniyappa’s investigation. Their travels illuminate the broad geographical
breadth of the Nayiniappa Affair as a local scandal with global dimensions.
Long-established roots in the Tamil region made both men’s travels possible.
While Nayiniyappa had been stripped of his riches and died in prison, the
family’s position within a broad network of well-off merchants most likely
enabled and funded Guruvappa’s travel, and connections with the MEP missionaries in Pondichéry secured him an introduction in Paris. He returned
to India with a French name, clothes, and confession but still with the habits of a local (more on that below) and was quickly reincorporated into the
local landscape. Much the same holds true for Manuel, who traveled to Paris
because he was part of a local clan that was well connected with the Jesuits,
and his ties of kinship served as the basis for his travels. Once he was back
in India, his journey to the metropole enabled him to serve a crucial role in
the Nayiniyappa Affair as its chief interpreter.
The second argument advanced here stems from an examination of French
approaches and reactions to intermediaries’ capacity for mobility. The tense
divisions between French commercial and missionary projects played out in
yet another field. French traders traveled from port to port across the Indian
Ocean, buying and selling as they went, and ventured inland to fill their ships’
holds with goods before returning to France to sell them. As Europeans, they
lacked reputation, credit, and history in the trading associations of the Indian
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Ocean. Without local commercial brokers they could not act effectively in
new markets. Missionaries also needed to travel from the moderately Christianized coast to the “pagan” hinterland, where souls were not quite waiting
to be harvested. They viewed this as a spiritual journey as well as a physical
one, traversing an arduous physical path just as they asked that their converts
undertake an epistemological shift from one set of practices and beliefs to
another. They relied on catechists, or religious interpreters, to negotiate this
unknown physical and spiritual terrain.
Traders and missionaries both employed Indian intermediaries to act on
their behalf, going where they were not known or welcome, and so moved
their agendas while staying in place. But traders and Jesuit missionaries
reacted very differently to the constraints and dependence they both faced.
French traders and officials of the Compagnie des Indes showed considerably less resentment over this dependence than did the Jesuits. French traders were, by and large, willing to accept their dependence on intermediaries,
which aligned with their general preference for sustaining the trading networks along which merchandise profitably flowed. French Jesuits, on the
other hand, while they were reliant on their catechists to act on their behalf
in towns and villages where European missionaries were not welcome, were
often resentful of this dependence. The forcefulness with which the Jesuits
interfered with company business when they encouraged Governor Hébert
to arrest Nayiniyappa suggests this resentment; they also had ongoing conflicts with their own catechists.
Journeys and itineraries by intermediaries cemented and complicated
the connections and relationships between the various outposts of empire,
rendering meaningful the initial voyage that created a colony. Mobility and
stability, coming together in the personal histories of Pondichéry’s intermediaries, allowed go-betweens to participate in the creation of a relationship
between India and France. In the course of such voyages they wove together
the French empire, creating a world where Paris and Pondichéry productively
jostled one against the other.
A colony begins with a journey, made by settlers. Colonial histories have
often focused on the mobility of colonial settlers while paying less attention
to the travels of other agents in the colony.1 In this, historians have followed
the lead of European colonial actors, who presented themselves to their supporters at home as emphatically mobile, although their position in the colonies as suspicious strangers severely circumscribed this mobility. Traders and
missionaries in French India shared the predicament of this duality, and they
consequently looked to local intermediaries for aid. Go-betweens addressed
this problem without entirely resolving it.
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Over the past several decades, scholars of both premodern India and
Old Regime France have overturned perceptions of these societies as static
realms, with a peasantry strictly bonded to a geographically restricted existence. The opportunities of early modern Europeans and South Asians alike
to travel outside their natal communities have garnered increasing attention.2
One study has suggested that the category of “circulation” might adequately
capture the vibrant exchange of goods, people, and ideas in the Indian Ocean.3
The crucial link between mobility and imperial settings and horizons has been
trenchantly highlighted, yet with an emphasis on the “high” imperialism of
the nineteenth century.4
At the same time that men and women in France were enjoying increasing opportunities for a mobile existence, the French actors who might have
seemed to embody the epitome of mobility—those who traveled across the
seas in pursuit of commercial and religious agendas—were in fact coming
to terms with the limits of and strictures on their own mobility. As the next
section will demonstrate, colonial administrators and missionaries had a wellarticulated vision of French projects as cosmopolitan and of transregional and
global reach. But this vision was undermined by Frenchmen’s limited ability
to make room for themselves in these locales.
As Stephen Greenblatt has pointed out, the cultural mobility of ideas,
practices, and metaphors relies on the literal, physical aspect of mobility—
bodies moving in space.5 The contradiction between French ambition and
limited French physical mobility led colonists pursuing both commercial and
religious agendas to rely heavily on the physical transportability of the gobetweens who could travel on their behalf. But ultimately the contradiction
that French employers faced, between mobile ambition and hampered movement, made the mobility of their intermediaries a fraught issue.

Pondichéry and Its Settings
Connections across the region and the Indian Ocean more broadly were central for Pondichéry’s development. The colony was the administrative, commercial, and judicial center not only of the French holdings in India but also of
the French Indian Ocean. A key component of French imperial strategy in the
Indian Ocean was the founding of French colonies in Île Bourbon (presentday Réunion, first claimed by the French in 1642) and Île de France (presentday Mauritius, a French colony beginning in 1715).6 An unidentified French
writer noted early in the eighteenth century, “Commerce in the Indies, by its
nature as well as the current state of affairs, is connected to the operations of
government, and the administration of our colonies and our factories in the
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eastern seas is connected to the commerce of the Indies. In order to guarantee
this commerce we must have a fulcrum in this region.” The writer argued
that French administrators must consider Île de France in the context of the
Indian Ocean. “As long as we possess this important island, the door of the
Indies will be open to us; if we lose this island, the door of the Indies will close
forever.”7 Pondichéry’s success or failure was irrevocably tied up with the
state of other French interests in this maritime region.
The French desire for continuous presence and influence across the Indian
Ocean region was often thwarted. Where French officials imagined a spectrum of similarity, made coherent and cohesive by virtue of French governance, the reality of Indian Ocean dissimilarities provided an unwelcome
reminder of the fragility of this imperial imaginary. Displaying their ignorance of the complexities of local affiliations, the Parisian directors requested
in 1719 that “a dozen young Christian Malabar girls, capable of spinning cotton” be sent to the company’s colony in Île Bourbon. The Pondichéry council
had to explain that complying with the company’s request would undoubtedly lead to violence and dire consequences.8
Opportunities for French expansion, commercial or religious, were not
limited to locales where Frenchmen had already achieved some semblance of
sovereignty, such as the Indian Ocean island colonies or the French comptoirs
in India. French officials viewed the British-ruled city of Madras, Pondichéry’s
largest neighbor, as an important hunting ground for such opportunities.
Linguistic and historiographical specialization has led scholars to divide the
study of Portuguese, Dutch, British, and French projects in India into separate
realms of analysis and in turn to keep those separate from Indian regional history. In the case of Pondichéry and Madras, most scholars have studied the
cities separately or imagined them as pawns in the global struggle between
France and England. A regional context reveals that the history of Madras and
Pondichéry’s relationship depended as much on the two cities’ proximity as
on their strategic value in a global tussle. Pondichéry and Madras were woven
together in ways that circumvented the divisions imposed by European rivalries, a fact both European and Indian agents recognized and made use of early
in the eighteenth century.
Parisian directors and trader-officials in Pondichéry alike sought to recruit
Madras’s wealthy and well-credited merchant class. The Pondichéry council
declared that “there is only one solution” to the problem of supplying merchandise to French ships, “which is to employ every possible means to convince the merchants of Madras, powerful and accredited, to come and settle
in Pondichéry.”9 Local employees had familial and commercial connections
in both cities, and Nayiniyappa and his extended family allowed the council
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to tap into this resource. Nayiniyappa himself had relocated from Madras to
Pondichéry as a young man, and once established there, at the urging of Governor Hébert, convinced his brother-in-law Tiruvangadan, a wealthy merchant in the city, to join him in Pondichéry.10 Tiruvangadan and Nayiniyappa
then lured a network of their associates to the French colony.
A memoir written by Tiruvangandan’s descendant late in the eighteenth
century recounted how these new arrivals from Madras used their connections to populate the French colony with their acquaintances. “[Tiruvangadan
and Nayiniyappa] wrote to their correspondents in the towns and villages of
this province, who sent merchants, weavers, cloth painters and workers of
all kinds of métiers and professions, and thus the colony took on a certain
luster,” recounted the memoir. “They began to produce and paint fabrics
here, and commerce opened up, by both sea and land.” Prior to these efforts,
the writer claimed, Pondichéry was little more than a village, peopled only
by petty shopkeepers and farmers, lacking a proper commercial class.11 The
connections of men like Nayiniyappa across the region, rather than conditions created by the French, were most crucial for the creation of such a class.
Tiruvangadan’s network of associates in Madras was precisely what made
him an attractive recruit for the French. Prior to the explosion of the Nayiniyappa Affair, colonial officials explicitly asked him to arrange for the shipment of merchandise from various ports by deploying his friends to do so.
Tiruvangadan mentioned that brokers relied on the ties of friendship more
than once in a document he submitted in the course of the Nayiniyappa Affair
when he recounted his connections with the French company. As he noted,
“In order to succeed [in the job given to him by the company] I invested my
capital and that of my friends.”12 French newcomers had much more difficulty
forging such friendships.
In 1716, Governor Hébert claimed that Tiruvangadan was in possession of funds embezzled by Nayiniyappa and arrested him. Tiruvangadan
wrote an appeal that began by laying claim to his well-established position in
Madras as the anchor of his respectability: “I, being a merchant of this town
of Madraspatan, land of the English, where I lived with my business dealings,
my reputation and the credit of my person.”13 Later, when he was banished
from Pondichéry, he returned to Madras and there composed an appeal to
the French Crown, using a French-speaking notary in Madras. He returned
to Pondichéry after Nayiniyappa’s exoneration, and according to the family
memoir written by his grandson, the five richest merchants in Madras and
their families accompanied him. These merchants brought with them something more important than capital: sought-after Indian Ocean connections,
crucial to Pondichéry’s ambitions of becoming an important trading center.
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As soon as these merchants were settled in the colony, they began fitting out
ships and sending them all around the Indian Ocean—to Manila, Aden, and
Mocha. Thus, Tiruvangandan’s grandson wrote, “Due to the intervention of
my grandfather and the merchants he brought with him, commerce opened
up and was linked to all ports.”14
Tiruvangandan’s actions proved immediately beneficial to the company’s
global commercial interests. In April of 1720, when the Christian Pedro was
still chief broker, the Pondichéry Sovereign Council recorded that “Tirouvengadam, a malabar merchant and resident of this town” (not certainly but
very likely Nayiniyappa’s brother-in-law), had brokered a relationship with
Portuguese merchants in Macao, who were interested in regularly sending
ships to Pondichéry—a very desirable proposition for the French, who were
constantly trying to lure credited and established Indian Ocean merchants to
their port. The Macao merchants demanded lower taxes as their privilege,
and the council readily acquiesced.15
The ties between Madras and Pondichéry could also be cemented back in
Europe in unexpected configurations. The diary of Nayiniyappa’s nephew
Ananda Ranga Pillai mentions that on one occasion when the French and
English governors of the neighboring Indian colonies found themselves in
Europe at the same time, they became housemates. He heard from the captain of a ship recently arrived from Europe that “Mr. Pitt [the governor of
Madras] was living in France in the same house with M. Lenoir [the governor
of Pondichéry], and that they were inseparable companions.”16 Thus it was
that being neighbors in India made unlikely bedfellows in France of the governors of rival colonies.

Intermediaries, Information, and
Regional Connections
When Ananda Ranga Pillai was chief broker to the French, he received daily
reports from the corps des marchands des malabars and the caste chiefs on what
had occurred in each of their districts the previous day. The reports and their
frequency indicate the importance of connections outside Pondichéry.17 By
serving as a clearinghouse for regional information, Ananda Ranga Pillai
could create commercial opportunities, drawing on wider resources than
those available in the French colony. Even before he was promoted to chief
broker, when the French wanted to begin producing blue cotton in Pondichéry rather than importing it from the important trading port of Porto
Novo (Parangipettai) sixty kilometers away, Pillai made this possible. He
orchestrated a series of complex political negotiations and some strategic gift
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giving that resulted in the relocation of skilled weavers from Porto Novo to
Pondichéry.18 In compensation for his efforts, the Superior Council of Pondichéry rewarded him the privilege of supplying blue cloth for ships headed for
Europe, Île de France, and other places.19 Beyond the financial reward, this
mark of distinction further strengthened the broker’s importance and influence in the region. It likely was a crucial step in securing him the position of
chief broker in 1746.
The story of Nayiniyappa’s sons’ banishment from the colony after their
father’s death and subsequent return to Pondichéry also illustrates how intermediaries’ acceptance in the local landscape could have more than mere commercial benefits. Nayiniyappa was well into his sixties at the time of his arrest.
Nevertheless, the sons claimed that his death less than a year into his threeyear sentence occurred under suspicious circumstances. Nayiniyappa, wrote
his sons, “suffered incredible pain and misery” after his whipping and during
the months of his imprisonment.20 On the night of August 6 he suffered a loss
of blood, and the following night he died. “It was made known to us,” the
sons claimed, “that on the Thursday night before his death, Hébert fils and
some soldiers came to our father’s prison cell, and one of them hit our father
several times with the hilt of his sword. But we have no certain proof of this.
One of the surgeons of the company visited our father that Friday, and filed
a report that he found him seriously ill, but not at all in danger of death, nevertheless he lost the ability to speak, and died.”21 Nayiniyappa’s sons were not
the only ones who claimed that the broker’s death was suspicious. An anonymous history of the Compagnie des Indes, one critical of Hébert, described
Nayiniyappa’s death in these terms: “[Nayiniyappa] died in prison after some
time, a death that surprised everyone.”22
Three days after their father’s death, Nayiniyappa’s sons relocated to a
village away from Pondichéry and French rule. But merely leaving Pondichéry, they complained in one of their appeals, was not enough to protect
them from Hébert’s wrath: “Three pions were sent from Pondichéry to assassinate us,” they claimed.23 Sensible of their position in the region, the Indian
ruler of the province to which the sons had relocated commanded the village
chiefs to guard them day and night and assure their safety.24 One day, when a
servant from Pondichéry arrived in the village, he was immediately identified
as a stranger and therefore as a threat. Under interrogation, the man could
supply no satisfactory explanation for his presence in the village. In fact, the
networks of regional knowledge exposed him as a fraud: he claimed to be on
his way to visit friends at a neighboring village but was not able to supply their
names. Finally, the man admitted he had come to see Nayiniyappa’s sons. But
when the sons arrived, they did not recognize him. The sons claimed that at
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this point the man admitted that Pedro, the new head broker, had recruited
him and others to kill them in return for cash, jewelry, and lifetime employment in the service of the French company.25
There is no way of knowing whether this alleged assassination attempt
actually occurred. But its telling suggests the special benefits of being
known and the drawbacks of being unknown. Nayiniyappa’s sons expected
their story to be considered plausible when they claimed local leaders had
protected them because of their family’s stature in the area. They likewise
knew that the claim that a stranger coming after them took a risk in doing
so would have the ring of truth. The Frenchmen who heard their story
would know better than anybody the risks of being a stranger and that
some people would be recognized, protected, and accepted where they
were not.

Guruvappa’s Travels: A Tamil Broker in Paris
It was one of Nayiniyappa’s French supporters who first suggested that a representative from the family travel to France to present in person the case
for the restitution of Nayiniyappa’s fortune. The Pondichéry governor had
reversed the verdict against the broker in 1719, but the earliest mention of
the plan to travel to Paris appeared even earlier than that. Denyon, a former
engineer who was responsible for the building of Pondichéry’s fort, proposed
this course of action. Back in Paris, Denyon, along with a man named de Sault
(a relative of Hébert’s rival, Governor Dulivier), served as the Paris liaison for
the appeals filed by the Indians before the French king. In a letter he wrote in
1718 to Tiruvangadan, Denyon argued that any effort he himself could undertake in Paris would have only limited success: “I believe that affairs that are
important and of delicate consequences could not be decided in your favor
and others before the departure of the ships for India; you would do well to
engage Rama [Ramanada] to go to England to come here [France] and throw
himself at the feet of the king.”26
It was Guruvappa who soon acted on Denyon’s advice. In a notarial document filed in Pondichéry in 1719, he anticipated that this journey and his
stay in France would prove expensive. He petitioned the council to order
Governor Hébert and his son to pay his expenses, claiming that it was their
evil machinations that had necessitated his trip.27 Leaving Pondichéry for
Madras, Guruvappa embarked on a British ship that set sail for London, and
from there made his way to Paris.28 He arrived there not as a stranger, for his
French allies in Pondichéry had set the stage for him. Father Tessier, the MEP
missionary in Pondichéry, had written to the directors of the MEP seminary
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in February of 1719, exhorting them to warmly welcome Guruvappa in their
expansive rue de Bac headquarters. “I beg you, messieurs, to give this Malabar all the help you can offer him, in acknowledgment of the great services
his deceased father provided to our missions here,” wrote Tessier, and he
explained the reasons for Guruvappa’s travel to France.29 It appears that the
MEP directors granted Tessier’s request: when Guruvappa’s widow herself
wrote to the directors in Paris after her husband’s death, she reminded them
of the warm welcome they had given him.30
Tessier required two things from his Parisian brethren: first, that they help
Guruvappa in putting forward his claim for financial restitution before French
officialdom, and second, that they make every effort to convert Guruvappa to
Christianity. “The greatest service you could give to Nainiapa’s son would be
to try to make him into a good Christian, and instruct him in his duties. I pray
the Lord he will grant you this grace,” he wrote.31 Presumably Tessier had
attempted to bring about this conversion himself in India. He clearly hoped
that a period of immersion in a Christian land might complete the work. This,
indeed, proved to be the case.
A search of the registers of the St. Eustache parish in Paris, where Guruvappa became a Christian, did not yield a copy of his baptismal record. Nevertheless, there are numerous reports, both from Guruvappa’s own family
and from French observers, that this conversion took place on Sunday October 8, 1720. The directors of the MEP seminary baptized Guruvappa in the
chapel of the Palais Royal. A nineteenth-century account claimed that the
regent, Philippe d’Orléans, served as the godfather, and the godmother was
the regent’s sister, Elisabeth Charlotte.32 Guruvappa was given a new name,
one that traveled with him back to India: a 1724 registrar record from Pondichéry refers to him as “sieur Charles Philippe Louis Gourouapa.”33
In Paris, a royal decree made in favor of Guruvappa restored his father’s
fortune and officially cleared Nayiniyappa’s name of any implication of
wrongdoing. The declaration, signed by the king in September 1720, decreed
that Hébert’s judgments against Nayiniyappa, Tiruvangadan, and Ramanada
were overturned, the sums seized from them were to be returned, and the
men’s reputations would be rehabilitated. Hébert was ordered to pay them
damages.34 The fact that Guruvappa was present in Paris when this decision
was made proved crucial, since he was able to press forward his efforts to
actually collect the damages from Hébert and to be paid in gold or silver
instead of with bank notes.35
Guruvappa stayed in Paris for a little while longer after the decision was
made. His conversion was but the first of his Parisian transformations. The
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second, performed by lettres patentes of February 28, 1721, made him a chevalier, a knight of the French order of Saint Michel. The order, founded in
1469, was initially a most prestigious honor, but its status had changed by the
eighteenth century. Bankers, artists, members of the bourgeoisie who had
performed some important service, and most pertinently, visiting foreigners regularly received this honor. Guruvappa would have cut a striking and
unfamiliar figure—a young Indian knight—and a nineteenth-century French
account refers to him as a man well known in regency Paris.36
Back in Pondichéry, Guruvappa must have regaled his family with stories
of his adventures in Paris, and the Pillai family memoir, written late in the
eighteenth century, fondly recalled how Guruvappa was “covered in honor”
during his stay in France.37 When Ananda Ranga Pillai received a report of
France provided by a Frenchman, he noted that this man’s “descriptions tallied with what we had heard before from other European gentlemen, and
from Chevalier Guruva Pillai.”38 Guruvappa’s travels, and the stories he told
upon his return home, clearly remained a family benchmark of authority for
all things French.
There are other indications that Guruvappa’s travels to France made a
lasting impression on his relatives. In 1757, when Ananda Ranga Pillai was
involved in a dispute with a senior official of the company in India, Georges
Duval de Leyreit, he wrote to complain to the current générale de la nation, the
official’s superior. After detailing a litany of complaints, Ananda Ranga Pillai
concluded by saying that if the matter could not be resolved promptly in India,
he wanted permission to travel to France as soon as possible and plead his case
there.39 He mentioned Nayiniyappa’s arrest, saying, “His son, Gourouvapapoullé, went to France to throw himself at the feet of Monseigneur the Duc
d’Orléans, Regent of the Kingdom.” The exoneration of Nayiniyappa and the
honor bestowed on the knighted Guruvappa, continued Ananda Ranga Pillai,
were matters of global renown: “All of France and all of India are familiar with
this example of justice rendered unto an Indian.”40
Crossing the ocean back to India, successful in his mission of restoring
his father’s fortune, the Chevalier Charles Louis Philippe Guruvappa was
appointed Pondichéry’s chief broker. Yet Guruvappa’s status now posed a
categorical conundrum: Indian or French? Pagan or Christian? Intermediary
or noble? The archive reflects that these questions confounded Frenchmen
in the colony for the remaining two years of Guruvappa’s brief life (he died
of dropsy in 1724). The fact of his ennoblement would have been a delicate
matter, since it is likely that the only other knight in the colony was the
governor—now Guruvappa’s employer.41
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Guruvappa’s confessional status was also confusing to French observers.
According to the agreement made between the Jesuits and the Capuchins in
Pondichéry, the Jesuits ministered to the Malabar Christian population, while
the Capuchins were in charge of the parish for Europeans. Guruvappa was,
without a doubt, a Malabar convert. Yet he was also a knight of the order of
St. Michel and as such was designated a member of the Capuchin parish.42
Further, Nayiniyappa’s persecution by the Jesuits presumably would have
made his son loath to submit to their religious authority, and his new liminal
status as a French knight made this possible. Guruvappa no longer fit neatly
into preexisting categories that attempted to draw clear distinctions between
colonists and Indians.
How enduring was Guruvappa’s conversion to Christianity? His widow
described herself as a practicing Christian in 1726; an observer described his
descendants in the nineteenth century as faithful Christians.43 Guruvappa was
buried as a Christian, according to the record of the Pondichéry état-civil,
tended by the Capuchin missionaries, which reads, “Today, August 13 1724,
I buried in . . . our cemetery of Saint-Lazare . . . the chevalier Gourapa, who
died between midnight and eight in the morning,” having celebrated the rites
of Easter.44 The Capuchin Père Esprit de Tours signed his certificate of death.45
But some signs indicate that Guruvappa may have emulated his Hindu
father’s adoption of the Catholic rosaries as a suitable gift for the poor while
maintaining his local religious practice. His comportment discomfited French
missionaries. “Upon his return to Pondichéry, Gourouappa persisted in the
exterior profession of Christianity,” wrote a later missionary historian, “but
in his conduct, he unfortunately gave unequivocal signs of insincere faith.”46
An MEP missionary stated that Guruvappa “hardly exercised his [Christian]
religion,” yet nevertheless he “lived in the European manner” (il vivait à
l’européenne).47 Guruvappa’s trip to Paris perhaps did not bring about any radical change in his religious practice, but it did clearly make a lasting impression
on his habitus.
Guruvappa posed a semiotic problem after his trip to France: he projected
a confusing series of signs. With his Christian name, European clothes, and
stories of his triumphant trip to the center of French power, he should have
been a shining example of the benefits of Christian conversion. Yet the message he gave potential converts was mixed at best. Much like Nayiniyappa’s
distribution of rosaries, Guruvappa’s postconversion behavior is an example
of the shaky dichotomy the missionaries tried to enforce between real and
fake conversion. Instead of serving as a model Christian, Guruvappa added
Christianity to his arsenal of religious practices, comfortably accommodating
both the old and the new.
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Guruvappa’s journey to Paris, his success there, and his subsequent elevation to the post of Pondichéry’s chief broker illustrate both the opportunities
of intermediaries to travel among the outposts of empire and the benefits
that could be accrued by such travel. With the support of French and British
accomplices, Guruvappa managed to make his way to France, while his rival
Governor Hébert was trapped in Pondichéry, his letters trailing Guruvappa in
both speed and efficacy. Once in France, Guruvappa maintained his “exotic”
appeal while simultaneously embracing norms that would have made him
better accepted there. Returning to the colony, he kept the habits—in both
senses of the word—that suited him and shed those that did not. He returned
to Pondichéry a force to be reckoned with, displacing the current chief broker, Pedro.
Significantly, in 1724 when the Catholic Pedro himself was reappointed
to the post of chief broker after Guruvappa’s unexpected death, the council referenced his mobility. They highlighted Pedro’s maritime experience:
“S. Gourouapa having died last September of dropsy, we named as courtier in his place Pedro, who already was [courtier in the past],” reported the
Pondichéry council. “He is wise and we were pleased with his conduct in the
voyage he made to Manila on the Soucourama in the capacity of captain and
supercargo.”48 Pedro’s sea voyage would have endowed him with desired
commercial skills, but it also would have enabled him to forge personal connections in the important port of Manila.49 Thus even Pedro, whose claim
to authority largely rested on the support of the Jesuits in Pondichéry, still
needed to demonstrate that he was able to reach beyond the confines of the
colony.
The highest-ranking brokers—such as Nayiniyappa, Guruvappa, Pedro,
and Ananda Ranga Pillai—all traveled in the region and beyond, thereby
acquiring the connections and experience that rendered them effective
brokers. But go-betweens at more humble stations were similarly mobile.
A man named Arlanden, who served in Pondichéry as the valet and broker
of a French trader called Judde, serves as a telling example of how brokers
were both able and required to move about as part of their duties. Judde and
Arlanden were both implicated in a slave-trafficking case, which was brought
before the Pondichéry council in 1743.50 In the course of investigations, which
resulted in the release of most of the captives, it was revealed that Arlanden
had traveled extensively throughout the Tamil region, abducting and ensnaring potential slaves through a network of local associates. The place origins
of the enslaved men and women held by Judde revealed Arlanden’s itinerary,
for he captured slaves for his French employer in Tranquebar, Karikal, and
especially Arcot.
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Commercial brokers had to establish both local and regional lines of credit
and reputation so as to draw on a wide array of commodities and ports. But
travel—and its mutually constitutive counterpart, situatedness—was also a
central practice for the other kind of go-between examined here, the catechists.

Manuel’s Travels: Catechists at the
Frontiers of Catholicism
Guruvappa’s travels to France were unusual but not unique.51 Like Guruvappa, the interpreter Manuel was a professional go-between whose father
was also a go-between. Before he served as the chief interpreter in the investigations against Nayiniyappa, Manuel traveled to France with one of the
Jesuits. While the archives never refer to him as a catechist, his father, Moutiappa, was the head catechist to the Jesuits in Pondichéry, and this was often
a hereditary position, in Pondichéry and elsewhere in South Asia. Second, a
Jesuit manuscript that relates the founding of a mission in the Tamil region
mentions that two catechists were sent to pave the way for the Jesuits’ arrival;
in an unusual departure from most Jesuit writings, the catechists are mentioned by name, and one of them is referred to as Gigane—possibly Manuel
Geganis.52
Two documents related to the Nayiniyappa Affair reference Manuel’s
travel to France. One of the appeals put forward by Nayiniyappa’s sons mentions that “the interpreter was a servant of the Jesuits, son of their catechist,
and was once a valet to one of the Fathers in France, returned to India with
Hébert in 1715.”53 Another appeal, presented by Ramanada, Nayiniyappa’s
business associate, contains a note in the margins that offers more intriguing
detail: “The son of the catechist is a Christian Malabar, whom Father Petit
took to France as his valet in 1705, and whom he presented in that kingdom
as a man of quality in the Indies; he returned with M. Hébert in 1715. Since he
spent almost ten years among the French, it is not surprising that this valet,
who has aptitude and who is entirely devoted to the Society [of Jesus], speaks
French as well as he does, having been taught [by the Jesuits].”54
Why did Father Petit take Manuel with him to France and keep him by his
side for a decade? Surely, servants could be found in France, but were there
services that only Manuel could provide, or a special connection between the
two men?55 Ramanada’s reference to Manuel’s being presented as a “man of
quality in the Indies” offers a possible explanation: a converted Indian, one
of supposed high social rank and fluent in French to boot, would have been
an important fund-raising tool for Jesuits. Such a man could have served as a
living, breathing indication of their success in India. By presenting Manuel as
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a man of quality, the Jesuits might have been attempting to disguise the reality of the intersection of class and confession in India, a reality in which Christian converts were much more likely to be poor and of the lower castes.
Having spent a decade in France bestowed special status on Manuel, who
was one of the few residents in the colony who could speak both French and
Tamil fluently. Being intimately familiar with the daily details of life in France
would have been another uncommon attribute and one that would explain
how Manuel came to fill a position of prominence in what were at times rival
institutions: the French trading company and the Jesuit mission. His unusual
position as an intimate of the Jesuits and an employee of the company allowed
vicarious entry into the interrogation room to both the Jesuits and the local
Christian community of which he was a member.
While Manuel was unusual in having spent so much time in France, all
catechists traveled in the course of their duties.56 Since only a handful of missionaries were responsible for a vast expanse of land surrounding Pondichéry,
reliance on catechists was complete. According to Father Martin, the Jesuit
missionaries each employed “eight, ten and sometimes a dozen Catechists,
all wise men and perfectly instructed in the mysteries of our sainted religion.
These Catechists precede the Fathers by several days, and predispose the people to accept the sacraments. This greatly facilitates the ministrations of the
missionaries.”57 He described the Jesuit superior Jean-Venant Bouchet departing each destination after a few days, while the catechists would linger for a
good deal longer.
The missionaries who attempted to lure Indians into the fold of Christianity faced a problem: they had no spiritual reputation. They were nothing
more than foreigners, and the salvation they promised was as questionable as
the credit of their commercial counterparts. Jesuits were endlessly concerned
with their low status in India, bestowed on them as Europeans, or Paranguis.
The difficulties that the Jesuits encountered as Paranguis would have been
familiar. The global Jesuit project was in fact premised on overcoming the
hardships of being a foreigner, with the ultimate mark of success and God’s
favor being martyrdom at the hands of those who refused to accept Jesuits
into their world. The fact that Jesuits did not limit themselves to missions
protected by European colonial powers (for example, their ambitious mission
in China) made violent attacks or indifferent dismissal all the more likely.
Although the Jesuits often paid tribute to the benefits their mission reaped
from the catechists’ position in their communities of origin, the letters they
wrote suggest they resented their dependence on catechists more than their
commercial counterparts resented their local brokers like Nayiniyappa.58
Discussing the difficulties newly converted Christians faced, the Jesuit father
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Martin wrote that the catechists were sometimes those who provided the
worst examples: “The catechists are often the first to scandalize the people
with the bad example they provide, or obstruct the missionaries in the exercise of their ministry, due to their stubbornness and opinionated nature; and
yet the missionaries dare not punish the catechists, for fear of bringing a cruel
persecution on the whole mission.”59 This passage described a power struggle
without a clear winner. Martin found the catechists headstrong and independent but had no way to control them. Their regional connections made them
potentially dangerous foes.
In a letter of December 10, 1718, the Jesuit father Le Gac created a revealing juxtaposition between two stories concerning catechists. The first story
presented a commendable catechist and the other, an errant one. The first
described a catechist who came to a village in order to instruct a group that
expressed interest in Christianity. Upon his arrival in the village, where he
was unknown, he was arrested as a spy.60 He was then presented before
the village head, and the catechist told him that the Sanyassi (meaning the
missionaries, described here with the Hindu term for ascetic) for whom he
worked enjoyed the protection of the governor. The catechist was nevertheless put in prison, but throughout the night he fearlessly read aloud Christian
texts.61 Two important Indian men from a neighboring village, who knew the
catechist, came and vouched for his innocence and virtue and obtained his
release.62 Le Gac approved of this catechist’s piety and fortitude.
The second story, presented a few pages later in the letter, concerned a
catechist who was summoned by a Hindu man with an interest in Christianity to instruct him in his village. But the catechist made various excuses and
delayed his arrival for a long period. Once he made the journey, he remained
in place a mere three days before returning to the mission. The catechist was
worried for his own safety, for it was known that in this village strangers were
often subject to severe punishments.63 Le Gac denounced the catechist who
refused to travel, blaming him for his timidity.64
Taken together, the two stories demonstrate that the Jesuits demanded
fearlessness from the catechists and a disregard for their safety. A catechist
who brought persecution on himself was presented in heroic terms, while
one who demonstrated warranted caution, for cruel treatment was often the
lot of imprisoned catechists, was denigrated as a coward. The first story also
reflected the missionaries’ powerlessness to protect the catechists; an intimate
network in which they were unable to participate, connections forged of
neighborhood and family ties, achieved their man’s release. The refusal of the
second catechist to travel to the village also illustrated the difficulty the missionaries encountered in their relations with the catechists and in the mission
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field in general. The catechist did not want to put himself in a situation where
he would be penalized for being a stranger in an unknown village. But for the
Jesuits, the experience and danger of being a stranger were inescapable anywhere in India. The missionary’s anger at the timid catechist might have been
sharpened by his realization that he had given up the privilege of belonging
by coming to India.
Father Tachard admitted that his knowledge of Indian religious practice
originated with reports given to him by the missionary Father Bouchet (the
future Jesuit superior and adversary of Nayiniyappa). Father Bouchet, in turn,
relied heavily on local catechists, employing as many as a dozen at on time.
Father Tachard conceded that residence in India and even travel throughout
India had done little to improve his knowledge of the place: “Even though
I lived for several years in Pondichéry on the Coromandel coast, in Balassor
in Orissa and Ougouli [Hugli] in the kingdom of Bengal and in Surat, where
religion and mores are almost the same, and I had several discussions with
infidels about their religion,” he admitted that he did not consider himself an
expert on the topic. “I can honestly declare that I have gained very little solid
and certain enlightenment. Because the gentiles [Hindus] who live along the
coasts, where Europeans live, hide from us and disavow as much as they can
their fables and superstitions.”65
Jesuit attitudes toward the travels of catechists oscillated between two
poles: reliance and resentment. Scarcity of missionaries, the vastness of
the mission field, and the unlikelihood that Jesuits would be welcome and
respected visitors all made it a mission imperative that catechists travel on
behalf of missionaries. Yet the ability of catechists to insinuate themselves
into communities of potential converts meant that they took an outsized role
in the life and direction of the mission, becoming stand-ins for the missionaries and thereby rendering the missionaries dispensable. For catechists, the
opportunity to travel away from Pondichéry, an enclave of tenuous European
authority, offered a chance to exercise these powers. In Pondichéry, it must
have been clearer that the Jesuits were in charge and the catechists were their
employees. But what of a place like a new mission in the hinterland, where
the Jesuits admitted they had to hide in order to further their own cause?
There the distribution of authority between Jesuits and catechists was even
less clear-cut than in the colony.
The creation of new Jesuit missions proved to be more successful if catechists rather than missionaries established them. A manuscript account by
Father Bouchet recounted the history of the founding of the Tarcolam mission, showing how such projects could simultaneously depend on the mobility of catechists and be a local, community-led effort.66 The mission was the
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initiative of a young Indian man, Ajarapen, who converted to Christianity
and then convinced the French Jesuit Father Mauduit to start a mission in his
hometown of Tarcolam. Ajarapen’s story itself revolves around the oscillating forces of mobility and stability, as Father Bouchet wrote: “Eight or nine
years ago a young boy born in the town of Tarcolam left his parents and traveled to several places in these parts. . . . During his voyages to the coasts he
was baptized and resolved himself to return to his land to see if his relatives,
who were all idolaters, were still alive.”67 The coast here figured as a transformative and liminal space: a young boy goes to the water’s edge, immerses
himself in the new practices borne over the seas, and then carries droplets of
the coast back with him to his place of birth. Yet this watery transformation
adhered more easily to the bodies of converts and, later, catechists—not missionaries, who were not effective carriers for this immersive change.
Although Ajarapen was not explicitly labeled a catechist in the text, he was
described as working as an assistant to Father Mauduit, presumably in Pondichéry, where Mauduit was stationed. When Father Bouchet, the Jesuit superior, arrived in the village, it was only after Ajarapen had prepared the ground
for a visit by Father Mauduit and several catechists had already been sent to
the village.68 Ajarapen’s work was especially successful: when he told his family stories about his guru, a relative offered to donate a plot of land on which
the Jesuit mission could be built. When village opinion coalesced against the
decision to build a mission, the village elders emphasized the fact that the missionaries were strangers (gens inconnus) rather than raising any religious objections.69 Father Bouchet believed the potential donor was reconsidering his gift
because it had been revealed the missionaries were Paranguis, and this was
their undoing: “Experience has already taught me several times that our missionaries were always well received before there was any suspicion that they
were Europeans, but as soon as they were recognized [as Europeans], they
were shamefully chased away, or they were treated with scorn,” lamented
the Jesuit. Bouchet believed it was Indian traders who had themselves spent
time on the coast who recognized the missionaries as Europeans.70 Knowledge acquired at the coast again proved pivotal. The Jesuits here remind us
that contact was not merely an occurrence of so-called colonial contact zones;
it also seeped deep inland.
Word traveled quickly, not only from the coast inland but also between
neighboring villages. This was what most concerned Jesuits about their possible failure in Tarcolam: it would severely compromise their chances in the
entire region and sully their reputation beyond repair. Ajarpen’s support
had given them a chance at Tarcolam, but word of mouth would also be
their downfall if everyone knew they were Europeans. As Bouchet admitted,
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“If we left here with infamy [attached to us], we would not easily find an occasion to return; word would spread to the surrounding tribes.”71 Ultimately
the Jesuits were given the land for their mission at Tarcolam as a result of
Ajarapen’s efforts.72
French actors encountered significant difficulties when they tried to move
through the Indian landscape and relied on the mobility available to intermediaries. Go-betweens deployed their mobility to enhance their status as professional go-betweens in the French colony, such that mobility both depended
on and enhanced their stability in the region. Traders and missionaries alike
experienced this dependence on mobile local employees. But as in the realms
of kinship and language, mobility was another arena in which French agents
of commerce and religion approached similar issues differently. Traders, such
as the Frenchman Georges Roques in Surat, might have grumbled about their
reliance on commercial brokers: “Whatever reputation or credit you might
possess, nobody will deal with you unless you have a private broker. This is
the custom of the country. You have to follow it. . . . Hence, let us choose one
and then close our eyes!”73 But like Roques, traders generally accepted this as
the cost of doing business. Missionaries on the other hand, and specifically
the ambitious Jesuits, attempted to shift the social reality that made catechists
crucial to their efforts and were therefore much more ambivalent about their
dependence on catechists to move in their stead.
The prism of the Nayiniyappa Affair spotlights the issue of colonial mobility. Nayiniyappa’s position as a node for information that traveled through
the town and across the region made him both a valuable asset to the company and a threat to traders and missionaries alike. After Nayiniyappa’s death,
the unfolding of the affair occurred over space as well as time. His eldest
son traveled from India to Europe, successfully reversing the more common
itinerary that originated in the metropole and concluded in the colony. Once
in France, Guruvappa made ample use of a French and global network of
supporters that facilitated his movement up the social ladder, capping his trip
with a French knighthood. But as his actions upon his return to India demonstrate, this is no simple story of assimilation. Guruvappa adopted some of
the habits he picked up in France and discarded others, with no harm to his
position in the colony.
From the other side of the Nayiniyappa Affair, Manuel’s travels to France
exhibit the special nimbleness intermediaries like Manuel and Guruvappa
could exhibit, drawing on linguistic and cultural expertise to traverse the internal French boundaries that separated the missionary and commercial projects. Taken together, the movements of these two men between India and
France, alongside the travels of other commercial and religious intermediaries
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across the Indian Ocean region and within India, demonstrate that the travels
performed by intermediaries enabled them to acquire and sustain the special
skills and abilities French colons and missionaries valued so highly.
French traders and missionaries in India both undertook projects that
required them to be mobile if commerce and conversion were to succeed.
But there was a significant gap between this articulated vision of imperial
mobility and the realities of their limited ability to move through colonial
space. Lacking reputation, credit, local ties, or moral authority, they often
found it difficult to venture beyond Pondichéry or to transform Pondichéry
into the busy and Christian hub they envisioned. Professional intermediaries filled this gap between ambition and reality, traveling on behalf of their
employers, inserting Pondichéry into preexisting Indian Ocean networks, and
using the connections and skills accrued in the course of travel to bolster their
position as stable figures of authority in the colonial landscape. Pondichéry’s
intermediaries enjoyed uncommon opportunities to journey between outposts of empire, and in the course of this crisscrossing they constituted the
empire as a connected entity, a well-traversed map of overlaid European and
Indian itineraries.

Ch ap ter 6

Archiving the Affair

In the course of the Nayiniyappa Affair, one of
the charges leveled at Governor Hébert concerned the destruction of Nayiniyappa’s personal archive. “Never was there a Malabar,” wrote Nayiniyappa’s
sons in one of their appeals, “who had his affairs in better order.”1 When Nayiniyappa was first arrested in 1716, Hébert seized all his papers. This extensive
personal archive and other documents, all written in Tamil on palm leaves
(Tamil: olai, or olles in the French rendition), were kept in Pondichéry’s fort on
the town’s waterfront. The dampness in the air, claimed the sons, spoiled the
palm leaves, rendering them illegible. Nayiniyappa’s sons vividly described
the transformation from the legibility that bestows credibility and authority
to the useless illegibility of the ruined archive: “Today [these documents] are
in a horrible state, all eaten up, desiccated, broken, resembling litter more
than account books.”2
There does not exist, in France or in India, a formally constituted and
indexed archival collection devoted to the Nayiniyappa Affair. But the principal actors most affected by the affair actively tried to create and preserve such
an archive. The two central characters—Nayiniyappa and Governor Hébert—
both explicitly described the destruction of their archival efforts as part of the
punishment inflicted upon them as the affair unfolded. Nayiniyappa was the
hero and victim in the archive he created; Hébert was the hero and victim in
his own archive. Their respective accounts suggest much was lost. Yet their
143
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narrative efforts were so ambitious, coherent, and passionate that the broadly
distributed archive that remains provides a more general story of Pondichéry
in the early eighteenth century. The yearly judicial and administrative records
of the Compagnie des Indes, as well as the archives of the Missions étrangères
des Paris, reveal that the Nayiniyappa Affair was a defining event of the period
1715–1724 for people on two continents. The affair is the throbbing center of
what Ann Stoler has termed “the pulse of the archive.”3
This chapter examines the making and unmaking of the archives of the
Nayiniyappa Affair and, more generally, the archiving practices of three central groups in the colony: Tamil intermediaries, French traders, and Catholic
missionaries. The colonial officials, missionaries, and native intermediaries
who created the documents that make up the archives of French India, and
more specifically the Nayiniyappa Affair, were keenly, desperately aware that
official documents were crucial in determining political struggles and future
reputations. Depositions, appeals and counterappeals, commercial records,
missionary missives, and even personal diaries—these were the weapons with
which the Nayiniyappa Affair was fought. As the affair wound to a close, its
participants were eager to preserve and shape the archive that attested to its
importance.
By “archive” I mean a collection of texts or artifacts that are collected
and carefully curated so as to enable making claims about the past. Historians and anthropologists alike have called for taking paperwork seriously.4
Some have suggested that there has been an “archival turn,” the reflexive
examination of archives and their conditions of knowledge.5 This chapter
will reveal that the collating of documents into archives was crucial to making claims about the injustice of the Nayiniyappa Affair for all the participants.6 Both Nayiniyappa and his allies, as well as their rivals, claimed that
archives were the bedrock of both truth and reputation. While we tend to
think of the creation and curation of archives as acts both institutional and
metropolitan, individuals in the colony, including both Governor Hébert
and Nayiniyappa, undertook intentional and often-successful historicizing
efforts in the colony.
The two kinds of documents most discussed in the course of the Nayiniyappa Affair were commercial records and diaries. Both function in the
archive as collections of documents of business transactions and daily events,
respectively. Historians focusing on archive creation have for the most part
examined documentary collections created by organizations rather than the
small-scale archiving efforts of individuals. Yet archive creation and sustained
concern about the possibilities for crafting historical narrative are not the sole
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purview of large and bureaucratic organizations. Small-scale, nonprofessional
archiving efforts have radical potential, since these unofficial archival repositories diverge from hegemonic organizing logics.7 In Pondichéry, local intermediaries, company traders, and Catholic missionaries all undertook explicit
efforts at archiving, and in the process tried to craft competing narratives of
their histories in South Asia.8

Traders and Their Archives
As with any governmental organization, the Compagnie des Indes’s offices in
both Paris and Pondichéry were the site of a relentless document-producing
bureaucratic operation. The Superior Council produced most of the documents
recording Pondichéry’s commercial, administrative, and judicial doings.9 The
trader-administrators in India maintained yearly logs of reports sent to Paris,
which contained exhaustive and meticulous descriptions of changes in personnel, new building projects, and discussions of the political situation surrounding Pondichéry. In Ananda Ranga Pillai’s diary, he often commented on the
constant effort in the council’s chambers to prepare missives to be sent back to
France. In an oft-repeated observation, he once noted, “The work of signing
the letters for France, and putting them into envelopes was going on apace.”10
Writing and governmental functions, here as elsewhere, were complementary processes. This, as Miles Ogborn has written, was a “world made on paper
as well as on land and sea.”11
The reports from India to France generally followed a prescribed format,
moving back and forth between the global and the particular: commerce
with Europe, commerce in India and its surroundings, matters pertaining to
Pondichéry, matters pertaining to the other French comptoirs in India, reports
on troops, reports on company employees, fortifications and building projects, and accounts relating to the French colonies in the Indian Ocean, Île de
France, and Île Bourbon.12
The archive also includes the directives of the Parisian directors about
management of the colony. Ships traveled between France and India according to a schedule determined by the monsoons, which meant the Superior
Council in Pondichéry could write and send its reports between September
and January, and the directors in Paris could respond between October and
February. The trip between India and France took six to eight months, and
stops along the way might mean letters would arrive a year or more after the
time of writing.13 This delayed communication afforded the administrators in
India a large measure of independence: on multiple occasions they wrote the
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Parisian directors to say that their orders had arrived too late and decisions
contrary to their wishes had been carried out.14 Geographical space, not only
language barriers, could make miscomprehension possible.15
In their response to Nayiniyappa’s arrest and punishment, the directors
argued that they needed access to the documentary archive compiled in India
if they were to make informed decisions. For example, when the association
of traders from St. Malo complained in 1717 about Hébert’s performance
and the treatment of Nayiniyappa, the directors wrote that “the company
responded to [this complaint], but in a manner very different than it could
have done if it had been better instructed and if it had had here a copy of
the charges and interrogations of the whole trial.”16 They demanded that
the council ship the entire documentary record to France by the first ship
departing Pondichéry, “other than the one which will carry M. Hébert” and
threatened that their judgment of misconduct could have dire consequences
for the errant party.17 The inclusion by the directors of the specification that
the full archive should not be on the same ship as Hébert suggests they were
suspicious of Hébert. This suspicion was of a piece with the directors’ decision
to recall Hébert back to France. Most likely they did not expect the archive
would be wholly reliable. The directors also noted that when the merchants
of St. Malo sent their request calling for Nayiniyappa’s release and Hébert’s
dismissal, the Malouins supported their complaint with “various letters and
certificates.”18
Written exchanges between the directors in Paris and members of the
Pondichéry Superior Council in India at times evinced significant tension,
often revolving around the problems of communicating at a distance and
uneven access to information. In 1726 the directors requested more information about rights of taxation given to Nayiniyappa’s daughter-in-law, known
in the French archive as the widow Guruvappa. They scolded their subordinates in India about their inadequate communication practices, writing, “The
company is not adequately informed by your letter.”19 The councillors’ reply
the next year was peevish: “We have had the honor of writing you everything
we know about this matter in our letter of January 23, 1723 and by that of
October 15, 1725.”20
Information about Nayiniyappa and his fate arrived in Paris from multiple directions. In addition to official correspondence with the French
employees in Pondichéry, various actors with knowledge of the affair registered their dissatisfaction with the directors of the Compagnie des Indes.
A veritable documentary parade arrived in Paris, penned by Frenchmen
in Pondichéry, including the trader Cuperly and the Missions étrangères
de Paris missionary Tessier, who all agreed, according to the company
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directors, that “the procedure was the most irregular ever undertaken in a
foreign language.”21
The company’s ability to make money and govern Pondichéry depended
on administrative, commercial, and judicial archives. Such commercial
archives also held meaning for their creators, as mercantile papers allowed
privileged formats for a mercantile society to articulate its understanding
of its own ambitions, agendas, and values.22 As a historian of a mercantile
archive connecting seventeenth-century Amsterdam and New Netherlands
has observed, such archiving efforts reflect a world in which “understandings
of reality and self-realization were largely worked out in account books, business correspondence, official reports, notarized papers, and records of local
judicial proceedings.”23 The collection, archiving, and rereading of mercantile
papers could be a form of self-fashioning.24

Missionaries and Administrative Archives
Missionaries in Pondichéry took an active role in the creation of the colony’s
official record. The Jesuit Father Turpin, who translated the testimonies of
witnesses against Nayiniyappa, was perhaps the most explicit example of such
involvement, but missionaries served as translators and creators of official
records at other times too. Catholic missionaries in the East were involved in
a massive project of producing knowledge of various kinds—linguistic, religious, ethnographic, and scientific. Efforts at producing documents attesting
to this knowledge were at the heart of missionary work, mostly as letters
written by missionaries and sent back to Europe but also in the large body of
published scholarly work penned by missionaries.25 The Jesuit missionaries
in India, following the dicta of the founder of the society, Ignatius of Loyola,
wrote frequent, detailed letters about their doings. They sent their letters to
their brethren and contacts in Europe, as well as to other Jesuits working in
the East. These missives were meant to be circulated and soon found a broad
European audience outside the order.
In addition to their letters and scholarly work, the Jesuits and other missionaries also participated in the making of administrative archives in French
India. An incident following the meeting of the Superior Council to discuss
the local unrest regarding religious freedoms in 1715—the same unrest that
Hébert would later accuse Nayiniyappa of fomenting—suggests both groups’
dedication to documentation. After the councillors discussed how they should
respond to the locals’ threat of abandoning the colony over religious restrictions, they presented the write-up of the discussion before the missionaries
whom they had consulted. The three Jesuits involved, led by the superior
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Father Bouchet, refused to sign this account, saying that it did not adequately
reflect the statements they had made before the council. Essentially they
argued that the translation of their statements, from the oral to the written,
was inadequate. The Jesuits submitted their own account, which the council
incorporated into its records. As at other points, the archive here was explicitly multivocal, reflecting opposing missionary and commercial agendas and
voices.
The Capuchin missionaries also fought with the colony’s administration about matters concerning the dissemination of official decrees. On
January 12, 1716, a Sunday, the Capuchin missionary Father Esprit read
aloud and published a text in the Malabar language (Tamil), which he said
had arrived from Rome, concerning the Malabar Rites, the Jesuit practice of allowing their converts to keep adhering to certain non-Catholic
practices. Two days later, the council gathered, and the procureur général
noted that “he didn’t know on which authority this publication had been
made, nor the contents of this document” and demanded that the Capuchins provide the council with the original text within twenty-four hours.26
The council ordered that “all [religious] Superiors of communities and all
other persons, no matter who they may be, may not in the future read,
publish and distribute any memos, bulls, mandates or any other writing of
any nature” without first receiving the approval of the council. The same
declaration prohibited all the king’s subjects from keeping such writings
in their houses without first receiving the council’s stamp of approval—
thereby staking a claim for controlling even archives privately constructed
and maintained.27
Once more, the approaches of the trader-administrators of the Compagnie
des Indes and Catholic missionaries followed markedly different routes. The
missionaries’ approach to communication, as in other realms, was much more
ambitious than that undertaken by the traders. The missionaries wanted to
crack the code of Indian social and spiritual structures, and the result was a
massive project of learning and data collection. The knowledge archive they
produced relied on their own linguistic immersion; they intended it for wide
distribution as a means to equip other missionaries who would follow them.
These archives were meant to be outward facing and open. The missionaries’
fund-raising texts took a different approach, highlighting the conversion of
thousands, the acceptance of missionaries by local rulers in their courts, and
children swarming the fathers in remote villages. It also glorified the martyrdom of dead missionaries slain by unwelcoming locals. The collection of
documents produced by the Compagnie des Indes was an inward-facing ledger book, and it often detailed more failures than successes. As an internal
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document, pitched to solicit more funds from the directors in Paris, it provided a litany of failed company efforts, insufficient funds, an intractable local
population, and unsatisfying employees.

Go-Betweens and Their Archives: The Diaries
of Tamil Intermediaries
A diary is “an archive that situates self in history.”28 The most ambitious
archival effort by a Tamil intermediary in Pondichéry is Ananda Ranga Pillai’s twelve-volume diary. The chief commercial go-between for the French
company in the period 1747 to 1761 and Nayiniyappa’s nephew, Ananda
Ranga Pillai started keeping a journal in 1736, when he was only twentyseven, and kept up the practice to his dying day.
The diary began with an explicit, reflexive statement on the task he
was undertaking, appended to the text before the very first entry of September 6, 1736: “I proceed to chronicle what I hear with my ears; what I see with
my eyes; the arrivals and departures of the ships; and whatsoever wonderful or novel takes place.”29 This preamble promised to rely on first-person
and tangible evidence, focus on Pondichéry as a commercial hub, and relay
marvelous events. The actual diary, with its gossipy critiques of rivals and
detailed descriptions of commercial transactions, does not quite live up to
that promise.
Ananda Ranga Pillai conceived of the diary as a complement to his work as
a professional broker. When the French company sent his brother to Madras as
its agent, Ananda Ranga Pillai advised him to start keeping his own daily diary
and provided him with materials for doing so.30 He treated his own diary as an
alternative archive to that of the company, at times translating company documents into Tamil just as the Company translated Tamil documents into French
for their own registers. For example, the diary includes a Tamil translation of
a letter from one French director to his Pondichéry-based cousin that does
not omit reports on the well-being of the man’s wife and children.31 Ananda
Ranga Pillai also used the diary as a depository for decisions that had little to do
with his own commercial interests but evinced a more general concern with
the history of Pondichéry. An entry in his diary in 1738 discusses the enmity
between Jesuits and Capuchins in the town and traces the conflict to a papal
bull of 1712. While not a Christian, Ananda Ranga Pillai was well versed in this
intra-Catholic religious conflict. The diary also includes his transcription of the
entirety of a decree about public offenders published by the French governor,
and the text of a decree about coins allowed for use in town.32 His copy of
a 1741 council decree regarding caste disputes in Pondichéry reproduced the
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signatures of the members of the council, in the order in which they appeared
in the original document.33 Such transcriptions are best understood as archive
making par excellence.
Most of the principals of the Nayiniyappa Affair had already died by the
time Ananda Ranga Pillai started writing his diary in the 1730s, including
Guruvappa, his cousin, and his father, Tiruvangadan. Yet in the diary, he continued to engage with the aftermath of the affair. The central conflict animating the first decade of the diary’s existence is the competition between the
diarist and his rival, the chief commercial broker Pedro Modeliar, who served
after Guruvappa’s death. The diary refers to him by his Tamil name, Kanakarâya Mudali. Dozens of entries mention Pedro/Kanakarâya’s commercial
and personal successes and failures. Throughout, the diarist organized many
events he described through a single question: Who emerged on top, he or
Kanakarâya?
The diary recounted this exchange about the inherited rivalry. A French
trader, M. Dulaurens, asked, “What has given rise to so much animosity
between Kanakarâya Mudali and you?” The response, also recorded: “You
may remember all the mischievous acts of which he, out of sheer jealousy,
was the author during the time of M. Hébert. In spite of my unremitting
efforts to act in accordance with his wishes, he still cherishes in his heart the
old ill-feeling.”34 The diary here acted as both testament and repository of ill
will tracing back a generation, the animosity cherished and kept alive like a
precious inheritance.
Even as Ananda Ranga Pillai lay dying, while the British were laying siege
to Pondichéry in 1761, his thoughts turned to his documentary output and
its meaning. He apparently asked an associate to complete the account, as
the last three entries in the decades-long effort record his illness in another’s
hand.35 The very final entry concluded with a description of the sick man
dictating a letter berating an uncooperative associate. The scribe wrote,
“[Ananda Ranga Pillai] told me to write such a peremptory letter and have it
dispatched. I wrote one and brought it to him for his signature. He got up and
sat, ordered the two doors to be opened, and putting on his glasses, signed it,
adding, ‘This must be considered my last letter.’ ”36
This commitment to the creation of personal archives moved down the
generations, beyond Nayiniyappa, his son Guruvappa, and Ananda Ranga
Pillai. The man who likely wrote the final entries in Ananda Ranga Pillai’s
diary, a relative, kept his own daily journal for nearly a decade, also while
serving as a commercial broker.37 Other members of this clan of intermediaries continued these efforts. All told, Tamil diarists of Nayiniyappa’s
lineage who were involved with the Compagnie des Indes in Pondichéry
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created in their diaries a record of French India that extended past the days
of the French Revolution.38
Late in the eighteenth century a member of the Pillai family also authored
a little-known French-language text attesting to the family’s influence and
power.39 He was Tiruvangadan’s grandson and Ananda Ranga Pillai’s nephew
and also named Tiruvangadan. The document bears no date but likely was
written after March 1791—the date the author was named courtier and chef
des malabars in the colony, the title by which he refers to himself in the text.40
The history describes the “services he and his ancestors provided to the establishment of Pondichéry.”41 This manuscript history was left in Pondichéry’s
archives when the majority of French records were moved from India to
France following India’s independence.
This Tiruvangadan Pillai’s late eighteenth-century historical account is
revisionist in significant ways. It tried to position the arrival of the author’s
grandfather, Tiruvangadan, as the beginning of prosperity for the French
holding. “This city was only a small village at the time, properly speaking a
wood full of palms and bad trees, lacking any kind of workers and peopled
only by petty merchants, most of whom were shopkeepers,” Tiruvangadan
wrote of the period when his grandfather Tiruvangadan was a young man
in Madras.42 He credited Nayiniyappa—his own great-uncle—and his grandfather Tiruvangadan with charting a new course for the colony; they did so
by writing to their broadly distributed regional network of acquaintances,
business partners, and skilled artisans, inviting them to the colony, and so
improving it.43
The memoir described Guruvappa’s successful trip to Paris, saying,
“All of France knew about the harsh decision made by the conseil d’état about
Governor Hébert’s [mistreatment of Nayiniyappa].”44 It named the French
governors that succeeded one another through subsequent decades, framing French governance in relation to its reliance on the services provided by
local brokers. The memoir also described battles between regional rivals and
agreements made with local leaders from the point of view of the company’s successive generations of chief commercial brokers. In short, it provides
an alternative archival account to the one provided by sources produced by
French officials or missionaries.

The Destruction of Nayiniyappa’s Archive
Even after Nayiniyappa was exonerated, his heirs did not drop the matter
of the destruction of his archive and brought it up again and again. “Hébert
had our olles, registers, and correspondence destroyed, so that the theft of
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our father’s goods could not be discovered,” they complained.45 On another
occasion they named Hébert, his son, and the governor’s secretary as all complicit in this act: “The Héberts and Le Roux their secretary, after pillaging
our home, destroyed the olles, registers, and accounts books of our father,
such that no information can be extracted from them.”46 In a separate letter the sons explicitly called the destruction of this archive an attack against
multiple generations: “The Héberts, so as not to allow Nayiniyappa and his
descendants a remedy against their injustice, took all his olles and registers
and put them in a place so humid that they perished entirely, and it is impossible to know anything from them.” In their own account, the destruction
of the archive was one of the worst crimes perpetrated against their family. “This is one of the chief complaints that the supplicants have presented
before the commissioners named by the council for a revision of the trial,
and which will without doubt be proven true by the report of these same
commissioners.”47 The French advocate La Morandière concurred that the
Héberts had destroyed Nayiniyappa’s palm leaf documents as an intentional
and malicious act, meant to hide exactly how much of Nayiniyappa’s goods
the Héberts had managed to confiscate.48
Governor Hébert had seized the ledgers from Nayiniyappa’s home on the
grounds that they proved financial malfeasance on the broker’s part. The ledgers, he argued, justified both the confiscation of Nayiniyappa’s goods and
the demand that the broker should reimburse the company with thousands
of pagodas, as his sentence decreed. At the same time as he described the
documents as a central piece of evidence against the broker, the sons charged,
Hébert claimed they were unnecessary for actual examination. According to
Nayiniyappa’s sons, when the judges in the case were interrogated about their
involvement in the trial, they said they had asked Hébert how they should
decide what damages Nayiniyappa should be sentenced to pay the company. Hébert answered that he had determined the amount on the basis of
the translations he had made of the palm leaf and account books. When the
judges asked to see these account books, “Hébert fils said, ‘They are at the
Registrar’s office, that is enough.’ And Hébert said, ‘Let us move on, or we
will never finish.’ ”49
There is no way to determine whether the fragile olles disintegrated in
the humid heat by design or the simple incompetence of Frenchmen used to
paper. The loss had, to be sure, a pragmatic impact. The ledgers documenting
Nayiniyappa’s business dealings, the accounts owed and transactions paid,
would have made it far easier for his family to collect on debts and continue
doing business. Indeed, as late as 1725 French authorities referenced the seizure of Nayiniyappa’s papers as a complicating factor when trying to sort out
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some local business dealings.50 But the outrage over the destruction of an
archive was also more fraught and multivalent. The obliteration of the archive
tragically mirrored the annihilation of the man; like his archive, Nayiniyappa
himself was thrown into a holding cell in the waterfront fort. Removed from
his home and stripped of his ability to tell convincing tales through the denial
of Portuguese in his interrogations, he was ruined in much the same way his
documents were ruined—both were rendered mute and illegible. The archive
here served as a potent symbol of both the past-oriented careful accumulation
of accounts and connections and the future-oriented loss of opportunities. By
bemoaning the destruction of their family documents, Nayiniyappa’s sons
were also voicing regret for losing the archive as a foundation on which to
base their own telling of events and as source material for bolstering their
claims to power. For them, the archive served not as a “monument” of the
state and its power of ordering things and narratives but as a ruin and a relic
of their family’s position.51

The Destruction of Tiruvangadan’s Archives
Nayiniyappa’s associate and relative Tiruvangadan also complained of tampering with his personal business papers.52 Tiruvangadan had been recruited
to relocate from Madras to Pondichéry in 1715 as part of an ongoing French
effort to lure well-established local merchants to the colony. Before he
arrived in town, Nayiniyappa approached him and asked him to purchase a
promissory note in the sum of 1,022 pagodas, which Governor Hébert’s son
had given to a man in Madras, one M. Lapotre. The money would be a shortterm loan, as the governor’s son promised he would repay the money as
soon as Tiruvangadan arrived in Pondichéry. Tiruvangadan’s appeal claimed
that once he was in the French colony, the governor and his son greeted him
warmly and promised him that he would shortly be repaid for the promissory note.53 Thirteen days later he was arrested without being told the reason why, and as he wrote in his appeal, “All my accounts, promissory notes,
and all my personal effects” were taken.54 Hébert told Tiruvangadan that
Nayiniyappa had been taken prisoner, and Tiruvangadan was accused of hiding Nayiniyappa’s money—money the company was now claiming had been
embezzled. Tiruvangadan answered that his own record books as well as
Nayiniyappa’s would reveal that the chief broker actually owed him money
and not the other way around.55 But the record books of both men had been
seized in the process of their arrest, making such claims hard to prove.
Tiruvangadan was sent back to prison. After three months, he recounted,
the Christian broker who replaced Nayiniyappa, Pedro, visited him in his cell.
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“He asked me where the promissory note was which I had bought back from
M. Lapotre, saying that M. Hébert [fils] had sent him to find this out so that
he could repay me. I responded that I had it among my other papers in a
little armoire.”56 The council’s secretary then showed up at the imprisoned
Tiruvangadan’s house with a locksmith and ordered him to break the locked
armoire, at which point Tiruvangadan’s sister provided a key. The secretary
removed the promissory note—the same one that Tiruvangadan had bought
in Madras and for which the Héberts owed him 1,022 pagodas.57 The next
day French officials removed the remaining papers. Hébert summoned Tiruvangadan’s clerks from Madras with additional account books.
The council had a number of documents, including the promissory note,
translated into French.58 While this was going on, the councillors prevented
Tiruvangadan from communicating with his clerks to prevent them from
making changes based on his directions. Tiruvangadan wrote in his appeal
about the events that followed under Hébert’s orders: “The next day I was
taken to a house, and there were the catechist’s son [Manuel] and ten or twelve
clerks, who had with them Nainapa’s accounts. These clerks or scribes and
the catechist’s son examined these accounts carefully, balancing everything
over four or five days and asking me for clarification.”59 The clerks concluded
that Tiruvangadan had spoken accurately: Nayiniyappa owed him a small
sum, and he held none of Nayiniyappa’s money.
Tiruvangadan argued that Hébert had arrested him because he hoped
to avoid paying for the promissory note by proving that Tiruvangadan had
purchased the note with Nayiniyappa’s money. This would have made the
note the property of the company, according to the charges against the chief
broker. Hébert fils himself conducted the interrogation about the origins of
the funds used to buy his promissory note. Tiruvangadan suggested that the
general’s son clearly implied that providing the desired answers would lead
to his release. “Hebert fils asked, ‘Have you nothing more to say?’ I answered,
‘What more can I say?’ And having heard that he turned his back on me and
said, ‘You do not want to leave this prison,’ and had the corporal put me back
in the cell.”60
After several months in prison, Tiruvangadan was released and banished
from Pondichéry. At that point, his confiscated papers were returned to him—
except for the promissory note bearing Hébert fils’s name.61 Tiruvangadan
sent his sister to ask for the note and wrote Governor Hébert demanding its
return.62 A letter from Pedro informed him that the governor had read his letter and decided that his punishment for wrongdoing committed in Pondichéry
was a fine of 1,022 pagodas—conveniently, the exact sum that Hébert’s son
owed to Tiruvangadan.63 Tiruvangadan wrote again to the governor, only to
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again receive responses from Pedro the chief broker.64 Pedro’s third response
to Tiruvangadan concluded, “This is all that M. le Général told me to write
you.”65 Tiruvangadan’s appeal, sent to Paris in demand for recompense for
his losses, included the three letters Tiruvangadan wrote to Governor Hébert
and the three letters from Pedro he received in response as tangible evidence
of Hébert’s vexing silence. Much as he had insisted on using French instead
of Portuguese in Nayiniyappa’s interrogations, here the governor refused to
have direct communication with an individual he had frequently dealt with
directly in the past.
To instill the letters with greater evidentiary force, Tiruvangadan had their
veracity attested to by a French notary in Madras.66 The notary explained
that Tiruvangadan’s own letters had been translated from Portuguese into
French. He shed more light on the process of producing these texts by naming the man who had translated the letters into Portuguese from the original
Malabar (Tamil) in which Tiruvangadan had composed them.67 Both Tiruvangadan and the Tamil-Portuguese translator appeared in person before
the French notary to vouch for the documents. A large crowd of supporters attended this attestation, including two French Capuchin missionaries, in
another example of the involvement of missionaries in the minutiae of the
Nayiniyappa Affair.68
Tiruvangadan made extensive efforts to spread the message about the
wrong done to him, producing multiple versions of his complaints and sending them to the king, to the directors of the company, and to M. de Nyons,
a man formerly employed in Pondichéry who had returned to France. The
Indian merchant hoped this French ally would make sure his letters reached
as wide an audience as possible in the metropole.69 Given that several of
the appeals of Nayiniyappa, Tiruvangadan, and their associate Ramanada
were crafted while the men were still held in prison, both the production
and distribution of these documents posed special challenges.70 Yet the company directors ultimately awarded restitution to Tiruvangadan along with
Nayiniyappa’s heirs, ordering that Hébert pay him ten thousand pagodas in
damages. However, Tiruvangadan died in 1726 before the restitution was
paid out, and it benefited only his heirs.71 Guruvappa experienced the same
unfortunate circumstance.

The Destruction of Governor Hébert’s Archives
A man at the height of his power was thrown into prison, his personal
belongings confiscated, his allies turned into enemies. Nayiniyappa suffered
this fate—but so did Governor Hébert, twice: first, when he was removed
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from his position as governor of Pondichéry in 1713, and again when he was
arrested in 1718, as a result of Nayiniyappa’s posthumous exoneration. Governor Hébert and Nayiniyappa, over the evolution of the Nayiniyappa Affair,
more than once found themselves unlikely twins on a fateful seesaw that put
one on top as the other was down. So it was also in the matter of personal
archives.
Like Nayiniyappa and his allies, Hébert actively tried to create a documentary archive that would cast him—and not Nayiniyappa—in the role of both
hero and victim. Historians have largely turned a deaf ear to the clamoring of
Hébert’s paper trail, giving Nayiniyappa and his supporters greater credence.
Yet both men conceptualized a personal collection of documents as the bedrock for their true stories. Both carefully created and curated bodies of texts,
only to see destruction, seizure, or denial of documents render their efforts
ineffectual. Like Nayiniyappa’s sons’ statements after their father’s death,
Hébert’s statements reveal that the dismantling of archives and personal writing was a particular and painful punishment.
Hébert’s first fall from grace had happened three years before Nayiniyappa’s
arrest. Dulivier, following orders from secretary of the Marine, Comte de
Pontchartrain, and the general directors, replaced him as governor in October
1713.72 Hébert had failed to make significant money for the company, and
when Dulivier took over the position, he found a measly fourteen pagodas
in the company’s coffers.73 Hébert’s conflicts with the Jesuits, whose powerful allies in the French court would have been in a position to affect hiring
decisions in the colony, probably also influenced his ejection from the governor’s seat. Hébert found himself in what must have seemed an unbelievable
reversal. His experience uncannily prefigures and mirrors that of Nayiniyappa
three years later. Like the broker, Hébert found himself defending himself
before the very same institutional structures in which had had filled an important position. Hébert’s first removal from office in 1713 may have been even
more unlikely than Nayiniyappa’s own surprising fall from power, given that
the Superior Council questioned Hébert for malfeasance a mere few days
after he had been their president.
Dulivier demanded that Hébert provide his accounts to the council,
in accordance with orders he brought from Paris. Six days later, on October 13, 1713, the council opened an investigation. It noted Hébert’s refusal to
obey the order to provide his accounts and issued a summons.74 No tangible
outcome resulted. The company offered Hébert the much less important
position of governor of Île Bourbon. He refused and returned to France to
seek a better position.75 It was testament to Hébert’s political acumen that he
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returned to the colony in 1715, this time with an appointment as Governor
Dulivier’s superior, with the newly created title of “General of the Nation.”
The second time Hébert fell from grace, he would not have such a quick
recovery. On July 14, 1718, he and his son were signing their names to a standard deliberation of the council.76 The very next deliberation in the record,
dated August 19, 1718, notes the arrival of a ship from France, carrying orders
from the king to remove Hébert from his position as governor and president
of the council and replace him with La Prévostière as interim governor.77 The
following day the new governor read before the council a letter from the
company’s general directors regarding Hébert’s removal. It demanded
the seizure of all Hébert’s papers, furniture, personal effects, account registers, and books—and not only those kept by Hébert himself but anything
belonging to him that might be held in other hands.78
Perhaps worried that Hébert would make scarce either his papers or himself, the councillors immediately dispatched two of their members to Hébert’s
house with the seals of the company as tangible proof of their authority over
their former superior.79 In December of 1718 the council’s records noted that
Hébert had refused to comply with the seizure of his goods and that the company had accommodated him in this matter.80 At this time, the council members wrote, they had received new information regarding embezzlement by
Hébert and his son, including a claim that Hébert owed the company the
enormous sum of one hundred thousand livres.81 In the meantime, claimed
the council, in order to protect the interests of the company and of the multiple people who had brought complaints against the Héberts, father and son
must be held at the fort until the departure of the next ship to prevent an
escape or a spiriting away of their fortune.82
That Hébert and his son found themselves as prisoners at the fort—the
very same fort in which Nayiniyappa was held and where he died—must have
carried special resonance for both the former governor and the men who
had been his subordinates. The procureur général suggested that the Héberts
be sent to France as prisoners under the authority of the ship’s captain until
they could be transferred to the king’s officers immediately upon disembarkation in France.83 When the council signed this order on December 15, 1718,
Hébert completed his transformation from prosecutor to prisoner.
Hébert described his arrest: “On the 15th of December, as I was returning from mass, I was taken from my house, dragged through the streets of
Pondichéry, and taken by a troop of soldiers as if I were a scoundrel and a
villain, and confined in a small prison alongside my son.”84 As in Nayiniyappa’s
case, all his requests for an explanation for why he was being subjected to
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such “cruel and harsh treatment” were denied.85 His son also complained
that his requests for clarification were ignored. This complaint mirrors Tiruvangadan’s complaints regarding his three unanswered letters to Governor
Hébert. Hébert protested that he had sent two letters to Governor La Prévostière but received no response.86 The seizure of the personal papers would
also draw Hébert’s ire: he complained that they had been taken from him
precisely at the time that he most needed them in order to present a case in
his own defense.87
Once Nayiniyappa’s conviction was overturned in 1719, company records
positioned Hébert firmly in the role of culprit. An account penned by La
Morandière, the councillor and judge who became an advocate for Nayiniyappa and author of his later appeals, suggested he actively tried to redirect
blame in Hébert’s direction. La Morandière revealed in one of his letters
that when local Indians wanted to complain about their mistreatment, they
complained against Pedro, the Christian broker who replaced Nayiniyappa.
But La Morandière redirected these complaints from Pedro to the Héberts,
because—so he argued—everything that happened in town was done at the
instigation of Hébert, and Pedro was only his tool.88 He reassured the directors: “You have not at all been implicated, Messieurs, in these disturbing
affairs.”89 This depiction of Pedro as an agency-free tool is highly questionable, given his active campaign of collecting evidence against his rival, Nayiniyappa. The implication that attacks against Hébert served the additional
role of shielding the directors of the company in Paris from blame provides
a motive beyond La Morandière’s ongoing animosity for Hébert. Thus these
statements bolster Hébert’s claims of being targeted by his enemies.
Three days after the Pondichéry council overturned Nayiniyappa’s conviction and cleared the broker’s name, Hébert wrote a response, presenting
his own version of events. It was titled “A protest by me, the undersigned, formerly général de la nation française in the East Indies, and presently director of
the company, made against the violence and injustice committed against me
by Sieur de La Prévostière.”90 In it, Hébert described his removal from office
the prior year in the most dramatic terms. The previous August, he began,
a ship had arrived from St. Malo, carrying orders that he was to give up the
government of Pondichéry. The company then demanded the seizure of his
papers, echoing the efforts to seize his papers in 1713 when he was first dismissed from his post.91 Hébert wrote that he could not agree to such a shameful thing, and he put down his objections in writing, and there matters rested
for a while. He claimed he had “the best reasons in the world” to object to
the examination of his affairs by La Prévostière, since he had twice dismissed
La Prévostière from the company’s service, and “we had for quite some time
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lived in a state of open enmity.”92 He had decided “to let things run their
natural course. I quickly realized that I was the dupe of my own good heart.”93
Hébert referenced Nayiniyappa’s sons and allies when he wrote, “The Blacks
whom I had chased away from town as public pests returned triumphant,
protected by the governor and the government.”94 He accused the Indians’
advocate La Morandière of exacerbating the upheaval, saying that his enemy
“encouraged the Blacks to present the most insolent complaints against me,
of whom he himself was the author.”95
Once Hébert realized “but too late, that I was in the hands of my cruelest
enemies,” he understood it mattered little what arguments he made or what
information he provided, since nothing would deter his adversaries from
the plan to crush him.96 The similarity to Nayiniyappa’s claims is startling.
As Nayiniyappa argued that Hébert refused to hear him out and made him
voiceless, so did Hébert complain in a similar vein. “I waited with patience,
entirely resigned to the will of God, for the conclusion of such cruel persecution,” he wrote.97 In much the same terms Nayiniyappa described signing the
paper bearing his conviction “while lifting his eyes to the heavens asking for
justice.”98
Hébert recognized the parallel nature between Nayiniyappa’s predicament and his own subsequent woes when he thus raged against it: “[La Prévostière] covered my white hair with the worst infamy, he equated a French
name with that of the most odious [of men], the most unworthy who has
ever been known in all of India. Me, a white man and a Frenchman, with a
negro regarded in this country as a slave; me, a director of the company and
consequently one of the masters of this place, with a miserable servant; me, a
general of the nation, with a worthless black villain, an idolater.”99 However
much he fumed at being compared to Nayiniyappa, and highlighted in racial
and racist terms the differences between them, Hébert found himself making
the very same claims the broker and his allies had made when they tried to
overturn his conviction. For both men, the act of selecting a body of documents to prove their probity and innocence stood at the center of their respective calls for justice, and accusations about the destruction of these personal
archives were a recurring motif.
As the investigation shifted its shape over the course of 1718–1720 and
focused on Hébert as perpetrator instead of prosecutor, the disgraced governor made claims very similar to Nayiniyappa’s about the importance of his
stash of documents, as when he complained about the council’s attempt to
seize his papers. Hébert adamantly refused to hand over his papers, claiming
that the request was both damaging and shaming.100 Worse still, he claimed,
the seized papers were not properly inventoried.101 Thus the harm inflicted on
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his personal archive would be a permanent one. He acknowledged his former
subalterns had examined the information he provided in his defense, but, he
wrote, “all my arguments were ignored, all my requests were dismissed as
frivolous.”102 He realized none of the information he supplied would make
the slightest difference, nothing would stop his adversaries from “oppressing”
him.103 Nayiniyappa’s sons used highly similar language in their appeals. In an
instance of uncanny doubling and sonic reverberation, Hébert was repeating
the words of the sons, who wrote that the Jesuits had been “oppressing” their
father.104
La Morandière presented another view of the seizure of Hébert’s personal archive. In addition to being a judge who had condemned Nayiniyappa, a longtime enemy of Hébert, and an eventual defender of the
broker, La Morandière had been the company’s bookkeeper. He claimed
that Hébert had falsified the company’s account books. La Morandière also
accused Hébert’s son of hiding the company’s receipt book, thereby making
it impossible to determine how much money the company had on hand.105
He claimed, of his inquiries into the Héberts’ disreputable bookkeeping
practices, “All these inquiries, which I undertook in the course of my role
as your [the directors’] bookkeeper, brought upon me the wrath of Hébert
and his son. . . . They raged to a point I cannot express, and promised that
as soon as they arrived in France they would have me shamed and removed
from your service.”106 The bookkeeper La Morandière’s role in crafting the
appeals by Nayiniyappa and his associates helps explain their emphasis on
record keeping as a central means for effective claims making in the Nayiniyappa Affair.
Of all the papers that had been taken from him, Hébert was especially
indignant about the seizure of one document. “Among my papers was a
journal that I had kept, day by day,” wrote Hébert, in a moment of easyto-identify-with writerly vulnerability. “This [ journal] was a secret thing, it
might as well have been my confession. . . . No one had ever seen this journal, not even my son, and it should never have been revealed. Everyone
knows that such things are sacred.”107 In this journal, Hébert explained, he
had written with absolute honesty of his unfavorable opinions about his colleague La Prévostière and other members of the council, never guessing they
might read it. Hébert wrote of the incendiary contents—unfortunately not
preserved, “You will easily judge the effect that passages in my journal had
on the people concerned.”108 The publication of his diary’s content, Hébert
suggested, was a deliberate attempt to alienate people who might have
otherwise supported him. When the council convened to discuss Hébert’s
culpability in the Nayiniyappa Affair, three of the commissioners recused
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themselves under different pretexts—Hébert likely felt they might have
been allies if they had not read his diary.109
On the day of his departure from India, ignobly removed from the town
he had so recently ruled, Hébert made sure to deposit a copy of a written
appeal in the Pondichéry greffe (court clerk’s office), ensuring that a paper
trail proclaiming his innocence would remain in the colonial archive even
after he was gone.110 He made multiple copies of this document, sending
another version of it to Paris from Brittany, where he was held upon arrival
in France.
Throughout his ordeal, Hébert would emphasize the seizure of his papers
in Pondichéry. His writings pose a formulation of private archives as complex
and multifaceted creations: some documents must be made public, yet their
veracity is denied; others must remain private or be desecrated. In either case,
the writing is the measure of the man.

Distributed Authority, Distributed Archives
Most of the documents that made up the archives of the Compagnie des Indes
in Pondichéry were shipped from India to France in 1954.111 The company collections pertaining to India were then moved from the National Archives in
Paris to Aix-en-Provence, to the newly constituted Archives d’outre-mer—an
archive that was itself part of an explicit French effort to reckon with the colonial past. Documents, this reminds us, end up in archives through the intentions and machinations of people and institutions, and the archive is shaped
and made legible through political agendas.112
The distribution of the remnants and traces of the Nayiniyappa Affair
in archives in Aix-en-Provence, Nantes, Paris, and Pondichéry suggests the
global contours of the affair itself. This chapter has suggested that far-flung
archives serve as both semiotic referent and embodiment of the global ambition of the French imperial project. The actors most intimately involved in
the affair understood their personal documentary collections to be the bedrock of their authority and reputation.
In addition to the official and unofficial records produced by company
officials, missionaries, and the brokers they employed, the archive of French
India consists of daily records created in global settings, as ships crisscrossed
the ocean between France and India. Evidence of Nayiniyappa’s position in
the colony prior to his fall can therefore be found archived in unexpected
places. The journal with which this book began, written aboard a fleet of three
merchant ships that traveled between Brest and Pondichéry in the period
1712–1714, is such a place. The fleet of the Mercure, Vénus, and Jason had come
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to Pondichéry to fill the ships’ holds with Indian goods, mostly cloth woven
by local artisans.113 The majority of the journal was written at sea and thus
devoted to matters of wind and navigation. But when the merchant sailors
arrived in Pondichéry in 1714, they were impressed by the massive wedding
celebration hosted by Nayiniyappa in honor of his son.114 It is poignant to
think of this demonstration of power and family taking place so shortly before
Nayiniyappa’s lonely death in his prison cell. But it is also noteworthy that
this trace of Nayiniyappa’s family affair should appear in the record of a ship’s
journal currently held in a departmental archive in Nantes, penned by one
M. Robert, a man who had surely never before heard of Nayiniyappa or his
importance for the French project. Yet there Nayiniyappa is in the journal,
“a facteur of the Company, a Black gentile.”115 The ship’s scribe described the
wedding ceremony as being carried out “in the manner of the gentiles, and
with all possible magnificence,” and the writer breathlessly reported that
the wedding cost more than eight thousand pagodas.116 When the town’s
Christians—French and Tamil alike—married, Pondichéry’s civil records
recorded the fact in a brief entry. The record of a journey from Brest thus
provides the only source for the elaborate details of a marriage that appears
to have taken over the streets of Pondichéry, both “White Town” and “Black
Town,” for days on end, with the cannons in the fort booming in celebration.117 Both the global distribution of the archiving of this event and the
munificence it described—striking enough that a visitor newly arrived to the
colony would devote several pages of a ship’s journal to detail the wedding
celebrated by the colony’s broker—reveal Nayiniyappa as a man occupying
significant space in the colony’s early days and its historical record.
The Nayiniyappa Affair demonstrates that while archives are an instrument of power, access to the act of archiving is broadly available, at least
to actors with the literacy and social authority to produce records that have
probative value.118 The affair made visible the existence of a shared vision in
the colony of archives as a prerequisite for action, knowledge, and reputation. Just as the Nayiniyappa Affair had global reach and concerned issues of
shared and unexpectedly distributed authority, so its archives are also globally
constituted and in turn widely distributed. The distribution of the archives is
emblematic of the distribution of authority.

Epilogue

After Nayiniyappa’s son Guruvappa died in
1724, French officials in Pondichéry considered doing away entirely with the
post of chief commercial broker. The French governor at the time, Joseph
Beauvollier de Courchant, worried about appointing another powerful local
to the job: “Chevalier Guruvappa having died, and Tiruvangadan [Nayiniyappa’s brother-in-law] being the kind of man to take on too much authority
if we were to make him courtier, we announced to the Blacks that from now
on there will be no modeliar [chief broker].”1
But Beauvollier de Courchant encountered opposition from other highranking French officials in Pondichéry, who insisted that they simply could
not operate without an Indian courtier. The governor himself also came to the
realization that he could not govern the colony without the help of a Tamil
courtier. He needed a broker, he wrote in a letter to Paris, to warn him in
advance of all the rumblings and doings in the town.2 He ultimately selected
Pedro, the native Christian who had filled the post after Nayiniyappa’s arrest
in 1716 and before Guruvappa’s ascension in 1722. As he wrote, “We could
not choose anyone but Pedro, beloved by the Blacks, and who would never
take to himself more authority than that which we had given him.”3
The governor’s justification for ruling out Tiruvangadan—that he was
“the kind of man to take on too much authority”—and approving Pedro as
the kind of man who would do no such thing pointed to the central problem
163
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the French encountered when employing professional intermediaries. A broker could not succeed without authority. But how much authority was too
much? What actions or powers would tip the balance, changing an intermediary from a trusted helpmeet to a threat? No clear answer could be given.
Even the most valued intermediaries raised the specter of danger, as Nayiniyappa’s downfall reveals. But the aftermath of the Nayiniyappa scandal
reshaped Pondichéry in the 1720s, as the reluctance to appoint an intermediary intimates. French officials had reason for their reluctance to make another
Indian—especially one who had a knack for procuring power—a central actor
in the colony.
More than half a century after Nayiniyappa’s arrest, the issues that animated the Nayiniyappa Affair and its details still informed and motivated
French colonial policy. In 1776, exactly sixty years after Nayiniyappa’s arrest,
a letter signed by Louis XV provided instructions for the newly appointed governor of Pondichéry, Guillaume de Bellecombe. At the time, French officials
in the colony were fighting about the appointment of a new chief commercial
broker, with different factions in the colony making the case for different
local men. The king’s orders from Versailles settled the matter by decreeing
that one of Nayiniyappa’s descendants be appointed to the post. “His ancestors have always filled the position since 1715 [the actual date was 1708],
and one of them came to France and was decorated with the Order of St.
Michel for the important services he provided to the nation.”4 The new
appointee, the royal order hopefully continued, would surely prove to be
as devoted to the French as his illustrious ancestors were. The Nayiniyappa
Affair was unfinished business, as colonial and metropolitan French officials
continued to struggle over the best way to implement their rule in India while
relying on local intermediaries.
Distributed and delegated authority, I have argued, was the hallmark of the
early decades of French presence in India. The simultaneous codependence
and antagonism between the French projects of commerce and conversion
engendered a crisis of authority in Pondichéry. As a result of the inherently
partial, fractured, fragmented potential of early projects of expansion, colonial authority was widely and unexpectedly dispersed. That is, colonial power
and agency were, partly because of their mediated nature, distributed power
and agency. This allowed Tamil intermediaries employed by the French—
commercial brokers and religious interpreters—to rise to positions of prominence and power, much to the discomfort of their French employers. In
Pondichéry’s early days, sovereignty was bifurcated because of the clash
of religious and commercial agendas. The reliance on local intermediaries
was in part a result of this bifurcation; as missionaries and traders were in
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an ongoing and voluble state of conflict about the kind of rule they wished
to implement in India, both groups needed to rely on local go-betweens to
help them advance the agenda to which they subscribed. The reliance on gobetweens also entailed efforts to limit and circumscribe this very dependence.
Even as historians have shown that French absolutism was more propaganda than reality in Europe, they have failed to examine the limits of French
claims to power in the colonial context.5 The tensions between commerce
and conversion in Pondichéry were the site-specific example of a broader feature of early modern European empires, in which attempts to imagine or
present a unified vision of authority, one that enacted the agenda of the metropolitan state, encountered the friction of practice. In Pondichéry and in the
offices of the company in Paris, officials wanted to strengthen their authority
in the town—but this authority was not the same ideological construct as
hegemonic sovereignty, familiar from later colonial examples. In religious,
commercial, linguistic, and legal realms, French rule in India did not, as a general rule, demand a monogamous relation to the authority of the Compagnie
des Indes. For native residents of Pondichéry, political identity and allegiance
could be multiple, such that there was no need to consider themselves unambiguously and exclusively subjects of the French king. French deployment of
political, religious, and legal authority was a delicate balancing act.
At the time of Nayiniyappa’s arrest, France’s entangled imperial efforts
were straining at the seams, ridden with contradictory ideologies and methods of pursuing success. Trader-officials’ and missionaries’ visions of French
rule in India were not always compatible with one another, and interactions
with local professional intermediaries allowed and at times required the
articulation of incommensurate agendas. By revealing the repeated conflicts
among and between agents of the French state, the Compagnie des Indes,
and religious authorities, this book has shown how early imperial formations
could never fully achieve hegemonic authority, fracturing instead into factions and foes. These conflicts were articulated through and with colonial
intermediaries.
The intersection of interests of traders, missionaries, and go-betweens
prior to and following Nayiniyappa’s arrest demonstrates not only the constant and ongoing conflicts between colonizers and colonized—a widely
analyzed phenomenon—but also the less commented-upon tensions and
factionalism between various branches of the French overseas project. The
Nayiniyappa Affair therefore highlights the fact that in French India, the lines
between colonizer and colonized, patron and client, could not be quite so
sharply drawn. Nayiniyappa’s position as chef des malabars and chief commercial broker to the Compagnie des Indes allows a privileged view into the roles
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colonial intermediaries in Pondichéry filled. As a professional intermediary
par excellence, Nayiniyappa reflects the ways in which the intermediary position was Janus-faced, simultaneously facing home and away, toward past and
future, the familiar and the new. Different colonial agents held varying expectations of Nayiniyappa and intermediaries like him, and the global and sustained interest that the Nayiniyappa Affair generated was the result of French
ambivalence in both commercial and religious quarters about dependence on
such intermediaries.
The Nayiniyappa Affair was a pivotal event for French India in that contemporaries understood it as both momentous and transformative.6 Nayiniyappa’s arrest disrupted the established order and called into question the
practice of distributed authority. As an event, the affair was both revelatory of
social structures and transformative of these same structures. In the context
of colonial South Asia in the eighteenth century, in which European rule was
a shaky proposition at best, scandals and trials provided privileged opportunities for hashing out the meaning and shape of sovereignty in both its
Indian and its European guises.7 The Nayiniyappa controversy provided the
involved actors an opportunity to consider and argue for different visions of
France and its empire.
By the end of the affair, the colony was becoming a place in which colonial power exerted itself in more familiar forms—with a greater reliance on
French language and French (or at least Christian) personnel. In the mideighteenth century, and especially under the ambitious French governor
Dupleix, the nature of the French presence in India changed. This period
saw much more aggressive, military attempts to bring about French territorial expansion in the subcontinent.8 But in the first half of the eighteenth
century, the French in India were clients as much as patrons. This was true
in relation to Indian rulers, from regional courts and principalities all the way
up to the Mughals. But this was also the case in their relationships with their
local intermediaries, relations that were always symbiotic and reciprocal, in
which the balance of influence and reliance occasionally shifted, such that
the French could be patrons one day, clients the next. Working relations
between French administrators and the moneyed commercial brokers in
Pondichéry did not always allow for clear hierarchical distinctions, and affiliation with the French company and even with French missionaries did not
necessarily entail subordination. French trader-administrators, cognizant of
their profound dependence on local markets and patterns of familial obligation and patronage, largely refrained from attempts to restructure or displace
these patterns, as would become common in later colonial projects. The
French did seek to circumscribe the power and centrality of Tamil players in
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the governance of the colony in the second half of the eighteenth century.
But the transformation was never complete. When the Christian chief broker Pedro died in 1746, the French authorities replaced him with Ananda
Ranga Pillai, Nayiniyappa’s relative, who was not a Christian. The lure of
the services a well-connected local man could provide proved stronger than
the preference for a Christian.
In constructing an account of the colony from the details of the Nayiniyappa Affair, I have told an imperial history in a local register. The affair
might seem too minor a prism. These are, after all, the trials and tribulations of one man. Arlette Farge and Jacques Revel have suggested that
historians studying events that might appear at first glance too minor or
atypical should play with scale, simultaneously paying close attention to
the minutiae of the archive that “resist generalization and typology and
are perhaps ultimately incomprehensible,” as well as to the systemic and
structural frameworks in which such events take place and from which
they both derive meaning and imbue with new signification.9 The temporally concise framework of the Nayiniyappa Affair contains an elaborate,
expansive, and complicated webbing of affinities, commitments, animosities, rivalries, and ideologies of French traders, missionaries, and their
Tamil intermediaries. By describing the various assemblages and clusters
and the seemingly contradictory and disparate explanations for the conviction of Nayiniyappa and his exoneration, I have sought to provide a view
of the whole. The history of empire revealed through the affair shows that
accounts of the largest of large-scale processes, such as global networks of
commerce and conversion, can still make room for the human-sized experiences of loyalty, fear, vengeance, and love.
In the summer of 2008, a direct descendant of Ananda Ranga Pillai, and therefore an indirect descendant of Nayiniyappa himself, gave me a tour of his
property.10 Exactly three hundred years after Nayiniyappa was first appointed
to a position of prominence in Pondichéry, the carefully guarded yet darkened mansion serves as a potent reminder of the family’s former power and
the memorializing of that power by subsequent generations. A businessman,
Ananda Ranga Ravichandran lives with his family at the center of Pondichéry’s
“Tamil Town,” adjacent to the city’s central market, where Nayiniyappa was
flogged. His house is a simple, well-maintained structure, no different from
the others on the street. But a door leading from the kitchen opens into a
small backyard, and this opens a portal into a family’s glorious past. There
was an ancestral home, the now-dilapidated but still striking mansion that
Ananda Ranga Pillai built for his family in the 1730s (figure 4). Approaching the
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Figure 4. The sign, in Tamil, identifies the building as “Ananda Ranga Pillai’s mansion,” viewed
here from the central market of Puducherry, as the town is now called. Photograph by author.

house from the parallel street, I could readily see vestiges of the house’s former glory, though the clutter of the market street muted the effect.
When the British razed Pondichéry in 1761 as Ananda Ranga Ravichandran’s famous ancestor lay dying, few of the colony’s mansions survived. The
situation of Ananda Ranga Pillai’s house, farther from the coast’s so-called
White Town, saved it. The mansion’s architecture is a clear mix of Tamil and
French styles, with heavily carved wooden pillars in the Tamil style surrounding the ground floor’s main space and white columns supporting the second
floor veranda, in the French manner. When I asked to take a picture of a
golden statue of Ananda Ranga Pillai, Ravichandran proudly stood next to it,
his body as close as possible to the pedestal, head tilted toward his illustrious
ancestor (figure 5).
Behind the statue, on a back wall next to photographs of Ravichandran’s
parents, hangs an eighteenth-century portrait of Ananda Ranga Pillai, painted
by an unknown artist. A lavishly illustrated volume about the history of the
Compagnie des Indes includes a reproduction of the portrait, which is partially
discernible in figure 5.11 The caption in the volume notes the source merely
as a “private collection,” obscuring the spatial and familial specificity of the
portrait’s survival from the eighteenth century.

Figure 5. A statue of Ananda Ranga Pillai, chief broker to the Compagnie des Indes in the mideighteenth century and Nayiniyappa’s nephew. Standing next to him is his descendant Ananda
Ranga Ravichandran. Photograph by author.
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Although the mansion stands empty most of the time, it serves as a memorial of the influence members of Nayiniyappa’s family once wielded in the
colony. Pondichéry’s French Institute once held a conference devoted to
the diaries of Ananda Ranga Pillai in it, and the local government recently
recognized it as a heritage site. Ravichandran said he was hoping to receive
funds for the mansion’s restoration so that he could convert it into a boutique
hotel. Pondichéry’s robust tourism industry nostalgically evokes an imagined
French colonial past, one carefully scrubbed of the violence and inequities of
colonial reality.12
As I walked through the mansion, with its imposing golden statue presiding over empty rooms, it was easy to imagine it as a repository of sorts, an
archive of material sources for a biography of colonial power, its unexpected
forms, and ultimately its decline. In maintaining the mansion and keeping the
memory of Ananda Ranga Pillai alive for Pondichéry’s present and future, the
family was making a claim for its own historical significance. Just a short walk
away, the “Rue Nainiappa Poullé” attests to that significance. The cracked
street sign is made of blue tin, of the same kind used for Parisian street signs
(figure 6). With its Tamil name rendered Francophone, its Parisian-inspired
tin weathered by the local heat, the sign is a tangible remnant of the distributed authority that created the Nayiniyappa Affair.

Figure 6.

In Puducherry today, one can walk along Rue Nainiappa Poullé. Photograph by author.

Notes

The following abbreviations are used in the notes:
ADLA
ADN
AMEP
AN
ANOM
BC
BNF
COL
DPPC
FM
GR
INDE
MAR
MF
NAF
NAIP
Vanves

Archives départementales de Loire Atlantique, Nantes, France
Archives de Nantes, Nantes, France
Archives, Missions étrangères de Paris, France
Archives nationales de France, Paris, France
Archives nationales d’outre-mer, Aix-en-Provence, France
Bibliothèque franciscaine des Capucins, Paris
Bibliothèque nationales française
Fonds des colonies
Dépôt des papiers publics des colonies
Fonds ministériels
Greffes
Fonds territoreaux, Établissements français de l‘Inde
Fonds de la Marine
Manuscrits français
Nouvelles acquisitions françaises
National Archives of India, Puducherry Record Centre, India
Archives Jésuites, Vanves, France

Introduction

1. “Journal de bord de navires le Mercure, le Jason et la Vénus, formant une
escadre envoyeé aux Indes orientales sous le commadement de M. Guimont du Coudray, pour aller faire la course puis la traite, commencé en 1712 et fini en 1714,”
ADLA, série C, 875.
2. The writer of the journal, one M. Robert, unfamiliar with Indian names, wrote
the name phonetically as “Aniaba” but references him as the company’s chief agent,
the role filled by Nayiniyappa in this period. The description of his influence and the
phonetic similarity of the name’s rendering make clear that the man in question was
Nayiniyappa.
3. The ship’s journal is not paginated, but the entries describing the marriage
celebrations are for May 30, 1714; May 31, 1714; and June 1, 1714. “Journal de bord
de navires le Mercure, le Jason et la Vénus.”
4. This description of Guruvappa’s baptism is taken from a memoir written in the
latter half of the eighteenth century by one of his relatives. NAIP, eighteenth-century
documents, folder 20.
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5. Guruvappa is referred to by this name in a record of a 1724 commercial transaction in Pondichéry, held in ANOM, FM, DPPC, GR/675.
6. For an examination of partial and contingent sovereignty of company rule in a
Dutch context in the Indian Ocean, see Kerry Ward, Networks of Empire: Forced Migration in the Dutch East India Company (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012).
7. Both Indian and Hindu are anachronistic categories that do not appear in the
French sources of this period. The French sources refer to practitioners of local religions, who today would be glossed as Hindu, as “gentiles,” “pagans,” or “idolaters.”
I use “Hindu” occasionally when not quoting French actors to dispense with the
pejorative stance implicit in these designations. “Indian” is just as anachronistic. The
sources most often use “malabar,” and occasionally “blacks” (noirs) to refer to Pondichéry’s residents with origins in the Tamil region. I also use “Tamil,” which does
appear in French sources (tamoul) albeit rarely.
8. K. S. Mathew, “Missionaries from the Atlantic Regions and the Social Changes
in French Pondicherry from the Seventeenth to Nineteenth Centuries,” in Les relations
entre la France et l’Inde de 1673 à nos jours, ed. Jacques Weber (Paris: Les Indes savantes,
2002), 349–69. On MEP, see Adrien Launay, Histoire générale de la société des missions
étrangères (Paris: Téqui, 1894).
9. Seema Alavi, The Eighteenth Century in India (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2008); P. J. Marshall, The Eighteenth Century in Indian History: Evolution or Revolution?
(New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2005). On decentering colonialism in narratives
of eighteenth-century India, see Jon E. Wilson, “Early Colonial India beyond Empire,”
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10. Robert Englebert and Guillaume Teasdale, eds., French and Indians in the
Heart of North America, 1630–1815 (East Lansing: Michigan State University Press,
2013), 1.
11. Reviews of the growing scholarship on French empire are in Sophie Dulucq
and Colette Zytnicki, “Penser le passé colonial français, entre perspectives historiographiques et résurgence des mémoires,” Vingtième Siècle. Revue d’histoire, no. 86
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Mézin, Les compagnies des Indes (Rennes, FR: Ouest France, 2001), 70–71; Michael
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